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Learning Objectives
This unit will help you understand:
The evolution of restrictive and liberal immigration regimes and their
implications;

and
The emerging policy challenges concerning lndia and the world.

This i s the first unit of our book 2 on Diaspora and- Transnational
Communities. In our previous book we tried t o introduce you t o some
conceptual and theoretical aspects of studying diasporas and i n particular
with reference to lndian diaspora. We also introduced you to the different
lndian diasporas which are settled i n different parts of the globe. In this
book we will try and deal with some of the substantive issues that concern

the images anU'perceptions about and of lndian diaspora and finally issues
that have come up i n the context of globalisation and diaspora.

\

This unit wi essentially deal with various emigration and immigration
policies thp world over and their implications for migrations and diaspora

I

Zealand and ~ k t r a l i a The
.
unit discuss both the general idea behind some
of the policies of emigration and immigration and also specific policies. ,
We also discuss policiy changes i n lndia and the world and their implications
and what can be learned from this these.

lndia and lndian Diaspora:
Linkages and Policies

14.2

Evolution of Restrictive immigration
Policies

The Second World War marks a crucial watershed i n the history of the '
formation of lndian diaspora, particularly i n the developed world. It was
the beginning of the transformation of the lndian presence from one that
was miniscule, transitory and peripheral, to one that became more
substantial, permanent and central. The largest number of lndian migrants
in this period went to the UK, as the combined experiences of war, partition
and independence provided the initipl motivation for the postwar exodus.
This was subsequently strengthened by the nexus of kinship and friendship
that enabled others to tap the economic opportunities that were becoming
In spite of i t s 'liberal' pretence, however, Britain was still far from being
a multi-racial society at the end of the Second World War. When Canada
i n 1946, and India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka (then Ceylon) in 1947, introduced
their own citizenship laws, Britain defined, for the first time, its own policy
by the British Nationality Act of 1948. When all British subjects of the
Empire and the Commonwealth were s t i l l free to enter the UK during the
first post-war decade of 1945 to 1955, i n reality immigration of lndians and
other nationals of the sub-continent (as also the Caribbean and the African
nationals too) was restricted by this legislation until the very end of the
1950s and the beginning of the 1960s. As immigration began to crystallize,
the Commonwealth Immigrants Act of 1962 was adopted and put into practice
i n 1965, providing official legitimacy to the cherished British restrictions on
the settlement of 'coloured' people of the colonies, particularly the South
Asians, including Indians. It limited immigration to those 'primary immigrants'
who were issued job vouchers in one of the three 'priority categories' those having a job offer in Britain to come to, those possessing special skills
that were scarce in Britain, or those eligible for an undifferentiated numerical
quota based on the 'labour needs' of the British economy. Subsequently,
the government endorsed a White Paper that became the basis of a restrictive
bipartisan approach to immigration based on skills. It curbed the entry of
semiskilled and unskilled Indians, although there was the loophole of familyreunification clause that favoured the immigration of lndian Sikhs over
other South Asian communities like the Mirpuris and Kashmiris from West
Pakistan, or the Sylhetis from East Pakistan. The priority job-voucher category
of immigrants entering Britain for the first time from 1965 onwards, and
the new south Asian families accompanying them were mostly professionals
- the doctors, dentists, research scientists and so on - drawn from the
whole of lndia rather than just the few traditional areas i n the Punjab and
Gujarat.
In addition, highly skilled and professional lndians displaced from East Africa
i n the late 1960s and early 1970s, often called the 'twice banished', added
to the profile of the highly qualified lndian diaspora in the UK. When
nationalization and Africanisation intensified in the newly independent
countries of East-Africa, - Tanganyika i n 1961, Uganda i n 1962, and Kenya
in 1963 - these lndians faced the choice of either local or British citizenship.
When the number of East African Asians entering the UK swelled i n 1968, it caused the British government to think crisis, and enact the second
Commonwealth ImmigrationAct of 1968. Being rushed through the Parliament
in only three days, it subjected all holders of the British passports to
immigration controls unless they themselves, a parent or a grandparent had
been born, adopted or naturalized i n the UK. This Act of the British i s
8

considered as the 'most dishonourable conduct i n the history of dishonourable
conduct i n immigration policy'. It was a straightforward tool for denying
t h e c i v i l rights to, amongst others, East African Indians, without
disenfranchising the numerous 'white' people of British origin settled outside
Britain i n the 'old' dominions and i n Southern Rhodesia, Kenya and Argentina.
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The British policy on East African Asian immigration was as indefensible
as it proved t o be irrational from a practical, British self-interest point
of view. Collectively, the East African lndians were a well-educated,
materially successful diaspora group, comprising extremely high proportion
of entrepreneurs and professionally qualified people. In signalling plainly
that they were unwelcome i n Britain, apart from getting into dispute with
India, the British government managed to expose its international naivety
by diverting t o Canada many of those who were capable of making a
choice, namely the richest and the best educated. On the domestic front
too, the 1968 Act, which was meant t o strengthen the bipartisan British
approach t o immigration based on immigrant skills was rather criticised
by Enoch Powell's 'rivers of blood' speech as being too generous to the
coloured immigrants including the Indians. As the Ugandan Asian Crisis
unfolded i n 1972, the exodus of lndians from Uganda followed the same
broad pattern as movement from Kenya and Tanganyika i n the decade
following independence. When the expulsion was first announced in August
1972, it affected Ugandan residents of Asian descent who were either
citizens of the UK or one of the countries of the Indian sub-continent.
The Edward Heath government's rallying with other prosperous countries
resulted i n about 23,000 Ugandan Asians, majority of them Indians,
comprising the best qualified, migrating to other countries, particularly
to Canada. Only about 29,000 Ugandan Asians arrived in the UK. Over
time, the British voucher scheme became tighter, and the numbers of
vouchers actually issued were gradually reduced by new rules and acts of
nationality and immigration that came into force. This was the time when
the lifting of discriminatory restrictions and relaxation of numerical
quotas in other developed countries of the North, for migrants coming
from the developing countries of the South, had begun like a trend, thus
undermining the British policy of whitewashing Britain and with it the'
West.

14.3
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Lifting of Restrictions in the New
World and Antipodes

Prior to the-Second World War, anti-Asian sentiment was the characteristic
of immigration policy in North America too. In Canada, an Order of 1947
allowed landing for non-immigrants who had served i n the Armed Forces,
and who were honourably discharged, provided they were not persons of
Asiatic origin. However, the changing composition of the Commonwealth
exerted its influence on the Canadian government. After the Indian Prime
Minister Jawaharlal Nehru visited Canada, Indo-Canadians were granted the
right to vote. The explicitly racist provisions i n the lmmigration Act were
changed, lest Canada's image abroad as a humane and peace-loving country
got tarnished. In 1962, new regulations to the Act were introduced,
prohibiting the use of race, colour, and national origin as criteria for the
selection of immigrants, and the points system that followed facilitated
increasing immigration of the skilled, educated and qualified Indians. Australia
too gave up its 'white Australian policy' in the 1960s) and followed the
path of Canada i n attracting talent of the non-white Indians, New Zealand
going even further on liberalization of immigration.
9
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In the United States, until the second world war, lndian immigration was
mainly characterized by the presence of i[literate labourers - those working
on the Pacific coast lumber mills, docks etc. But there were also a few
educated Indians, who were political refugees or students. For example,
amongst the students who were organizing lndians against the British rule
i n lndia were the son of the Maharaja of Baroda at Harvard and the son of
Rabindranath Tagore at Illinois. In fact, Tagore had himself visited the U.S.
and praised America for its international leadership. But he later denounced
the Asian exclusions and refused to return to the US because of 'utter lack
of freedom' there. After the war, things changed. Roosevelt himself, as
President of the US, wrote to the chairman of the House Committee on
lmmigration and Naturalization, supporting the withdrawal of barriers before
a bill was moved in the House, saying, 'Statutory discrimination against
lndians now serve no useful purpose and [is] incongruous and inconsistent
with the dignity of both our peoples'. The bill resulted in the 1946
amendments to the US lmmigration Act, which ended almost 30 years of
exclusion of lndians by setting an annual number of 100 as their national
quota. All this was partly a sequel to the lifting of barriers against the
Chinese immigrants in 1943, but a more immediate objective was perhaps
to ameliorate the growing antagonism of lndians towards American troops
that were still stationed i n lndia after the War had ended. The small
beginning was consolidated further by the visit of the Prime Minister
Jawaharlal Nehru to the US in October 1949, hastening change from the
earlier phase of lndian immigration to the US, which comprised mainly the
unskilled workers, culminating with the 1965 amendments to the Act which
finally opened the gates for absorbing the highly skilled and the professional
Indians. In the three decades that followed, lndians acquired the status of
being amongst the highest-educated, highly-professional and highest-earning
model minority ethnic groups in the US. The umbilical cord of colonial
legacy that lndians had long nurtured with Britain was thus eventually
snapped, first when Canada and subsequently the United States of America
in the 'New World' became the final destination of the migrating lndian
professional masses through the 1960s and 1970s, there being a scramb!e
for them amongst the other developed countries i n the West and the East
al,ike at the turn of century, ironically including the Great Britain too. The
largely unskilled and semiskilled migrants too found a new destination i n
the newly developing oil-rich countries of the gulf in West Asia, and a large
number of lndians went there as temporary construction workers, followed
by some professionals as well.
Reflection and Action 14.1
1.

What are some of the restrictive immigration polcies that UK adopted
to limit the entry of South Asians?

2.

What were the reasons for massive migration of lndians to USA, Australia
and New Zealand during 1960s and 1970s?

14.4. lmmigration of Third-Country Nationals
(TCNs) in the European Union
In Europe, the principle of free movement within the EU was extended to
the almost ten million third-country nationals (TCNs, i.e. workers from
outside the Union) in possession of a specific residence status in a Member
State. A March 1996 Council Resolution allows permanently resident TCNs
i n one Member State to get either a ten-year or an unlimited residence
permit in another Member State. In February 1999, the European Commission.
the Union's executive body, tabled two new proposals for a Directive
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governing the movement of TCNs employed in services sectors within the
Union territory. The first proposal provides for creating an "EC service
provision card" for EU-based enterprises i n services sectors, permitting the
service providers to transfer their non-EU national employees from one
Member State to another simply by a declaration t o authorities within the
destination country. The second proposal would provide the self-employed
third-country nationals with the freedom to provide services throughout the
Union territory, provided they are legally established as self-employed persons
i n a particular Member State. The EC service provision card would also
allow for the temporary movement of self-employed third-country nationals.
Beginning with the coming into force i n May 1999, the Amsterdam Treaty
also promised to promote the free-movement and employment rights of
third-country nationals. In particular, the centralized European institutions,
like the European Commission and the Council of Ministers, were given
clear mandate to enact policies directly affecting the migration of non-EU
nationals, thus paving the way for eventually abandoning the practice of
leaving the entry, stay, movement, and employment of third-county nationals
to a diverse, and sometimes inconsistent range of national policies within
the EU. Further, the Amsterdam Treaty extended the TEC anti-discrimination
clause to encompass all forms of discrimination on account of racial or
ethnic origin, religion, age, sex, disability, or sexual orientation, thereby i n
principle covering the third-country nationals i n i t s fold. However, despite
such treaties, harmonization and homogenization of immigration policies
affecting the entry and stay of TCNs across countries of the EU are yet t o
take place, although many countries like Germany, France, Denmark, and
the Netherlands etc. are already i n the fray to attract Indian talent.

14.5

Typology of Issue-based Emigration Policies
in Origin Countries

Sending countries like lndia have from time to time adopted policies designed
to counter the exploitation of their citizens abroad and/\or the draining of
their valuable human resources that takes place through growing emigration.
These can be grouped into four broad issue based policy types: restrictive,
compensatory, restorative and developmental. lndia has experimented with
almost all of them at various points i n time, as mentioned below.
Restrictive policies
lndia generally does not have a restrictive policy for emigration of highly
educated, trained and experienced personnel. From time t o time various
restrictive measures to contain the problem of brain drain have been
conceived, but there has never been a consensus except i n the case of the
medical sector - where lndia had certain restrictions. There i s a history of
three decades of restrictive policies for medical education abroad. It started
initially with the objective of controlling foreign exchange outflow and
optimum use of facilities i n India. Later the rationale was to regulate the
out-migration of doctors and derive the benefits of highly subsidised medical
education provided to them for the country's poor.
Here too, these policies had originated more as India's quid pro quo response
to the highly restrictive US regulations for entry of medical personnel into
the US geo-economic sphere. India's restrictive emigration policy had been
basically aimed to protect the uneducated and unskilled emigrants, and for
this a Protectorate of Emigrants has been regulating the flow of worker
emigration, and looking after the interests of this section of the Indian
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Compensatory policies
One can mention the well-known Bhagwati-proposal of 1976, which proposed
to tax the brain drain for creating a development fund that would benefit
the developing countries losing their skilled labour to the developed world
(Bhagawati and Partington, 1976). However, it could not be tested due to
problems of multilateral jurisdiction across countries. In India, there i s no
formal compensatory mechanism to compensate for the losses that the
country incurs because of migration. There i s a policy in terms of incentives
being offered to the NRls for sending funds to lndia through the official
channels - remittances, investments in bank deposits, occasionally floated
development bonds like Millennium Development Bond, securities of lndian
companies, joint ventures and so on. Most of the incentives are in the form
of higher rates of interest and lower rates of taxes for the NRls as compared
to their counterpart residents in India. In fact, the term 'non-resident' was
coined for the purpose of extending tax concessions to temporary visitors
abroad, so that they were not subjected to double taxation - once in the
host country and again in India. Most of these schemes have attracted
financial transfers to India, but at a huge social cost. In fact, very recently
lndia lowered these differentials in interest rates to stop the rampant use
of arbitrage and money laundering by some members of the diaspora.
Restorative policies
Restorative policies are aimed at encouraging return migration to the home
country, either permanently or temporarily on specific assignments. The
best known international scheme under this category has been the TOKTEN,
launched by the LlNDP in many countries. In India, however, the scheme has
been quite ineffective - due to poor operationalisation. Private industrial
establishments were encouraged to offer placements to the returning1
visiting NRls in their R&D units under the scheme, but private firms were
frustrated and disillusioned with the functioning of the TOKTEN-INRIST
(Transfer of Knowledge and Technology through Expatriate Nationals Interface for Non-Resident lndian Scientists & Technologists) programme in
India. So was the fate of the "Pool Officers Scheme", also launched by the
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) of the Government of
India, and meant for permanent returnees to India. The University Grants
Commission had started a 'Research Scientist' scheme to attract lndian
scientists from abroad with offers of placement in lndian universities at
levels parallel to lecturer, reader and professor in the early 1980s, with
substantial research grants in addition to their salaries. The scheme tookoff well, but ran into trouble because of the dilution of standards by
accommodating unemployed scholars from within lndia and that too across
all disciplines. It also led to dichotomies i n the universities. The UGC too
had a budget constraint, and the scheme was finally withdrawn some time
in the mid-nineties.

1
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Developmental policies
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Developmental policies are not specifically aimed at brain drain or labour
exodus per se, but supposedly at the causes of mass emigration in terms
of bridging the development gap between the developing home country and
the developed destination country. However, these policies have remained
as attention-drawing promises made by political parties i n their election-.
manifestos, with no follow up whatsoever, i f the party came to power. Of
late, however, the lndian judiciary has begun taking the government to task
for non-performance on promises made, e.3. in the case of the universal
primary education until the age of 14. Examples are the proposals for the
setting up of 'science parks' where wages will be comparable to international

,
I

standards and working conditions will not be repressive, Export Processing
Zones (EPZs) where tariff barriers will not exist for undertaking certain
production activities, and so on.

14.6

Policy Negotiations Affecting South Asian
Migration: Multilateral, Regional, Bilateral,
and Unilateral lnitiatives

Multilateral Initiatives
When it comes to operational policy making and implementation affecting
South Asian and the Indian diaspora, the stakeholders i n the field of
international migration are mainly two: countries or the region of emigration,
and the countries or regions of immigration. It is i n this context that the
policy negotiations by the stakeholders are driven by the key trends and
issues amongst the diasporas. The policy negotiations co11l.dbe seen t o have
been taking place at the various levels: multilateral amongst most countries
of the world, regional among the countries of the South Asian region,
bilateral between any two countries of the region, and unilateral by any
single country i n the region.
At the multilateral level, the General Agreement on Trade in Services
(GATS) under the framework of World Trade Organization (WTO) is the most
prominent current forum that involves policy negotiations directly affecting
international migration. (There are other multilateral fora, like the ILO
under the UN system, or the IOM outside the UN system, which directly
deal with various aspects of international migration) Of the four modes of
trade in services, the First Mode, which is called 'Consumption Abroad',
involves the diasporic students migrating abroad for education, a predominant
form that now comes under trade i n educational services. I have painted
out elsewhere that the rising competition for foreign students, due not only
to economic reasons but also because of the aging structure of the population
i n the developed countries, has been accompanied by initiatives i n the
marketing of higher education institutions. Such initiatives, sponsored by
destination-country governments, universities, or private firms, include
dissemination of information on the institutions recruiting students. For
example, the so-called 'education fairs' are one of the most commgn
mechanisms used by governments and institutions of the destination
countries, either directly or through education marketing agencies, to attract
the South Asian students. Similarly, the Fourth Mode, 'Presence of Natural
Persons', refers t o the 'freedom' for workers i n countries of origin t o move
to other countries t o provide services through temporary stay, not well
defined but roughly for six t o ten years period. The two modes of trade i n
services are thus supposed t o cover international migration of people
described as 'natural persons' (as opposed to 'juridical persons', which are
the trading firms and companies). The scope here is limited to movement
to and presence on foreign soil, of the 'natural persons', primarily for (a)
the purpose of hnsuming or providing a service rather than goods, and (b)
temporary stay rather 'than permanent residency.
For negotiating international migration of students and workers at the
multilateral level, South Asian countries like India are better off i n following
a holistic approach rather than a piecemeal approach. Under such an
approach of trade i n 'human services', interriational migration could be
described as 'Movement of Embodied Human Capital', comprising Modes I
and IV i n the GATS jargon, and thus incorporating the international migration
of students, teachers and professionals from a developing country rich i n
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these endowments, like those on the Indian subcontinent, to the developed '
continents like the north America, Europe, and Australia under a single
umbrella. The counterpart, what I would call the 'Movement of Disembodied
Human Capital', primarily coverers Modes II and Ill, respectively by way of
large-scale 'Cross-border Supply' of the online courses and material through
the Internet, and face-to-face supply of education by way of' offshore
'Commercial Presence' of foreign universities and campuses of the developed
countries in countries of South Asia.
The short-term implication of proliferation of foreign universities and their
curriculum i n developing countries of South Asia could be a simple gainful
trade i n a service. But the long-term impl.ications could be indeterminate.
In the long run, it may lead -to at least two revelations: First could be a
rise in the brain drain as thk educational ethos and values of the students
and their parents get guided by an ex ante choice in favour of pursuing that
education, content-wise, which i s likely to get internationalized in the
labour markets of the developed countries. Such an impact has, in fact,
been visible at least in lndia lately, for example, through a shift in the
choice of the ' majors', by students entering the senior secondary schooling
(after class X) and colleges in favour of subjects like commerce and
marketable languages, and away from the sciences or social sciences over
the last decade. In the post-graduatecourses too, there has been a definite
shift towards the business studies and away from the general university
education. Secondly, there hinges the Large-scale infrastructure sustenance
of the universities, the polytechnics, and other institutions of higher
education in a developed negotiating country at the cost of those in the
developing countries through a period of domestic recession in the former.
The paradox here i s between the short-run and the Long-run implications.
In the short-run, it seems the global physical presence of diaspora students,
teachers, and professionals abroad would be gainful for the home countries
i n terms of employment, income, remittances and so on, but the long-run
implications could be manifold. One could be the erosion, qualitative i f not
quantitative, of these countries' capability t o produce the kind of
professionals, the doctors or even the teachers who train the very
professionals or doctors that the world would Like to import in future.
Another could be a simple domestic shortage of the professionals possessing
generic skills applicable i n all types of knowledge generating and research
activities. A third could be the infrastructural challenge of hedging against
the vulnerabilities of the supply and demand mismatches when there are
frequent changes in the immigration policies of the developed receiving
countries.
One also must understand that the universities, the teachers, and the
students that together make the educational service, are the inputs in the
production of another intermediate input - the commodity producers or
service providers; they are not similar to the final products that other
services like banking, shipping, insurance, or telecommunications produce.
Given this dichotomy, the paradox between factor-endowment and factoruse inherent in student and teacher mobility as a form of trade in education
services must be recognized and taken care of in the new knowledge
paradigm that may emerge by the joint efforts of the destination countries
and the South Asian countries of origin at the GATS negotiations.
Secondly, along with mobility of embodied human capital, what needs to be
Looked into even more carefully are the policies that determine the content

supply through cross-border supply and commercial presence in developing
countries of South Asia. It i s crucial to make sure that these are geared
towards the current needs and future requirements of capacity building in
these developing countries rather than concentration of future global
knowledge in the developed countries.
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Regional, Bilateral, and Sub-regional Initiatives
There are regional and bilateral efforts of cooperation amongst the South
Asian countries but none of these have explicitly covered the area of
international migration, whether intra-regionally or with other regions, and
countries of the world. There have been important issues touching upon the
elements of international migration in the region, e.g., the issue of developing
a network of fairly developed transport infrastructure amongst the member
countries to facilitate better mobility of goods and people; or of biotechnology, which i s a frontier area of choice for a career. However, perhaps
the slow pace of trade liberalization itself under the SAARC regional
framework has kept any direct reference to the issue of international
migration from being taken up for policy. Going beyond a South Asian Free
Trade Area (SAFTA) after 2010, the SAARC has set before itself a bold vision
for all member countries to form a South Asian Customs Union by 2015, and
South Asian Economic Union by 2020. There are also the prospects of a
Monetary Union with a corrlmon currency, which will have a bearing on
intra-regional mobility of the people of South Asia. The actual progress on
these fronts has however been far from steady.
In the area of trade and investment liberalization, the South Asian region
has been seen to be more intensive in bilateral linkages than regional, and
this is being interpreted as a response of the member states to a rather
slow progress under the SAARC framework (IRS 2004, p.52). The bilateral
Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) between India-Bhutan, Indian-Nepal, and
India-Sri Lanka are i n place; while India-Bangladesh, and Pakistan-Sri Lanka
are in the process; and Bangladesh-Pakistan, and Maldives-Sri Lanka are at
the contemplating stage. lndia and Pakistan have also got into a trade and
investment cooperation agreement, but it i s the bilateral negotiations on
political boundary matters and cross-border terrorism that have overshadowed
such issues.
Two sub-regional initiatives involving South Asian countries have also
complemented the regional and bilateral initiatives. These are BangladeshBhutan-India-NepalGrowth Quadrilateral Initiative (BBINGQ), and BangladeshIndia-Myanmar-SriLanka-ThailandEconomic Cooperation (BIMSTEC), the latter
involving two member countries of ASEAN, and thus forming a bridge between
SAARC and ASEAN.
The most recent sub-regional initiative of EU-India Strategic partnership
portends the larger role that lndia aspires to play in world affairs (Editorial,
ET 11 Nov. 2004). lndia i s the sixth country to conclude a strategic partnership
with the EU - the others being USA, Canada, China, Russia and Japan. Pre
-WTO Summit consultations are planned. I t would substantially widen India's
international platform. Meanwhile, even the 25-member EU might use India's
advantage with the economic ,integration in South, and South-East Asia.
Ireland and lndia are two of the biggest software exporters, and intellectual
property right (IPR) consultations are planned. The EU will need to cooperate
to rea\ise
India's competitive advantage in a variety of high-value services
level
when these are opened up for trade. lndia may ask Brussels
business
the playing fields for all. For Indian IT majors, the
roundtable isyet another platform to deliberate issues that make the
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movement of IT professionals difficult (ET, Nov. 11, 2004). The EU has,
despite a few relaxations, t o u ~ himmi~rationlaws. Industry experts i n India
are of the opinion that stringent immigration norms for lndian professionals
are t o blame for lndian ITS not contributing to i t s potential i n the EU. The
mobility of IT professionals within the EU member-countries i s hampered by
the current work permit procedures. Residence permits, which i n some
parts of the EU are prerequisite for work permits, are often difficult to
obtain. Often applicants have to produce birth and marriage certificates,
which can be difficult. The industry would like a waiver of these requirements
for IT professionals, who are on short-term assignments. Not only are the
procedures tedious and tough ; they also differ from country to country.
lndian IT industry would paddle for uniform processes that may apply
throughout the EU. Given the demand for IT workers, there i s also talk of
getting IT skills listed as a 'shortage' profession. This would bypass the
need by EU employers to certify that the positions cannot be filled locally
before for foreign skilled workers are employed. Other immigration issues
to be pursued from the business round-table include the need to do away
with the pre-employment requirements for obtaining work visas. The stringent
norms for entry and exit for software professionals, as well as wage parity
are also likely to be taken up. On the taxation front, the social security
policies would come up for negotiations. The industry would like a waiver
of the social security taxes for the short-term IT professionals. The percentage
taxed as social security i s high i n the EU, whereas most lndian IT professionals
would not enjoy the benefits of these taxes.
Unilateral Initiatives
In Bangladesh, the governments have been more proactive i n negotiating
with foreign governments and major employers for their share of the labour
market for expatriate labour. The Bangladesh government set up Bangladesh
Overseas Employment Services Ltd. Similarly, Pakistan had established i t s
Bureau of Emigration and Overseas Employment i n 1971 which worked
through labour attaches i n the Middle East and a network of about 500
private Licensed agents processing state to state Labour contracts. In India,
private recruitment agents operate within the structure of the Protectorate
of Emigrants mentioned earlier. lndia has only recently institutionalised
state capacity to respond to the crises, which lead to the repatriation of
i t s citizens. These more proactive policies towards migration were developed
following the repatriation of several thousand returnees from UAE to Kerala
during the Gulf War. At the provincial government level, the Kerala state
government set up a separate department to look at the problems of nonresident Keralites, their welfare and investment facilities i n 1996. At the
national level, the Report of High-level Committee on lndian Diaspora led
to lndian government's conscious efforts i n building cultural, political and
economic links with the PlOs (Persons of lndian Origin) and the NRls (Non
Resident Indians). As a follow-up, the government also declared the annual
celebration of a 'Bharatiya Pravasi Divas' (The lndian Expatriates Day) on
9th January from 2003 onwards. About the same time as the report was
submitted, the recognition of the importance of lndian IT professionals and
their migration had led to the creation of the Ministry of Information
Technology, which along with NASSCOM deals with the issues concerning the
lndian IT professionals' migration to other countries. Subsequently, the
national government has constituted a separate ministry, the Minitry of
Overseas Indians Affairs, with a full cabinet minister to Look after the issues
relating to the lndian expatriates abroad. The ministry has programmes and
projects at the multilateral, regional, bilateral, and unilateral level.
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Irrespective of the various Levels where policies related to migration are
adopted by the South Asian countries, what is important for both the
countries of origin and destination i n this context is to be able to distinguish
and identify the 'painful' from the 'gainful' aspects of international migration
in migration management. Being aware of these tasks and the responsibility
involved, the countries of origin need to make use of these i n their 'give
and take' strategy. They need t o gear up to press for international norms
in the multilateral negotiations of the GATS around the issue of movement
of natural persons as service providers under trade, which is just another
description for promoting the temporary entry of migrants. The vulnerability
of the migrants as well as the trends is the key aspect that need be taken
out of international migration, whether as part of trade i n services or
otherwise, whether of the illiterate labourer or the highly skilled professional.
Reflection and Action 14.2
1. What are the implications i f foreign universities were to be set up in
India?
2 . Explain what you understand by unilateral initiatives? Elucidate your
answer with examples of some unilateral initiatives that affect migration
of people.
3. What are some of the policy negotiations initiated under GATS by WTO
which has implications for international migration?

14.7

Policy Changes in lndia and the World:
Lessons to Be Learnt

Although there exists a 1983 law regulating emigration of the unskilled from
India, the country has been no well-defined immigration rule or law per
se, either for the skilled or the unskilled. Provisions regarding entry,
regulation and prevention of 'foreigners' into lndia and lndian citizenship
are found i n the Constitution, the Citizenship Act 1955, the Foreigners Act
1946, the Passport Act 1967, the Criminal Procedure Code and other
regulations. However, the Ove~easlndian Citizenship (OIC) - the dual
citizenship promised to the lndian diaspora by the lndian government in
2005 and conferred i n 2006 is an important landmark i n redefining the
contours of immigration policy i n the new millennium - not merely for
lndia but for an "interconnected' world as well. For the lndian diaspora i n
the Gulf - those who send large remittances back home but can never hope
to become naturalized citizens of those countries because of restrictive
regimes there, the lndian government announced at the fourth Pravasi
Bhartiya Divas which took place i n 2006 that their demand for voting rights
t o be exercised from abroad was under serious consideration.
The policy of dual citizenship and the promise of a consideration to grant
overseas voting rights by lndia to the lndian diaspora gain added importance
in the wake of the Report of the Global Commission on lnternational
Migration, submitted t o the UN Secretary-General in October 2005, and
tit led as "Migration in an Interconnected World: New Directions for Action".
In laying down a new roadmap for action, the Report recognizes that
"lnternational migration has risen t o the top of the global policy agenda."
But the Report also concludes that "the international community has failed
to capitalize on the opportunities and meet the challenges associated with
it, and therefore new approaches are required to correct the sitl~ation"
(emphasis added). The Commission concludes that "ifthe bendits of
international migration are to be maximized and its adverse consequences
minimized, then migration policies should be based On shared objectives
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and a common vision." A first-ever emphasis that the report has made is
to state that "the traditional distinction between skilled and unskilled
workers is in certain respects an unhelpful one, as it fails to do justice t o
the complexity of international migration. ... While they may have different
levels of educational achievement, all of them could be legitimately
described as essential workers" (emphasis added).
The vulnerability of migrants i s not Limited to unskilled people. The system
ensures that all migrants are kept exposed to vulnerability of one kind or
the other, as it provides continuity and flexibility to the labour market in
terms of a 'safety valve'. Therefore, attention to policy protection cannot
be limited to the correction of specific situations. It must question the
system that continues to produce situations of exploitation. For one reason
or the other, the policy discourse in migration stops at the legislation of
recommendations; when it comes to prescription of the laws and procedures,
the entire focus i s on how to stop the exploitation of the migrants, mostly
irregular and illegal migrants, i n the hands of the vested interest groups
operating in the migration space. Enough has been said about such
exploitation, and about the loopholes in the policies for effectively combating
such exploitation - be it because of 'feminization, privatization, or
regionalization', the three contemporary features of labour migration the
ILO identifies as not being adequately provided for in the ILO Labour
Conventions or national immigration laws - challenging traditional efforts to
regulate migration. The systemic vulnerability that i s generated i n the
developing home countries of legal migrants begins one step earlier, in the
practical implementation stage of policy: Literally at the doorsteps of the
foreign consulates that issue the visas or the entry permits for the migrants'
entry into their countries. The humiliating experience that ;the so-called
'off-white' people (the ladies, the elderly, and the gentlemen alike) of the
so-called 'third-world' (erstwhile) are more often than not subjected to i n
their own lands by the 'whites' and their 'brown sahibs' manning the
consulates takes place only because that had never been a "white man's
disease". The indignation of queuing up in a hostile environment - natural
as well as man-made - outside the gate of the consulates in South Asia i s
degrading enough for many of these migrants to become vulnerable to any
kind of misbehaviour, insult, threat, and exploitation that could be in store
in the new land or on the way to it. The migrant could be utterly alone
and vulnerable to the uncharted contours of a journey, which i s made
further uncertain by the frequently changing policies, legislation, quotas,
and the practices of the so-called "migration management" in the destination
countries. Stability of policy, and dignity in the practice of that policy are
perhaps two key elements which would go a long way in making migration
policy 'user-friendly' not only in a developing country like India but equally
in all other spaces too.

14.8

Conclusions

In this unit we tried to present you the complexities involved in what
seemingly seems like a simple thing as migration of people, looking for
better life. The policies that are adopted by countries, between countries
and regions, as well as by bodies such as UN or WTO have wider
implications for migration and immigration. We also tried to critically
evaluate the specific policies by giving you examples and substantiating
these polices we have discussed. When examing some of these policies
from political and economic point of view, we find that the worst affected
from polcies of emigration and immigration are the semi- and unskilled
workers who do not have the same bargaining power as the skilled whit@

collar workers. The other aspect which comes to fore i s that the basic
power politics between the advanced north-the Western countries- and
the underprivileged south-the third world countries. However, i n this new
globalised wor1.d and where telecommunication and its many aspects are
coming to fore there i s new shifts in international labour markets. In our
next unit we will discuss very specifically the India's initiatives regarding,
its diaspora, we will discuss various polices and state initiatives.
I
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Learning Objectives
After reading this unit you will be able to:
Get a comprehensive view of the policies and views of the lndian state
Trace the evolution of these policies
'

Cortically evaluate the changing nature of India's stand on i t s diaspora.

15.1

Introduction

There are more than 20 million People of lndian Origin (PIO) spread in
136 countries. They immigrated into different bursts and different
capacities. The bulk of lndian migration took place during colonial period.
The previous small-scale movement of lndian people turned into mass
migration. They went broadly under three different capacities - (i) the
indentured worker in sugar colonies of Caribbean, Oceania and Africa
(Tinker, 1969), (ii) Under Kangani / maistry system to Malaysia, Burma
or Myanmar and Ceylone or Sri Lanka (Sadhu, 1964), (iii) and free or
passenger lndians primarily in East Africa (Ghai, 1971). The free lndians
(called Passenger Indian) went i n small number to many other places as
well. During second half of 20th century, lndian emigrated as skilled and
semi- skilled workers to (i) Europe, North America and Oceania and (ii)
the Middle East.
There are several basis on which lndian Diaspora i s classified. The Old
Diaspora i s referred to all those who went before independence of lndia
and New Diaspora to those who went after independence. The People of
lndian Origin (PIO) are referred to those who have undertaken local
citizenship whether from the New or Old Diaspora and those lndian overseas
who s t i l l have lndian passport are called Non-Resident lndians (NRI). The
entire population of lndian origin in the West Asian countries i s of NRI
category. There are PlOs in different counties like in the Caribbean, Africa,
Fiji etc who have re-migrated after a few generation to Europe, North
America or to Australia and they are called Twice Migrants.
This unit would study the changes and continuity in the evolution of lndian
policy towards lndian Diaspora. It will examine the imperatives, experiences,
experiments and exercises of Government 01 lndia to engage lndian Diaspora
since time of India's freedom struggle to the new hyperactive lndian policy
which unfol.ded i n 1990s and continues till now.

15.2
i

Pre-Independence Era: Legacy of Mahatma
Gandhi

The initial responseaf lndia on lndian Diaspora was directed towards PlOs.
South African Indians, for whom Mahatma Gandhi struggled in South Africa,
whose cause lndia took to the UN even before becoming independent and
sacrificed i t s substantial trade relations, South Africa was a very special
issue for India. Discriminatory treatment in racially structured society of
South Africa had drawn Mahatma Gandhi into active politics when he had
gone to South Africa in late 19th century. Later, lndian nationalists of all
shades had demanded improvement in working and living conditions of lndians
settled abroad. lndian settlers protest began to be articulated in East Africa
also. East African lndian National Congress, based on the model of the
lndian National Congress was founded in 1914. A.M. Jeevanjee had started
voicing the grievances of lndian settlers in East Africa. He had gone to the
extent of advocating "the annexation of African territory" (Tangynika) to
the lndian Empire" arguing that it had been an Asiatic kingdom i n ancient
times" (Jeevanji, 1912). lndians in Africa formed middle section in threetier society, the whites at top and the blacks at the bottom. However, their
presence was more apparent to Africans as they came directly in contact
with them through their retail shops and business. At the same time, they
were aggressive in commercial sector. Similarly in Mauritius and Fiji, Mahatma
Gandhi had sent Manila1 Doctor while coming back from South Africa to
mobilise them for education and advising them to give very high importance
to educate their children (Tinker, 1974). But more importantly he advised
them to actively participate i n local politics and demand legitimate share in
the governance and economy of their new home. lndians also used nationalism
to mobilise the lndian Diaspora around the world to get lndian independence.
They were exhorted to identify with the lndian cause as 'only a free lndia
could hope to protect and safeguard their interest'. Since most of them
were taken under a coercive colonial rule they were visualised by Gandhi as
a segment of emerging lndian independence where they will share the socio
cultural space within India. Therefore, it was a policy of identification and
association but it was by and large Gandhi's own view. Nehru who since
1930 became official in-charge of foreign policy of lndia within lndian National
Congress had different views.

Evolution

Nehru's Policy

Nehru, who became the first Prime Minister of India, had long ago visualised
the clash of interests of lndians overseas and local inhabitants. Nehru took
up the cause of lndian diaspora, he was not the only one though: Sapru,
Shastri, Kunzru, Maharaj Singh, among others, were actively involved for
the cause of the lndian diaspora. Though Nehru was more involved with
lndians who had migrated to Burma, Malaya and Srilanka, it was he who
was responsible for evolving Indian's policy towards the Indians settled abroad
including those in the Caribbean and Africa. In 1927 when he was appointed
the secretary of All lndia Congress Committee (AICC), a body of the lndian
National Congress (INC), - he prepared a paper 'A Foreign Policy of India'
for AICC. In this paper, for the first time, he categorically outlined the
policy of INC regarding lndian settlers i n other colonial countries, the role
lndia wanted them to play i n their country of adoption and the kind of
support they cou1.d expect from India. He asked in the paper, "what i s the
position of lndians of foreign countries to-day?" . He said that lndian overseas
went as "a hireling of exploiter" i.e. British government and he wanted this
position to be changed. He suggested at other place that "an lndian who
goes to other countries must co-operate with people of that country and
win for himself a position by friendship and service The lndians should

...
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co-operate with Africans and help them, as far as possible and not claim
a special position for themselves" (Selected Works of Jawahar La1 Nehru,
1972: 353, 368).
However, this was not a consensus view of INC. Another stream of the
Congress comprising of C.F. Andrew, Srinivas Shastri and H.N. Kunzru, M.M.
Malaviya, 0.G Gokhale were mainly concerned with discrimination of lndians
i n Africa and other places and wanted for them a parity with White settlers.
Many of them visited workers recruitment centres and talked to them about
problems. ,

.

The agitation of Mahatma Gandhi in South Africa was also confined to the
betterment of lndian settlers cause. In succeeding years, the issue of
discrimination of lndians in South Africa became a sentimental issue for
lndian nationalists, as Mahatma Gandhi was very closely associated with it.
Nehru represented left wing of Congress. He differed with the conservative
wing whose demand was confined only for betterment of lndian overseas.
Nehru believed in co-operation between lndians and Africans, however until
late 1940, his sympathy and worry were also confined, only for lndians i n
South Africa. This contrasted with his general policy of lndian support to
combined struggle of lndian settlers and Africans i n which African cause was
paramount. Nehru's special support to lndian settlers in South Africa was
very obvious. In a message to INC of South Africa, Nehru wrote i n 1939,
"lndia is weak today and can not do much for her children abroad but she
does not forget them and every insult to them i s a humiliation and sorrow
for her. And a day will come when her long arm will shelter and protect
them and her strength will compel justice for them (lbid:618). " It i s this
duality between Nehru's policy and the presence of two wings (conservative
and left) in Congress, which help us to understand the change and continuities
in lndian support to lndian settlers in Africa. However, by early 1950's it
was Nehru policy towards East African lndians that ultimately prevailed
even in South Africa and other countries.
Congress had set up an overseas department in 1929 and a slender contact
was established with local Congress organisations in South and East Africa.
Nehru took over foreign relations when an interim nationalist government
was formed under him on 2 September 1946. He took the issue of Indians'
discrimination in South Africa beyond Commonw lth to United Nations.
After independence, Nehru expressed his views o \the position of lndians
in Africa and other places. Speaking i n the Constituent Assembly on 8th
March 1948 he said, "Now these lndians abroad what are they? Are they
lndian citizen are they going to be citizen of lndia or not? If they are not,
then our interest in them becomes cultural, humanitarian and not political..
Either they get the franchise of the nationals of the other country or treat
them as lndian minus franchise and ask for them the most favourable
treatment given to an alien". He advised lndian immigrants, "If you can not
be, and i f you are not friendly to the people of that country, come back
to lndia and d~ not spoil the fair name of lndia (lbid:618)."

f

-
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Nehru made it clear i n 1950, "In many parts of Africa-East, West, Souththere are considerable number of Indians, mostly business people. Our
definite instructions to them and to our agent i n Africa are that they must
always put the interest of indigenous populations first. We want to have no
vested interests at the expense of the population of those countries"
(Chhabra, 1978:15). He emphasised the same view repeatedly. He said
about lndians abroad, "if they adopt the nationality of that country we
have no concern with them. Sentimental concern there is, but politically
22

they cease to be lndian national (India's Foreign Policy-1946-61, 1957: 130).
Nehru asserted i n 1953, "About Africa and lndians there, I may tell you, the
policy we have pursued for many years. ... We have told them very definitely
and precisely that we as government do not encourage or support them i n
anything they might want and which goes against the interests of the
Africans. We have made that perfectly clear (Chhabra, 1978: 15)". Nehru
was very clear that any overt move by the lndian government for PlOs
would do more harm than good to them. He was not against people to
people contacts or non-governmental association. Nevertheless, Nehru also
talked about double Loyalty of lndians overseas. "During Indo-Chinese war
lndia welcomed contributions from Asians of East Africa to help boost its
defence efforts. When questioned on this Nehru told to a foreign journalist
that "lndians overseas have dual Loyalty, one to their country of adoption
and other to their country of origin" (Gupta, 1974:134). Further lndia
deplored it as an act of disloyalty when it found that Asians were selling
and promoting Chinese made goods at the cost of lndian goods.
'rhough Nehru stood for primacy of Africans i f their interest was to clash
with lndian settlers, however, when Asian Relation Conference was organised,
two South African lndian Leaders - Y.M. Dadoo and GM Naicker were invited
but there was no black participants from South Africa. Even during Nehru's
prime ministership when question of racism i n South Africa was taken up
in U. N., it was only the case of lndians discrimination in South Africa that
was India's concern, though soon lndia had to change i t s policy to include
black Africans also. This caused great misgiving in Africans (see Dubey,
1968). Between 1960-66 the gulf between lndia and lndian settlers abroad
widehed as lndia came to believe that lndians were more of an obstacle
than an assets in its diplomatic relations with Africa. After the Chinese
attack, it seemed a matter of smaller consequences i f PlOs were to face
some degree of discrimination.
When Nehru formulated India's position on lndians overseas, most of the
countries in the Third World were under colonial rule. Before independence
the lndian concern about the treatment of lndian settlers abroad was with
the intention of making British rulers of our country responsible for the
welfare of overseas lndians and securing for them fair treatment and justice
i n relation to White settlers. The assumption that such responsibility
continued was occasionally expressed i n parliament and press. Immediately
after India's independence, Government of lndia was not i n a position to
assist for full justice to lndian settlers. Moreover, the leaders of white
settlers in Kenya and South Africa had seen lndian independence as a threat
to British rule i n Africa. They called Nehru as a Hindu communist who
wanted to replace European rule by Indians. Their propaganda about lndian
sinister design on African colonies where lndians were in substantial number,
and the image of lndian settlers in Africa as an exclusive community whose
only interest i n Africa was economic exploitation, made lndian Leaders very
sensitive on the question of lndians overseas. 'The condition of lndian
migrants in neighbouring countries like Burma, Malaysia, Uganda were
ignored. Since Ceylon was very close to India, some protests and noise
were made during Nehru's time also. lndia protested against Citizenship
Act of Ceylon, which was disqualifying the PlOs. It was long and protracted
involvement, though somewhat i n subtle ways that P I 0 issue was kept in
bilateral relation between two countries. In fact the problems of PlOs in
different countries were so diverse, the positioning and status so different
and the reach of lndia so varied that a nascent lndian state did not find
itself equipped and strong enough to address the dias'pora issues head on,
besides this, Nehru had other priorities like mobilisation of Afro Asian
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countries to keep them away from cold war rivalries. For such mobilisation,
the issue of PI0 was not to be emphasised i n Africa.
Nehru's policy of exhorting lndians to identify themselves with locals i n
Asia and Africa was not based only on his ideological commitment. In
Kenya, the presence of lndian settlers was Larger than European community
and the Kenyan Europeans wanted to keep Kenya as Whiteman's coun\ry.
A strong anti-Indian campaign was being pursued by Whites i n Africa 2/nd
several riots broke out i n Kenya, Uganda, and 9outh Africa involvjng
lndians and Africans during 1944-49. If African's struggle was to /be
weakened and divided there was every likelihood that White Kenyan
settlers could have extended South African model i n East Africa. Therefore,
it was necessary that lndian settlers joined hand with blacks i n opposing
white settlers even sacrificing their short-term gains. The Caribbean
lndian were so far off that knowingly their problems and their marginalisation
by black diaspora community as well as by colonial rulers were ignored.
Unlike the problems of lndians i n Ceylon or i n Burma or eve11i n Africa,
it created little pressure from lndian leaders and masses at home.
Therefore, it was the distance, the absence of connectivity with lndia
that Led to the maximum neglect of the India? Z pora i n the Caribbean
by Nehru and other lndian Leaders.

-

Nehru said i n constituent Assembly on 9th August 1948, "The lndian
Commissioner will not be entitled to discharge consular function i n respect
of lndians who may not be considered to be (Indian) national, that is
permanent resident i n those territories or to act as spokesman of such
Indians". When Mau Mau rebellion (1952-53) broke out i n Kenya very few
lndian settlers i n Kenya sided with the British; they were accused of being
with rebels. "There were few Europeans i n Kenya who do not insist that
New Delhi through its official and non-official representatives i n Africa has
encouraged and added the rebellion of Mau-Mau "(Blundell, 1953). The
lndian ambassador t o Kenya, Aba B. Pant was charged i n British Parliament
for fomenting Mau-Mau trouble. Unlike what it did i n South Africa, lndia
took a softer stand and recalled Pant under pressure.
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During late 1950s, lndians were considered as hurdles i n corlsolidating
Indo-African relations. 'But after Indo-Chinese war of 1962 when lndian
isolation was exposed. Mrs. lndira Gandhi in her capacity as official
delegate toured African countries i n 1964. She continued to emphasis that
lndian settled i n Africa must identify themselves completely with the
African people and make their fullest contribution to the societies i n
which they lived. However, as seen by her tour programme i n Africa,
besides her official engagements, she made it a point not to miss lndian
settlers, Leaders and members of the community though i n certain small
location their number even did not exceed even fifty (see Gopal, 1984;15).
She also called lndian settlers as "Ambassador of India" i n Africa. Similarly
while touring Fiji , Mrs Gandhi said that "I feel like a mother concerned
about the welfare of a married daughter who has set up home far
awayW(Thakur, 1958: 356). I t shows a subtle departure from Nehru policy,
as lndian settlers became now a useful instrument for generating goodwill
for India. Their position as 'ambassador of India' implied that they were
no more excluded from policy considerations of India. These shifts became
more noticeable i n many areas when Mrs. Gandhi became the Prime
Minister of India. By second half of 1960s there was increasing realisation
that lndians i n Africa, whatever passport they may hold, should not be
put outside India's Africa policy. This also suited the lndian move of
economic diplomacy in Africa and other developing countries as lndian
settlers i n East Africa had requisite capital and will to share it with lndian
economic initiatives i n African countries.

Reflection and Action 15.1
What was the position of Indians in South Africa in mid 20thCentury?
What i s the main thrust of Nehru's Policy towards lndian Diaspora?
What was the shift in lndira Gandhi's policy towards lndian Diaspora as
compared to Nehru?

15.4

Testing the Pro- Diaspora k l i c i e s of 1970s

In 1967, the Government of Kenya started the Kenyanisation of i t s economy
when all non-citizens, largely Indians, were asked to take work and residence
permit. It allowed them to trade only in restricted areas and items. Though
it was purely an internal policy measure of the Kenyan government, lndia
advised them to surrender British passport and get local citizenship. lndian
diplomats too mobilised PlOs in favour of this move but not many responded
to it. For PlOs accepting the advice to mix with African meant giving their
daughters in marriage to local Africans. PlOs were not willing to migrate to
England because of social insecurity, apprehension regarding cultural
degeneration of their children in Western culture. Going back to lndia and
being trapped in vicious trap of poverty, filth and unemployment was out
of question. Partly, lndian policies also did not allow them to forget their
old links as it appealed to them, thrice in two years, for financial help for
defence fund to contain China and Pakistan. A large number of visitors from
India, religious leaders, fund collectors for charity and politicians kept
coming and made contact with PlOs. All these were strengthening the
feelings of mutual dependence. When they were in crisis this time lndia did
not react in the same way as it used to do. The lndian parliament discussed
the issue at length. Mrs. lndira Gandhi made intervention during debate to
assure the members that government was monitoring the situation.
,
lndian Minister of State for External Affairs BR Bhagat was sent to Nairobi
carrying personal message of Mrs. lndira Gandhi to Kenyatta. Bhagat when
returned to lndia accepted i n parliament that there was rampant rumour
in Kenya that lndia was going to interfere i n internal affairs of Kenya
because "he was going there to ask them to slow down their policy" (Indian
Lok Sabha Debate series-4, 1968:101, 114). Bhagat had a prior appointment
with President Kenyatta but the later cancelled the appointment when
Bhagat reached Nairobi. Bhagat met vice-president and other officials but
came without delivering Mrs. Gandhi's letter to Kenyatta. lndian parliament
felt that cancellation of Bhagat's appointment was to snub India. lndia
suspected British hand as Britain was propagating that lndia wanted to
interfere in Kenya's internal affairs. Public opinion was raged i n lndia as
well as in Nairobi. The Times of lndia wrote: "But if the implication is that
president Kenyatta fell into a trap laid for him by a third party, it does little
credit to his political acumen" (Times of India, 1963). Justifying the
cancellations of appointment The Daily Nation (Nairobi) criticised the decision
of Bhagat not to hand over the message for Kenyatta to somebody else and
called his conduct as bad tempered. The then lndian High\ Commissioner,
Prem Bhatia narrated the incident i n his book later. "My opposition made
no difference. I was informed that move was based on political decision
and that it had already been announced as a government commitment. In
the event I had no alternative but to prepare myself to make the best of
a bad job" (Bhatia, 1973: 130). Nevertheless, government of Kenya extended
the permit to non-citizen for a longer period varying from one to two years
with the prospect of renewal.
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lndian government had started economic initiatives at bilateral (eve[ to
bring lndian settlers in Kenya within the policy framework of India. It
proposed to establish Africa-India Development Corporation with Kenyan
PlOs and lndian capital, i t s aim was to seek integration of the lndian
community i n the economic life of Kenya, thus fortifying the foundation of
a multi-racial society (AICC,1966). Though finally it could not materialise,
due to reasons other than disinterest of India, but it did show the shift,
which was coming i n lndian policy for PlOs in Africa. Uganda was another
country i n East Africa where India's policy on lndian settlers demonstrated
the shift. When Idi Amin came to power in January 1971 in Uganda, he
wanted to put the entire Ugandan economy in the hands of Ugandans of
African origin. He said that 80,000 Asians i n Uganda were sabotaging the
economy and encouraging corruption and therefore there were no rooms
for them in Uganda. All PlOs who were Kenyan citizen, British and lndian
passport holder had to leave in 90 days before November 8, 1972. Amin
called the expulsion of PI0 "as part of the war of liberation". lndian Deputy
Minister of external affair said in parliament, "We are i n touch with the
Ugandan authorities and I can assure the house that we shall do everything
we can to protect the interest of lndians there". The lndian president
while i n Lusaka denounced the expulsion and stated "The happenings i n
Uganda have a heavy clouds of doubt and uncertainty over the minds of
many people of lndian origin i n several countries of Africa. ... The pernicious
doctrine of racialism may permeate even free Africa" (quoted in Gupta,
1974:232).
Though public opinion was aroused i n lndia it refuted strongly and ridiculed
Amin's allegation that lndia was planning to invade Uganda along with
Tanzania and Zambia. However, lndia made it clear that it was going to
support any international move, which would persuade Amin for extending
the expulsion deadline. lndia did not take the tougher line because lndian
move against a purely racial issue would have been interpreted as lndian
interference and design in Africa. lndian support for Afro-Asian solidarity
was another constraint. But the main consideration of lndia i n not taking
a tougher line on the issue seemed like since "there i s nothing to be gained
by using strong words, if they can not be backed by meaningful action i n
Uganda, any show of strong sentiment may trigger off an anti-Asian wave"
(Times of India, 6 October, 1972). Years later lndia faced the same constraints
when Bavadra government was dismissed i n Fiji and anti-PI0 move started
there.
Ugandan crisis made lndia realise that the leadership and political system
of African states vary considerably from country to country and lndian
support to Afro-Asian solidarity had to be qualified by longer national
interests. These expulsions brought home another point to India. Despite
lndians consistent support to African decolonisation and Afro-Asian solidarity
none of the African countries howsoever friendly to lndia and opposed to
Idi Amin's action, offered to accommodate expelled lndians even in small
number as a gesture to sympathise with India. As far as lndia was concerned,
it was never i t s policy to debar entry of P I 0 if they wanted to resettle i n
lndia with their saving and assets. Government of lndia made special
provisions and gave inducement for Asian to resettle i n lndia with their
savings and assets. Despite such offer, almost all of them opted not to
return to India. The restraint approach of India, however, succeeded i n
getting Amin to pay compensation for business and properties of lndian
passport holders, which was not given to lndians of other nationalities.
Fiji: Subsequent to East African experience was the experience of Fiji. The
changing attitude of Government of lndia got reflected i n 1987 military

coup i n Fiji. 'The changing lndian attitude was visible i n the press. The
issue of overthrow of pro-Indian Fijian government was aggressively
reflected i n the press and in other media. lndia did not have capacity
to forcibly change the situation. It decided to mobilise the regional powers
Like Australia to side with lndia i n i t s effort t o change the situation i n
Fiji. The NAM Summit, the Commonwealth group, the UN and other fori
were utilised by lndia to highlight the discrimination and injustice to
lndian Diaspora. This was i n clear contrast to what lndia was doing so
far on PI0 discrimination issues.
South Africa: lndian settlers i n South Africa had been a separate case
for India. Long before Mahatma Gandhi used his tactics of non-cooperation, civil disobedience, satyagarh and peaceful protests i n lndian
freedom struggles i n 1920, he made maiden use of many of these
methods i n South Africa i n Late nineteenth century. The personal insult1
heaped on him i n South Africa and his strong feeling against racial
discrimination of lndians in South Africa became a sentimental issue for
the followers of Gandhi i n the lndian freedom struggles. The racial
discrimination of lndians in South Africa received constant condemnation
from lndian leaders and the cause of lndians i n South Africa always
rempined high i n India's foreign policy consideration.
The.Asiatic Land Tenure Act also known as Ghetto Act became law i n June
1946. It was directed against lndians confining them t o specified areas
alone-. When on 3 September United Nation General Asse'mbly Session
started, the Indian representative Chhagla articulated lndian concerns i n
United Nation Sub-committee. He condemned South Africa's "discriminatory
treatment of Asians in general" as a denial of human rights and the
Ghetto Act, both of which impaired friendly relations between India and Africa.
The Franco-Mexican resolution - supported by lndia - calling for treatment
of lndians i n South Africa to be i n conformity with international obligations
and charter of United Nations- was passed. lndian approach of special
support t o lndian settlers in South Africa Lasted until late 1950s. Till then,
resolution of the lndian National Congress used to articulate and strongly
support lndian settlers' cause i n South Africa, though it used to express
support to South African non-Indian sufferers too but i n general terms.
Once lndia raised the issue of South African lndian settlers exclusively
within the U.N., based on human rights clause; it soon realised that it
was not possible to keep the issue confined to lndian settlers alone.
Because of the provisions of non-racial treatment, lndia had to extend
support t o all groups and communities subjected to racial. discrimination
i n South Africa. Further, the policy of exclusively supporting .Indian settlers
was i n contrast t o Nehru's policy of advising lndian settlers i n other parts
of Africa, where he counselled paramountacy of African cause and advised
lndian settlers t o integrate themselves .with African cause and aspiration
and not to seek special position or privilege. Meanwhile the Group Areas
Act of 1950 had formally institutionalised the Apartheid policy affecting
lndians as well as Black Africans.
Above considerations started a shift i n Indian approach t o South African
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i n South Africa resulting from apartheid policy and succeeded i n appointment
of a U.N. commission t o study the racial situation in South Africa. From
then onward, the issue of lndians i n South Africa was merged with larger
issue af apartheid policy in South Africa, which involved both lndians as
well as Black Africans. lndian policy then worked for establishment of
majority rule i n South Africa and merging of lndian settlers cause with that
of Black Africans.
During the interim Prime Ministership i n March 1946, Nehru recommended
termination of trade agreements and breaking up of diplomatic ties with
South Africa. Lord Wavell, the lndian viceroy did it immediately. This
strong step was taken when lndia was free i n foreign relations but not free
internally. The stakes involved were high. lndia at the time of independence
needed economic support from all quarters but this decision deprived lndia
5% of i t s trade.
For lndia PI0 remained the main concern until Late 1950s.The defeat of
lndia i n Indo-Chinese war of 1962 and i t s isolation i n Africa changed lndian
priorities. Diplomatic support vis-a-vis China and Pakistan became the most
important consideration. By the time lndia overgrew i t s inferiority complex
by becoming self sufficient i n food, creating Bangladesh, detonating atomic
bomb and Launching satellites, it also emerged as the country having third
largest skilled and trained manpower. Its economic consideration became
paramount i n third world countries like Africa where i t s technology and
skills can be sold at very competitive prices. The South-South umbrella suits
lndia t o sell i t s manufactured and value added goods in Africa. The issue
of PlOs has receded to background since it does not fit i n or helps i n
contemporary concern of India. The current euphoria of lndia on thelend
of apartheid is not just because lndian settlers and Blacks have become
free from racialism. It is also largely because lndia wants t o convert i t s
goodwill for South Africa, this time, into economic favour by having a
favourable access to i t s Large and strong economy. Whether this expectation
will be reciprocated or not is a different question but this time lndia does
not expect as return of i t s contribution t o struggle against apartheid, a
favourable treatment of South African lndian settlers.
Both domestic and international changes have altered the priority and
agenda of India's policy towards PlOs The major concern of lndia during
colonial rule in Africa was to see t o it that the colonial government gave
equal privileges t o PlOs compared to European settlers. It advised PlOs t o
join Black Africans in freedom struggle and to become one of them without
seeking special privilege or status. With abolition of colonialism, both internal
and external, such imperatives did not exist. Second, i n post colonial phase
of Africa lndia by i t s experience realised that expectation of 'dual loyalty'
and inclusion of PI0 i n policy framework neither wins them over for lndian
investment or other economic needs nor does it please African governments
who have to deal strongly with PlOs according to domestic imperatives and
pressures. Even the PlOs after their experience i n Zanzibar, Uganda, Zambia
and other countries have realised that lndian support for their protection
i s going t o be limited because India's own capacity t o intervene for this i s
limited. Even during their crisis the PlOs themselves did not respond to
lndian offer to come and invest in lndia and get lndian citizenship. Thirdly,
PlOs have historically and politically become a part of African states and
the issue of PlOs has receded as major concern. Therefore, it is not surprising
that i n aggressive diplomatic and economic initiatives of lndian government
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and counter productive to expect extra care tor South African lndian settlers
from South African government as a reciprocal gesture for lndian contribution
to struggle against apartheid. The real test of this policy will come when
lndian settlers may have to share the burden of economic and social
restructuring programme i n South Africa. Such pressures and demands from
black groups have already started surfacing openly. However, because of
the long isolation of South Africa from lndia they will not have, unlike East
African Indian, a 'dependency' attitude towards India. Therefore, lndia
does not have to respond to a non-existent expectation of PlOs. But it does
not mean that PlOs have no place in lndian policy.
lndian Diaspora i n the Gulf region: The oil boom of 1970s enabled a large
number of Indians rushing to the Gulf region. A sizeable number of them
remained employed for a long period though they have no chance of getting
settled or acquiring local citizenship. As a result they have to repatriate all
their earning and savings to lndia under this compulsion. This benefited
lndia foreign exchange reserve, which was a very scarce resource i n the
early 1990s. The government of lndia moved strongly on this. Created
better banking and other facilities for repatriation of foreign exchange. It
raised the interest rate on foreign exchange deposits. It took up the issue
of welfare of i t s migrant workers i n west Asian countries. It came out with
policy and enactment for compulsory registration of recruiting agents of
labours to avoid exploitation and deportation of the work force. Recently
lndian Government under i t s changed Diaspora policies, which has been 1
discussed below , announced special insurance scheme of lndian Diaspora
i n the Gulf region.
Reflection and Action 15.2
In what way has the perception of lndian government about the diaspora
change with people migrating to the Gulf region?
What are some of the concrete steps that Government of lndia took to
attract remittances from abroad ?

15.5

Pro-Active Interest of the lndian State
Towards the Diaspora

Since the early 1990s there i s a proactive interest of the lndian government
i n lndian overseas. This started with appreciation of foreign remittance
from NRls i n Gulf region and from North Africa. This provided meaningful
addition to India's foreign reserve requirements. Further when liberalisation
started in early 1990s) government of lndia tried to rope i n first NRls and
then lndian settlers abroad to attract foreign direct investment. It organised
meetings for NRls and promised many incentives to attract their investment.
PlOs were an equally relevant overseas segment to rope them i n India's new
drive for globalisation. But the Congress government of lndia was cautious
and slow towards this segment. Because of i t s historical position it was over
cautious in including PlOs under overt policy framework. When Bhartiya
Janta Party (BJP) came to power lndian policy changed very fast for this
segment. Historically Rastriya Swayam Sewak Sangh (RSS), a support base
for BJP, had maintained very close people-to-people contact through its
branches among overseas Hindu settlers. In contrast to Nehru's policy of
active dissociation of PlOs from lndian foreign policy objectives, BJP stood
for active and overt association of PlOs for fareign policy objectives of
!ndia. It helped to organise the first ever conference of Parliamentarians of
lndian Origin i n New Delhi. lndian Government established a broad based,
what i s called, a high powered committee to suggest the Government of
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lndia to come out with policy recommendations on lndian Diaspora. The
Pravasi Bhartiya Diwas on 9th of January every year, the Bharat Samman
to distinguished PlOs and NRls were part of the Committee recommendations.
On the basis of this report Government of lndia issued PI0 card which
provided very substantial advantages to PlOs compared to other foreign
nationals. In 2006 January lndia gave Oversease lndian Citizenship (OIC)
under dual citizenship scheme. On the side of PlOs also things changed
which enabled them t o look towards lndia from different footing. By mid
1990s, except i n South Africa, PlOs got long enough time to prove their
loyalty to the country of their adoption. They emerged from isolation at
home and emerged as a confident identity group. They also emerged as
one the most prosperous and organised ethnic groups i n their countries.
By 1990s they saw no contradiction, after proving their loyalty t o their
countries, between their citizenship and getting a favourable commercial
deal from their countries of origin. Many countries have successfully used
the presence of different diasporic community to mobilise economic and
diplomatic support for the country. In fact by 1990s diasporas - Black,
Jewish, European, Chinese or lndian are not centrifugal , sectarian force
which need to be contained or crushed, rather they have emerged as
secular, acceptable identity force at international level. In such changed
scenario the proactive interest of lndia i n 1990s does not have any
element of imperialist design or racist preference as was likely to be
construed during the Nehru period.

15.6

I

Conclusions

We tried to present t o you a broad overview of the various policies that
Government of lndia undertook towards i t s diaspora. We trace the evolution
of these polices and stances by the state, by tracing it to Gandhi and
subsequently, discussing i n detail, the polices of Nehru. There have been
some shifts i n the way lndia perceived it disapora during lndira Ghandi's
time but a major shift occurred when remittances from the gulf region
made their impact on forex reserves. In the recent past the government
has been actively cultivating the lndian diaspora, especially the NRls from
the Western countries. The politics of the discrimination between PlOs
and NRls has also been discussed i n this unit.

15.7
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Learning Objectives
After reading this unit you will be able t o :
Capture the growing linkages between lndian diaspora
Discuss the various avenues and spaces of linakages among the lndian
diaspora
Analyse how these kinkages forge a sense of identity among the various
lndian diasporas.
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lntroduction

The lndian diaspora constitutes an important, and i n some respects a unique,
force i n world culture. The origins of the lndian diaspora lie mainly i n the
subjugation of India by the British and its incorporation into the British
Empire. Indians were taken overseas as indentured labour to far-flung parts
of the empire i n the nineteenth-century, a circumstance to which the
modern Indian population of Fiji, Mauritius, Guyana, Trinidad, Surinam,
Malaysia, South ~ f r i c a , Sri Lanka, and other places attest i n their own
peculiar ways.
The world economic and political order has changed since colonial period
more so with the advancement of recent communication revolution which
has generated Large movements of people i n almost every region. The
global movements of people and spread of electronic media (and its cultural
products) are distinctive features of the current hist~ricalmoment. The
unprecedented scale and scope of this global movement and spread important aspects of what many people commonly call globalization - has
had profound consequences for the cognitive and social processes that are
at the root of the formation of cultural identities.
The continued existence of dias~oracultures. the cultures of communities
living outside of their "home lands" (real or perceived), is a key element
of cultural diversity across the globe today. Indian diaspora has added new
dimension t o the cultural diversity of the different host countries across the
globe. As much as they have added new elements and to their countries of
origin, with globalization many diasporas, including the earlier diaspora of
indentured labour, are renewing and continuing their connections with
homeland. These connections are at different levels-political, economic,
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Transnational Linkages

Broadly, transnationalism refers to sustained ties of persons, networks,
and organizations across nation-state borders, arising out of international
migration patterns and refugee flows. The recent global transformations in
economic relations, ethnic conflicts, and communication technology have
led to the creation of new transnational kinship groups, transnational social
circuits, and-transnationalcommunities. By expanding borders across nations
and creating new social ties, the concepts pertaining to cultural spheres,
acculturation, cultural retention, and citizenship have started to change
drastically.
People and their ideas are moving more freely back and forth across global
borders than ever before. This ebb and flow, through easy travel and
growing communications technology, may be reshaping the traditional concept
of a nation. In fact, some people with homes in two countries are showing
an amazing capacity to maintain dual identities - with strong cultural ties
and contributions to both places or across many places.
Socio-Cultural Linkages
While much attention has been paid to the relationship between lndia and
the lndian diaspora, relatively little consideration i s given to the relations
between the lndian diaspora communinities.
Diaspora communities represent and maintain a culture different from those
of the countries within which they are located, often retaining strong ties
with their country and culture of origin (real or perceived) and with the
communities from other countries having similar social history in order to
preserve that culture. The marriage and kinship alliances between people
of l n d i k origin from Guyana and Trinidad have been possible as they share
many things i n common. Some families of lndian origin who migrated after
independence to USA and Europe have spread over few other countries
have transnational family linkages. To these historically established lndian
diasporas more recent or temporary diasporas can be added i.e expatriates
on a professional or long-term basis who may envisage, even theoretically,
returning to their country. These are highly mobile and have familial and
professional network across the globe.
The socio-cultural linkages between the lndian diaspura kwe'several
trajectories. Today lndian diaspora has a global presence and the global
networks and interactions have spawned a new cultural landscape of
hybridities, confluences and influences. The socio-cultural linkages between
lndian Diaspora are one of the important features of the modern transnational
Diaspora.
Diversity of Inter Diaspora Socio-cultural Linkages
lndia i s unique for the magnitude of her diversities in terms of languages
and regions, religions and sects, castes and subcastes, rural and urban,
food and style of dress, which are also reflected by her diasporic
communities. Hence, it i s not surprising to find extensive networks based
on language and region, religion and caste among the lndian diaspora.
Hindu Diaspora and Sikh Diaspora are instances of such extensive

networks,
incoverage. Similarly, there are diasporic communities
formed on the basis of linguistic or regional identities such as Punjabis,(See
so0d, 1995 and Tatla, 1999) Gujaratis, Sindhis, Tamilians, Malayalees and
Telugus. These communities promote their bwn diaspora network across
the globe. Global organizations have emerged to preserve and promote
these identities and cultures, uniting India and the Indian diaspora in a
transnational context. In our unit 23, we discuss some of these ethnic
diasporas i n detail.

historical experience, soci0- cultural and political situation
of
The
the country and the distance can determine the linkages between Indian
diaspora. The Guyanese and Trinidadian people of lrldian origin have more
commonality than their counterpart i n other part of the world. There has
been marriage and kinship network between the two.
U ~ ~ n d Asians
a n in United States of America and elsewhere settled as refugees
have contact with their families and ~0untrY. Quite a good number
Indians from Fiji migrated to other parts of world. They have contact with
their relatives in Fiji and other parts of the world such as New Zealand,
Australia, United Kingdom etc.
People from the same family migrated to different countrie~,maintain their
contacts and regroup. Generally, these families are financially sound and
have global network. For example many corporate and business families of
lndian origin have spread across globe, many professionals in the field of
InformationTechnology and Engineering background are internationally mobile
and have relatives in different parts of the world. They maintain their
contact both virtual and real.
In some cases the transition of diaspora communities to second, third and
fourth ~enerationappears t o dilute the notion of a "diaspora culture".
Inter-marriage between cultures, successful integration into the prevailing
society, and the dissolution of sentiments of eventual return provoke an
erosion of the diaspora sentiment. The basis of "diaspora" attachment
ceases to be relevant in many such cases. lndian diaspora have such
experiences i n some countries. People of lndian origin have assimilated
with the host population in some parts of African and European countries
through marriage.
Old lndian Diaspora
The relationship between the old lndian diaspora is different from the new
lndian diaspora. The socio-economic conditions, access to technology and
political participation differs from old to new lndian diaspora. The old
lndian diaspora has been facing more challenges i n their host countries than
the new diaspora. There are large number of twice migrants from the old
diasporas (both free and forced migrants) to the Europe and USA. 'The
socio-cultural life and their linkages vary to some extent.
A substantial number of lndian diaspora from Trinidad and Tobago are settled

in Manhattan and maintain their socio-cultural network. The Guyanese Asian
Indian community has grown at a greater rate than other Caribbean groups,
since the 1980s, when conflict in the homelandcreated thowands
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and Asian lndian restaurants, grocery stores, and trave\,
other businesses are widely advertised. Other Caribbean publicatio)ns In
Toronto that cater to the needs of the Guyanese i n Canada are Caribbean
Camera, the Guyana Times, the Metro World, and Share. The Guyana Times
attempts to reach Guyanese across Canada and of all racial backgrounds,
It devotes a larger Part of i t s weekly edition to news about Guyana and the
activities of Guyanese Organi~ationsin Toronto and elsewhere in Canada.
Asian Indian cultural song and dance groups are widely featured, as are
reliaons celebrations. The community in Canada, particular\y in Metropolitan
Toronto, has utilized all branches of the media - radio, television, and the
press - t o Promote its social and cultural activities, with great success.
the Fiji crisis, the Indian diaspora across the globe had shown solidarity
for the cause of restoring democracy. GOPlO and several Indian Diaspora

0r9anization~protested against the anti-democratic rule in Fiji. Similar
responses were noticed i n the past while lndians were victim in south
Africa, Malaysia and Uzanda. The solidarity that People of Indian orjan
shows with their fellow lndian diaspora shows the symbolic relations they
have between themselves.
Festivals
Festivals are the cultural symbols of India, which are celebrated among
lndians all over the world. It provides lndians the platform to bind them
together in a tight-knit community. The major festivals of Indians, which i s
celebrated with much fanfare across the globe are ;Holi, Diwali, Dasahara,
Id, Rakhee, Baisakhi, Bhddha Jayanti etc. Besides these festivals, it is
observed that lndians also celebrate the 'Ganesh Visarjana' festival with
the help of local associations. During these festivities lndians invite their
kith and kin settled i n different parts of the world to celebrate on a grand
manner.
Trinidad's carnival i s a beautiful example of how carnival can unite the .
world. In this small nation, the beliefs and traditions of many cultures have
come together; and for a brief five days each year, the whole country
forgets their differences to celebrate life! Today, carnival i n Trinidad is like
a mirror that reflects the faces the many immigrants who have come to this
island nation from Europe, Africa, India, and China. African, Asian, and
American lndian influences have been particularly strong. lndian Diaspora
from other parts close to Trinidad also takes part and enjoys this. The
artists from lndia and lndian origin from other countries are invited to
perform i n the festivals. This festival is a bright example of the interdiaspora relationship.
Apart from Festival celebrations which become a community event attracting
different communities and bringing them together; ifnportant events in
history such as independence day -August 15 is celebrated i n a big way. The
Indian community gathers i n large numbers, especiall!! in US, for parade
showcasing the lndian identity.
Religious Networks
Rebgion has served as the major symbolic resources i n building community
and professing ethnic identity. lndians in many Parts of the world have
retained their religious identity what they carried with them during the
tirne of their immigration. Religious groups like Hindus, Sikhs, Christians,
Mus[imsand Buddhist etc,, have made success in t r a n s ~ t a n ttheir
i ~ religious
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characteristics that connect a particular group or groups of people t o each
other. Hindus for instance, have made tremendous effort to construct and
reconstruct their ethnic identity through building temples i n their host
countries (see Vertovec, 2000). There are hundreds of Hindu temples can
be found i n USA, U.K., Canada, Australia. and other parts of the world.
Religious CentreslMondirs or temples are such as Swaminarayan, Sathya Sai
Baba, Mata Amritanandamayi, Sachidananda Swami, Meher Baba, Swami
Murugananda Saraswati, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, Maheshyogi, Swami
Prabhupada (ISKON), Swami Chinmayananada (Chinmaya Mission), Swami
Ranganamananda (Ramakrishna Mission), Leaders of Arya Samaj and VHP,
and OSHO (Rajneesh). They have made it possible further t o maintain
transnational networks among Indians across the world through the
arrangement of seminars, discourses, symposia, workshops and charitable
works.
Though followers from certain Hindu community found more in particular
temple, yet there is no restriction on welcoming anyone based on caste,
creed, religion etc. These temples work as a platform, where people of
lndian origin cutting across their background interact. Thus, these centres
promote the inter-diasporic network.
There are associations and network of religious communities such as lndian
Christians United (ICU), lndian Muslim Association etc. that has transnational
linkages with their own religious community.
Reflection and Action 16.1
In what way do festival bring communities together? Substantiate your
answer with examples from the lndian diaspora.
What are the new ways in which the older diasporas are able to keep
contacts with different lndian diasporas?

16.3

Preservation and Promotion of SocioCultural Linkages

The strength of any diaspora community lies i n the preservation and
promotion of their own culture. Two important factors can be emphasized
i n the context of promotion of inter- diasporic socio-cultural linkage. Firstly,
the technological avenues for assisting and developing further the sociocultural links between diaspora communities with regard t o the protection
and promotion of diaspora cultures; and secondly, the role of governmental
and non-governmental organizatins, ethnic associations, literature and media
in the protection and promotion of socio-cultural linkages between lndian
diaspora comunities.
Technology
Technology has made far reaching impact on the diaspora cultures and their
ties with their kith and kin across the globe. The multiplication of relations
between different components of a diaspora network, and between different
diaspora communities themselves, has provoked a more extensive multipolar structure of diaspora networks. This subsequently consolidates diaspora
cultures through increased and more diverse interaction.
The increased capacity of diaspora communities t o communicate and interact
between themselves at all levels, transfer funds, transport goods and raw
materials, and transmit ideas between the various components of a diaspora
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network is considered to be a broadly positive step i n the consolidation
of diaspora. The increase i n affordable travel, notably international air
and rail travel- demonstrate the endless possibilities that technology
presents for such continued development.
The development of computers has specifically enabled the greater
interaction of between diasporas, between themselves and between their
communities and the prevailing societies of the country of origin and the
country of settlement. The installation of "national languages" on computer
hardware facilitates correspondence and communication. The development
of the Internet facilitates instant communication between individuals, families
and communities, and promotes the sentiments and the needs of diaspora
cultures. See unit 18 for the use of internet i n creating a community among
the lndia and diaspora, in particular the Hindu diaspora.
Ethnic Media and Film
The development of various forms of media within diaspora networks also
harnesses many benefits for all concerned and should be examined and
exploited to the highest possible degree. Media serves as a method of
diaspora publicity, a catalyst for group solidarity, and a potential mould for
diaspora political and cultural agenda within the society of which it plays
a part. The continued transnationalisation of media i n recent years, with
the establishment of satellite and cable television, the internet, and the
wider distribution of written media, has provoked an escalation of social
and cultural awareness of diaspora cultures. New media enables continued
advances in diaspora studies and education. New media also enables the
fostering and the establishment of new links between communities (See
Karim, H.K., 2003).
The High Level Committee on lndian Diaspora made a list of ethnic media
that promote lndian culture abroad. Apart from some regional T.V. Channels
that caters the sub-regional identity such as Lashkara Channel for Punjabi
people; Gurjari Channel for Gujarati people; Anjuman Channel an Urd.u
Channel for Urdu speaking people; Bengla Channel for Bengalis, there are
channels that provide cultural identity to broad community. For example
Asia Channel for all Asians in Australia; C C l N Channel for Tamil people;
RAAG Channel especially for South Asians.
Chutney music, which i s hybrid music indigenous to the southern Caribbean,
is not only acceptable general music lovers, more so with the lndian diaspora
settled i n different parts across the world. The chutney artist writes lyrics
in either Hindi, Bhojpuri or English and then lays it on top of beats that
come from soca and Hindi film songs. This music is entrertaining to the
lndian diaspora like any other lndian music. Chutney music i s mostly popular
among the East lndian community in Trinidad and Tobago, Guyana, Suriname,
and also the East lndian diaspora community i n Toronto, Canada and in the
New York metropolitan area.
Diasporic Writers
Writers of lndian origin settling abroad and engaging themselves i n creating
writing in the countries of their domicile. The writings bring the memory
and sentiment lively. (See our unit 20 on diasporic writing). Although there
are certain common resonances i n the Literary representations of the
experience of the writers of the 'indenture' and the 'new' lndian diaspora,
the responses and the narratives of the individual writers vary greatly.
Writers like A.K. Ramanujan, Agha Shahid Ali,Bharati Mukherjee, David
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Dabydeen, M.G. Vassanji, Meena Alexander, Rohinton Mistry, Salman Rushdie,
Satendra Nandan, V.S. Naipaul, to mention a few, differ from each other
not only in their socio-cultural backgrounds and literary ancestries but also
i n their thematic preoccupations and literary styles. Further, the responses
of the diasporic writers to India are also varied and not always adulatory;
they range from sentimentality and nostalgia to a cynical celebration of
their coming of age. However, their diasporic condition, their sense of exile
and alienation and their efforts to seek replenishment by making symbolic
returns to their origins bind all this writing into a unity. Their writings not
only help to preserve the lndian and lndian diaspora culture but also it
enriches the lndian culture immensely.

Between Indian
Diaspora

Reflection and Action 16.1
How i s the old diaspora different from the new diaspora ?
How does media connect people across the globe and help in forging a
sense of idenity?
Have you read any writings by a diasporic riter ? In what way does the
writing capture the social space of lndian d'aspora.
Base your answer on
!
the literature that you have read.

'i

16.4

Organizational Linkages Between the lndian
Diaspora

New technologies and media, non-governmental organisations, diplomatic
networks and the activities of transnational organisations such as the GOPIO,
SPICMACAY, Hindu, Muslim, and Christian religious organizations such as
Sathya Sai, Swaminarayan, Ramakrishna Mission, lndian Christians United
(ICU), Islamic organization of lndian origin, all play a part in the promoting
the diaspora culture. Besides, lndian Government organizations such as
ICCR and embassies also play indirect roles i n promoting inter-diasporic
linkages. The activities of some of the organization are given below.
Global Organization of People of lndian Origin (GOPIO)
GOPlO was founded at the First Global Convention of People of lndian
Origin in New York in 1989. The initial thrust of GOPlO was fighting human
rights. Though its primary objective is to secure human rights for people
of lndian Origin, it has diversified i n to many other activities that concern
the PlOs. Global Organization of People of lndian origin (GOPIO) i s a
nonpartisan, non-sectarian global organization engaged ,in prompting
wellbeing of non resident lndians and people of lndian origin enhancing
cooperation and communication between groups of lndians living in different
countries and in furthering their cooperation with India.
Box 16.1: Objectives of GOPlO
a) To promote legitimate interests of the lndian community as a whole
and of specific groups resident in particular countries.
b) To help the lndian communities in different countries to promote
legitimate secular and developmental interests of the countries in
which they are resident.
c) To organize interaction between communities of lndians abroad on a
global level to deliberate and decide on common issues and problems
facing them, including education and technology.
d) To provide a forum at periodical intervals to discuss, debate and decide
on iommon problems and issues facing groups of lndians abroad and
initiate measures to redress their grievances.

-
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e)

To disseminate information regularly on global, regional and national
developments affecting lndian community abroad as a whole or
substantial parts thereof.

f)

To develop channels of communication between groups of Indians
resident in different countries and between them and India.

g)

To raise funds through contributions and other means on regular basis
and at special occasions for promoting social and cultural activities a t
a global level as well for the relief and rehabilitation of groups of
Indians affected by natural and other calamities.

Society for the Promotion lndian Classical Music and Culture Amongst
Youth (SPICMACAY)
Society for Promotion of lndian Classical Music and Culture Amongst Youth
(SPICMACAY) aims at introducing traditional lndian culture to the youth of
the country. It seeks to conserve and promote an awareness of the rich and
heterogeneous cultural tapestry amongst the youth of India, through focus
on the classical arts, with their attendant legends, rituals, mythology and
philosophy-and to facilitate an awareness of their deeper and subtler values.
The movement caught the imagination of the young and began to grow
geographically.
The idea of promoting lndian classical music and culture among youth, i n
fact took off not i n lndia but i n United States. Writing about the genesis
i n their website the organization has this to say: "The "big bang" of SPIC
MACAY came in 1972 at a concert of Ustad Nasir Aminuddin Dagar and Ustad
Zia Fariduddin Dagar at the Brooklyn Academy of Music in New York. After
a few sporadic concerts (notable amongst them was that of Ustad A l i Akbar
Khan) at Columbia University, New York, under the aegis of the lndia Club
of Columbia University during the period 1972-76, the idea took a more
defined direction in 1977 i n India" (http: / /www.spicmacay.com). SPICMACAY
has presence in several countries i.e USA, Canada, Germany etc., and this
is instrumental i n promoting inter-diaspora cultural linkages by introducing
artists from lndia as well as from the lndian diaspra to the youths of lndian
diaspora in several universities and colleges globally.

I

Indian council for Cultural Relations (ICCR)
lndian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR), which i s the cultural body of
lndian government, though it does not promotes Inter-diaspora linkages
directly it has an indirect role. ICSSR is about a communion of cultures, a
creative dialogue with other nations. To facilitate this interaction with
world cultures, the Council has strived to articulate and demonstrate the
diversity and richness of the cultures of India, both i n and with other
countries of the world. The Council publishes books and journals relating
to lndian Culture, Philosophy and Mythology, Music, Dance, Theatre and
includes translations of Sanskrit classics in a number of languages including
French, Spanish, Arabic, Russian and English. The council has branches i n
several countries. The lndian diaspora community of several ethnic
backgrounds and get a platform to access the culture of lndia directly and
consequently it also promote the inter diaspora linkages.

16.5

Regional Diasporas: Global Networks

The assumption that people will live their lives i n one place, according to
one set of national and cultural norms, i n countries with impermeable
national borders, no longer holds. Rather, i n the 21st century, more and
more people will belong to two or more societies at the same time. This

is what many researchers refer to as transnational migration. Some will
put down roots in a host country, maintain strong homeland ties, and
belong to religious and political movements that span the globe. These
allegiances are not antithetical t o one another.

Socio-Cultural Linkage!
Between lndiar
Diaspora

Some of the visible regional organizations having transnational networks
are Bengalis, Gujaratis, Punjabis, Tamils, Telugus, Kannada, Malayalis,
Marathi etc. These communities have inter diaspora socio-cultural I'ir~kages
across continents. Some of the organizations are mentioned below:
Telugu
Telugus have migrated to many parts of the world as coolies i n the colonial
times t o software engineers and doctors in recent times. They have a very
strong inter diaspora 'network across the globe.
Telugus have formed a global network called World Telugu Federation (WTF),
which was inaugurated i n 1993 with the chief objective of promoting and
perpetuating not only the language, culture, art, heritage, traditions but
also business of the Telugu people. WTF has branches i n several countries
across the globe. A very hoary past with tremendous values enrich the
present generation and it i s the Federation's aim to educate and preserve
this legacy and inculcate them i n the younger generations. The organization
promotes Language, Performing arts and handicrafts. The World Telugu
Federation networks with various Telugu Federations and Associations formed
in various parts of the country and around the world. It fosters friendship
and goodwill among various Telugu communities i n lndia and abroad.
Gujarati
Gujaratis have spread t o many parts of the w0rl.d. Several associations have
transnational linkages and they not only engage i n conducting charitable
works and religious activities but also promote fine arts, music, dance, etc;
conducting programs of entertainment value such as drama, movies, etc;
conducting educational programs (language classes, etc.).
Punjabi
The Punjabi social network especially the Sikhs are well spread in several
continents. The Sikhs now work within a global diaspora. The social network
facilitates the transnational mobility of Sikhs. An educated and professionally
qualified young Sikhs can move many parts of the globe for his professional
growth without much problem. For example, a young educated Sikh who
have grown disillusioned by the lack of opportunities i n racist and industrially
declining Britain may have little interest, at least at present, i n going back
t o Punjab or i n joining their relatives who have settled i n Southeast Asia
and East Africa, the opportunities available in Canada and the United States,
where well established Sikh communities are also t o be found, are much
more attractive. In consequence a great deal of re-emigration across the
Atlantic is currently taking place.
Punjabis have been maintaining strong global networks - socio-cultural,
economic, religious and political - with their kith and kin. There are several
transnational N and Radio channels such as Zee Alpha N,Punjabi Radio,
Netguruindia, N India, AM 1320 Vancouver, Mu1ticultural Radio Punjabi
Saturday, Montreal Canada,, Radio Sikh-info Daily Kukamnama etc., that
reach Punjabis across the globe.
Panjabi Bhangra and other cultural forms travel acrosi the globe along
with their migration. The artists are drawn not only from lndia but from
Punjabis settled i n other parts of the Globe.
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Tamil
,
lndian Tamils are well spread across the globe. Tamils went as indenture
labour to many ~ u r o ~ e acolonies.
n
~ o d a y ~ a m i constitute
ts
a substantial
portion of Academician, IT professionals and Engineer outside India. Tamils
are very particular about the preservation of their language and culture.
-

The ethnic lndian Tamil media has presence i n countries with substantial
populations of Tamils of lndian origin. Tamil Radio stations and T.V. channels
are now found i n Singapore and other parts of the world that reaches the
Tamil people.
Caste based Transnational Diasporic Networks
The diversity of lndia is also reflected i n its diaspora. The caste based
transnational diasporic network such as Dalit Diaspora, Telugu Association of
North America (TANA) and ATA i n United adds new dimenstion to the lndian
diaspora.
Telugu Association of North America (TANA) i s an organization of people of
Telugu origin residing in North America founded by Kamma Caste and American
Telugu Association (ATA) by the Reddy caste having origin in Andhra Pradesh
i n India. These organizations promotes network among Telugus (Kammas
and Reddys respectively) across the globe.
Though not very prominent till date, the Dalits of different countries have
been networking and supporting the fellow Dalits diasporas and the dalits
in the country of origin. The transnational Dalit diaspora of lndian and
Nepalese origin have taken the advantage of information and communication
technology (ICT) t o further their cause. They organise international
conventions t o sensitize the Dalit issues. The first ever meeting of Nepali
Dalit diaspora and friends of Dalits (fellow Dalits from India) was held at
Elkridge (Maryland) i n the Washington DC suburb on June 18, 2005 and
discussed the moral obligation to involve towards the development of fellow
Dalits i n the country of origin.
Box 16.2 The Dalit Dlaspora
The Dalit diaspora has all of a sudden become visible. Yet another Dalit
international conference was successfully concluded earlier this month in
Vancouver, Canada, with the help of the Dalit diaspora in different parts of
the world. This i s the fourth such conference organised since 1998. The
first one was organised in Malaysia, by the Dalit International Organisation
in October 1998. It was followed by a two-day international conference on
Dalit human rights in London in September 2000 by the Voice of Dalit
lnternational (VODI). VODI organised another lnternational Dalit conference
in lndia in February 2003. Besides, Dalits also participated in the World
Conference Against Racism in Durban.
Three factors have contributed to the new visibility of the Dalit diaspora.
One, increased communication facilities because of the information
revolution.(Log on to www.ambedkar.org, webmaster@gururavidasssabha.org
etc. and you can find out all about them). Two, the strengthening of civil
society, with NGOs, both at the international and national level, taking
keen interest in issues related to Dalits and other marginalised sections.
And lastly, the intervention of the United Nations Human Rights Commission,
World Bank, and other international and national institutions for maintenance
of human rights of Dalit and other deprived sections (Vivek Kumar, lndian
Express, 24, May 2003)

The socio-culturbl linkage between Indian Diaspora is a complex one.
There are different patterns of relationship between twice-migrants,
indentured labour and the migrants who settled in Europe and USA after
1950s. With the advancement of Technology especially Information and
Communication Technology had far reaching impact on the distance
relationship among the people of same group. There is much more
interesting pattern yet to be discovered in the relationship between intradiasporic, inter-diasporic, diaspora-host, and diaspora- homeland as there
has been rapid social change during this era. The diversity of their
relationship has to be explored further.
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Learning Objectives
Reading this unit will help you in:
Have an understanding of the changing nature of lndian diasporahomeland relations
Have an appreciation of the varied forms of lndian diaspora-homeland
linkages and their growing importance
Be able t o understand and assess the different ways i n which diasporas
can impact their homelands

17.1

Introd~~ction

In this unit we will discuss the growing linkages between the lndian
communities abroad and their homeland. With globalization, the
interconnections between home and abroad have accelerated, due to
speedier travel, simultaneous consumption o f media, use o f
telecommunications , t o name a few. This growing connections have
implications for the lndian diaspor as well as the country of their origin,
that is India. We discuss various aspects and layers of these inter-linkages
i n this unit. One of the consequences of the lndian community connection
with India i s increase i n financial flows be i t remittances or foreign
investment. Along with this, the lndian diaspora has been involved i n other
activities -political, and philanthropic. We discuss these aspects too i n
detail with examples and a case study. The unit concludes with detailing
greater potentials for harnessing the diaspora and homeland connections.

17.2
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Mapping the lndian Diaspora

lndian emigration has been taking place for centuries but never before did
the lndian subcontinent witness such a massive movement of people t o
other parts of the world than i n the 19th and 20th centuries. As a result
of these movements, Indians now constitute the third largest Diaspora, next
only to the British and the Chinese. The people of lndian origin (PlOs) are
estimated t o number around 20 million and they are settled i n around 75
countries (Singhvi Report, 2001). They now constilute sizable minorjtjej

in

many countries of settlement and exercise enormous economic and political
power in many of them. In our previous units we have read the different
phases of the lndian migration abroad.

References

The current geographical spread of the 'old' as well as the 'new' lndian
diaspora is presented in Figure 17.1 below. As we can see an overwhelming
majority of the lndian diaspora comprises of "old diaspora" and i s located
in areas of the world which may be regarded as third world or developing
regions. We can also see that the South-east Asian and the Gulf regions are
home to over half of the lndian diaspora and within a few hours flying
distance from India. This has implications for the type of linkages this
diaspora maintains with i t s motherland and i t s potential for playing an
important role in the future. Typically we would expect to see the "old
diaspora", given i t s longer vintage, as the most disconnected from i t s
homeland and the "new diaspora" as the most connected, given the different
context of migration, i t s more recent vintage and i t s greater relative wealth.
However there i s a danger of simplification and with the globalization of
the lndian brand, especially via Bollywood, even the "old" diaspora now
feels that i t s cultural connections with mother lndia have been rekindled.
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Figure 17.1: Distribution of NRI and PlOs by Regions (in %)
Source: Government of India, Singhvi Report, 2001

17.3

Changing Diaspora-Homeland Relations

The growing awareness and interest in diaspora and diaspora related issues
are the outcome of the spread and diffusion of globalisation technologies
that have led to the widening, deepening and transformation of diasporahomeland relations over the past two to three decades. In the early days of
migration, especially during the period prior to the current phase of
globalisation, the main ways in which overseas lndian communities kept in
touch with their homelands and their cultures were through maintaining
their language, cooking lndian food at home, regular letters and the occasional
letter or visit to their countries -of origin. In any case, most overseas lndian
families were too busy re-building their homes in a new, at times, a very
hostile environment than think too much about their homeward orientation.
Now, cheaper travel and more relaxed immigration rules enable more
frequent trips to lndia and for more friends and family to reciprocate
43
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the visits. Trade liberalization and export promotion mean that more goods
from the Indian subcontinent are available i n the areas of India settlement.
Overseas lndians can have their breakfast while reading onl.ine newspapers
from lndia or watching a 24 hour lndian news channel such as NDTV or even
listening to many Asian-owned local and national radio stations which give
constant news updates on happenings in India. In the evening, several
lndian satellite channels allow them to catch up on their favourite
programmes, be it drama, films or current affairs. The cost of making
phone calls back home are a fraction of the cost they used to be only a
couple of years ago, leading to a massive increase in telephone traffic at
peak times and a boom for companies supplying air-time and prepaid phone
cards. More importantly, many of these services, unlike earlier times, are
no longer just limited to the well-to-do lndians abroad as falling costs have
enabled all sections of the diaspora to engage i n such activities.
Moreover, the deregulation of international financial capital movements
coupled with new technologies has made the task of sending money back
home much cheaper and easier than ever before and has enabled lndia to
become the largest recipient of remittances i n the world today, exceeding
the funds received through official development assistance or foreign
portfolio investment. In 2003 alone, overseas lndians officially sent home
more than US520 billion. For many families, remittances sent by family
members based abroad makes the crucial difference between relative poverty
and total destitution. lndian states with large migrants overseas, such as
Kerala, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu and Punjab, have seen Large inflows of
remittance income, vastly improving the welfare of the migrant households.
But the impact of remittances goes well beyond supporting family or relatives'
livelihoods or helping to rebuild local schools or hospitals. One important
impact i s on trade of overseas lndians with their home country and this
engagement i n international trade can have a significant economic impact
as well.
I
Another important area of impact is on entrepreneurship. Many successful
entrepreneurs of lndian origin who live in the United States, Canada, Europe,
or the Gulf states also have the potential to become important investors
i n their home countries. 'They bring back not just money but an infusion of
entrepreneurial spirit and skills that may be sorely lacking in their own
country. A recent survey by AnnLee Saxenian (2002) published by the Public
Policy Institute of California found that foreign-born (particularly Chinese
and Indian) highly skilled immigrants in Silicon Valley have "successfully
adopted both the technological capability and the venture-financed, highgrowth business model that distinguishes many U.S. firms in the hightechnology sector." Half of the respondents to this survey had set up
subsidiaries, joint ventures, subcontracting arrangements, or other business
operations in their homeland countries. Most of those who hadn't yet done
so were considering establishing businesses in their home countries. This
recent trend challenges the traditional idea of the "brain drain." Whereas
the talented engineers, scientists, or managers who migrated abroad used
to maintain only a few ties to their home countries, more recently a new
pattern has been established: a "brain gain" that provides new opportunities
for trade and foreign investment as well as a powerful infusion of
entrepreneurial energy. AnnLee Saxenian's study also noted that the brain
drain (in the case of the Chinese and lndian professionals it surveyed) was
replaced by "brain circulation," meaning a variety of two-way flows of
highly skilled workers between the technologically advanced countries where
they reside and the less-developed countries such as lndia where they were
born.
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But we need to be cautious about making generalizations about diasporas
and their homeland relations given the tremendous variation in historical
experience, relatjons with governments i n the home country, levels of
prosperity and education, religious background and ethnicity both within
and among diaspora communities. The experience of living outside the
homeland may forge new common lndian identity among disparate members
or it may exacerbate the differences within a group, fracturing it along
regional, class, language, religion or caste lines. The latter appears to be
the more dominant pattern, especially among new lndian diaspora commuities
in Europe and North America. Nevertheless, no matter how heterogeneous
or homogeneous, diaspora communities do form a living link between their
countries of origin and their countries of settlement.

17.4

lndian DiasporaHomeland Linkages

Multi-Layered Home Connections

An important characteristic of modern diasporas is that as a group they
retain a meaningful link with their homeland. These linkages develop over
time and become multi-layered. They emerge as important means for the
identification of a historical memory with the homeland and for maintaining
some form of connectedness with it. Linkages can range from being exclusive
maintenance of family ties, membership of village/community welfare
associations, and different forms of economic, political, social, religious
and cultural exchanges. A l l of these different forms of linkages are presently
thriving i n India. Because of the technological and communications revolution,
overseas Indians increasingly find themselves incorporated as transnational
agents with various forms of familial, cultural, social, community and at
times, political relationships. See Figure 17.2 below.
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In some situations, such as familial, cultural and community connections,
the forces of integration are becoming stronger, further binding family,
kinship and community ties. An important point to recognize i s that with
globalisation these linkages have been reformed and reshaped in two
fundamental ways: they have transformed from being unidirectional to
become multi-directional and they are increasingly influenced by intradiaspora exchanges within a transnational space. For example, Punjabis,
Gujaratis and Tamils in Australia connect with those in UK, USA and Canada
and so on and their link with Punjab, Gujarat or Tamil Nadu i s just one
aspect of their transnational exchanges. This has important implications for
the way homeland governments and community and philanthropic
organisations approach their diasporas. Certainly, since the lndian diaspora
has become truly transnational, so must lndian government mobilization
strategies. Figure 2 below provides a schematic representation of circulation
within the lndian diaspora transnational space apd Table 17.1 provides a
summary of the major types of Linkages which currently exits between lndia
and i t s diasporas.
Table 17.1: Examples of linkages within the lndian transnational community

-

1

Networks
Tangible Remittances
- Income
- Gifts
- Services
Social Remittances
(Intangibles)
- ideas and values
- attitudes and behaviour
patterns
- identities
- social capital
2) GovernmentllnstitutionallRegulatory
Facilities for NRls
- trading opportunities
e.g ethnic foods
- promotion of tourism
- trade fairs
- financial services
- property transactions1
services
- educational services
3) lndian e - business

-

-

-

Community Nillage
level networks

-

philanthropic projects
and charitable donations
- emergencylhumanitarian
aid e.g. Bhuj or Orissa
- hospitals
- educational
establishments
- village infrastructure
- village sports
tournaments
- Charitable Organisations
such as Pingalwara,
Amritsar or Amar Dass
Mission
- ~unici~all~illage
We bsites
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SociallCultural.
cultural tourism
sports exchanges
musical exchanges
educational exchanges
wedding and bridal
services
video/audio/CD
exchanges
print media
film1Bollywood

-

Religious
visiting religious
leaders
visiting Sants/Sadhus/
SwamislMaulvis
visiting KirtanIDhadi
jathas
videolaudio cassettes
ICDs
joint celebration of
religious festivals
live media broadcasts
from holy places such
Amritsarl Anandpur
Sahib on. important
religious festivals
Websites on lndian
Religions - separate
for each major
tradition

Political

- overseas branches of

-

-

main lndian political
parties and other
political organisations
links with factional
groups eg Hindutva
or pro-Khalistan
groups
Human Rights
Organisations
Development of
'Advocacy Networks'
with other NGO's

Growing importance of Diasporas

Given that diaspora-homeland relations have strengthened during the current
accelerated phase of globalization it i s becoming increasingly recognized
that a country's active diaspora can have a significant political and economic
impact on the region of origin. This irr~pactcan be positive and/or negative,
for example positive i n the economic domain (e.g. through remittances,

foreign direct investment and philanthropy) but negative in the political
domain (e.g. through support for separatism, communalism or religious
extremism). lndia experiences both types of these effects and that even
the "old" almost passive diaspora, has began t o show activity. Since both
effects are simultaneous, at certain times the negative effects may appear
to dominate the positive ones causing tension and anxiety in government's
role in influencing diaspora-homeland relations.

Indian DiasporaHomeland Linkages

The diaspora's potential to influence i t s homeland is a function of both its
own characteristics and those of the country or region of origin. The potential
for a diaspora to act as an agent or at least a catalyst for change, depends
on a number of factors: i t s size, i t s education, i t s skills, length of migration
etc and the political and economic profile of this diaspora e.g. i t s socioeconomic make-up and the range and extent of its economic and political
activities in the adopted countries. Given the close relationship between the
level of education, level of income and size, we would expect to see a
higher potential for a very positive contribution by diasporas. It i s in part
due to the growing recognition of the positive roles that diasporas can play
we see the academic discourse on impacts of international migration and
diasporas shifting from one being about the negative "brain drain" effects
towards one of positive "brain gain" or "brain circulation" effects. The
Indian government has belatedly woken up t o this fact too and now
recognizes that healthy relations with i t s diaspora, especially in the financial
domain, are an important resource which they can potentially leverage i n
their quest for economic development (Kapur, 2004).
A growing literature identifies a range of mechanisms and channels through
which diasporas impact upon the macroeconomic environment and economic
development. The broadest model, developed by Orozco with Caribbean
and Central American experience i n mind, emphasizes the Five Ts usually
associated with diasporas: tourism, transportation, telecommunications,
trade and transmission of monetary remittances. Figure 17.3 below captuyes
the essence of this role and each one of the Ts has substantial direct be,dfits
and these effects are clearly visible i n lndia today. Regular diaspora tourism,
for instance, has emerged a major foreign exchange earner and generates
extra domestic demand and boosts profits i n a number of sub-sectors in the
economy. Transportation, especially airlines and domestic travel companies
such as airport taxis, buses and trains etc. all benefit greatly from regular
visits by diaspora communities. There has been an explosion i n international
phone call traffic, leading t o massive investment i n communications
infrastructure and profits for phone companies. Diaspora communities'
insatiable appetite for authentic foodstuff, artifacts, clothes, jewelry, musical
instruments, dvds, cds etc. have led to dramatic development of trade i n
cultural goods. We must also remember that all of these channels are multidirectional as can be see in many examples of successful cross-overs of
goods (eg. Kingfisher or Cobra beer) between diaspora and homeland
locations.
Some writers also differentiate between a diaspora's direct (as i n the 5 T's
model) and indirect effects where the latter result i n diasporas playing an
intermediary role between the sending and host countries i n a range of
mutually advantageous activities. Many of these effects are also visible i n
lndia where diasporas can facilitate a dialogue between the home state or
country and the host government and their agencies. The involvement of
LIK's Department for lnternational Development (DflD) and the Canadian
lnternational Development Agency i n parts of lndia are a good case i n point
where diaspora-based lobby groups have demonstrated tangible influence.
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Increasingly more and more writers have tended t o emphasise transnational
social networks as the most potent diaspora mechanism. The social networks
can operate under different headings, be it remittances, business investment,
financial investments with banks, i n the stock market or purchase of
government bonds, and i n knowledge transfer. Some of these financial
connections are explored i n more detail i n the next section.
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Figure 17.3: Dfaspora-Homeland Connections: The 5 T's Model

Source: Orozco (2003)
1

Reflection and Action 17.1
Trace the growing importance of lndian diaspora to homeland.
I

Discuss the different aspects of connections between lndian diaspora and
home

17.6

Diaspora Finance

I

The interactions between diaspora, diaspora finance and development are
quite complex and have onty recently begun t o receive serious attention by
scholars working i n the field of diaspora and development. In the case of
India, even now, hardly any serious research has been undertaken on
measuring the current significance and potential role different types of
diaspora finance plays i n the country.

I

Box 17.1 World Bank (2000) on Diaspora Finance
"Diasporas serve as information channels for the flow of information, market
intelligence, capital and skills. They may supplement formal channels that
rely on market institutions, providing a way for migrants to conduct
transactions in an atmosphere of trust. In this way they act to offset
information asymmetries and other market failures. Modern diasporas...
expedite business transactions by resolving monitoring problems, reducing
opportunism, and building reputation and ethnic trust based on networking.
As migration continues, diasporas will expand, tying together regions and
continents. Even if governments attempt to slow down the process,
communications, technology and human relationships will maintain this
trend.The South Asian diaspora, with a network reaching from southeast
Asia to the Middle East, the United Kingdom, and North America, has a net
worth of between $150 billion and $300 billion. Its potential remains to be
tapped in the early 21st century."
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Along with i t s general policy towards the lndian diaspora, i n the area of
diaspora finance too, the lndian government has moved from a position
of somewhat disapproving indifference t o one of actively seeking their
involvement i n India's development. It has so far focused primarily on
attracting direct investment (the first priority, but ironically the most
disappointing), portfolio investment, and humanitarian or other philanthropic
assistance. Relatively little i s said about remittances.
Remittances
Diaspora finance, particularly its most popularly known form, remittance
money sent home by migrants, represents one of the largest and most
visible economic impacts of migration on migrant sending economies i n
many third world regions. According to the latest available statisticdAhe
flow of official remittances t o the developing world reached $167 billion i n
2005, of which $32 billion (19%)went t o South Asia with India's share being
$22 billion - rising rapidly from the $13 billion recorded in 2001. Yet we
know that these documented amounts vastly underestimate the actual inflow
of remittances because large amounts come through informal channels such
as through family, friends and kinship networks.
Official remittances are by far the largest and most stable component of
diaspora finance. Often their role has been judged i n terms of whether they
help i n maintaining sustainable livelihoods or perhaps just assist in generating
further rural inequalities or dependencies. At other times the debate centres
on the 'productive' and 'unproductive' use of remittances at the household
level. But these s t i l l remain very simplistic approaches i n un erstanding the
total impact of remittances and diaspora fin nce as a wh le on m\igrant
sending economies. To get a more comprehens ve picture of ,the impact we
need t o go beyond the focus on financial inflohs alone. social remittances
for example - transfer of ideas, values, attitudes, social capital,
organizational and managerial skills and practices - have the potential t o
play an equally significant role but since these are difficult t o quantify,
they don't receive the same attention they deserve. Overwhelming evidence
suggests that family and community remittances play a complex but vital
role at the househol.d, community and regional levels (Levitt, 2001). They
are important i n understanding how migration impacts upon family and
gender roles, especially of those left behind, on class, ethnicity and on
political and religious participation. The overall evidence on total impact
of remittances clearly shows that they have an enormous potential t o
transform and raise rural livelihoods by improving standards of living, by
providing access t o health care and education and by empowering
communities whose economic welfare is threatened by the indifference and
bureaucratic politics of the local state. This i s particularly the case i n most
lndian states with their continuing fiscal crisis and consequent squeeze on
budgets for. rural development programmes. Thus for many of these lndian
states, given their strong, wealthy and vibrant diasporas, we would expect
diaspora finance to provide an important potential source of alternative
income.

t
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Portfolio Investment
Portfolio investment flows come into India i n a number of ways: as NRI bank
deposits t o take advantage of special terms and interest rates (these reached
a record USS3.6 billion i n 2003-2004), as investment i n the stock markets,
either directly or via mutual funds and through the issue of special bonds by
the lndian government. Net outflows and inflows vary depending on interest
rates, expectations on returns and risk assessment. However, since the
1992 reforms, sizable amounts have come in, contributing significantly
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t o the development of healthy foreign exchange reserves. Take the example
of issue of two government bonds aimed specifically a t attracting NRI
inflows.
In 1998, soon after lndia was subjected t o international sanctions for carrying
out nuclear tests, the government, fearing a foreign exchange crunch,
launched a huge sale of 5-year bonds, called Resurgent lndia Bonds,
guaranteed by the State Bank of lndia and available only t o NRls. Although
"patriotic fervour" may have been a key theme underlying the sale, the
government was aware that it could not count on patriotism done, and
therefore added significant benefits t o make the bonds attractive: a 2 per
cent higher interest rate i n dollar terms than the US bond market, the
option of redemption i n US dollars and exemption from lndian income and
wealth taxes. A massive marketing campaign was launched for the bonds i n
countries of the new and rich lndian diaspora. The sale turned out t o be
a runaway success as it was over-subscribed: NRls worldwide purchased
bonds worth L2.3 billion i n just over two weeks, more than 50 per cent of
which came from the Middle East and South East Asia and 20 per cent from
Europe and North America. This successful experience was repeated again
i n 2000 with the issue of another bond, the lndia Millennium Deposits,
which raised over L3 billion.
Foreign Direct lnvestment
Foreign Direct lnvestment flows t o lndia have continued t o increase steadily
during the post-reform period, although actual inflows have not matched
the expectations or the rhetoric of the politicians, both i n terms of overall
FDI inflows and particularly NRI FDI inflows. It has become common practice
t o compare the successful mobilization by China t o woo its diaspora t o
undertake FDI i n China compared with India's dismal failure. Less than 5
per cent of the cumulative FDI inflows t o lndia i n the post-reform era have
come from NRls, compared with around 50 per cent i n the case of China.
How can we explain this? There are significant differences between the
compositions of the two diasporas and i n any case lndian diaspora's financial
contribution is i n a different form than FDI as we have described above.
However, recent years have seen some change i n the equation, especially
given the lndian diaspora involvement i n the software development sector.
Rox17.2 Difference Between China and lndia With regards t o FDI
Kapur (2001) explains the differential experience as follows:
"The lndian diaspora was largely professional while the Chinese diaspora
was more entrepreneurial. Hence although the former was well off in the
aggregate (for instance it is one of the wealthiest ethnic groups in the
U.S.), it did not have substantial numbers of high net worth individuals who
would serve as potential investors. Second, lndia was hostile to foreign
investment until the early 1990s while China opened up a decade earlier.
Third, China, unlike India, did not have a strong capitalist class when it
opened up - and hence faced little domestic opposition to incentives granted
to diasporic (sic) investors. Finally, local governments have played a much
more proactive role in China relative to India, although this is changing in
the latter."
We must also add the following t o the above factors highlighted by Kapur.
Overseas Chinese are larger i n number (eg around 55m compared with
India's 20m), tend to be more entrepreneurial given their socio-economic
backgrounds, enjoy strong family connections (guanxi) and business networks
i n south-east Asia and China and enjoy very cordial relations with the
Chinese political leadership. In contrast overseas Indians (NRlsIPlOs) are
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smaller i n number, more differentiated, do not have strong family business
or social networks and have, until recently, been largely ignored by Indian
governments (Smart and Jinh-Yuh Hsu, 2004). Although the overseas
Chinese contribution to diaspora finance may have been exaggerated (due
t o measurement differences) when compared with India's diaspora,
nevertheless a significant difference s t i l l remains.
Another interesting dimension t o highlight is the regional distribution of
FDI by NRls and the relationship between the size of the diaspora and
homeward orientation measured i n terms of FDI inflows. As we can see
i n Table 17.2 below, the best performing state i s Karnataka, with i t s
successful IT sector and well established business networks and then comes
Gujarat with i t s strong tradition of trading and merch nt classes. I t is
interesting t o observe that states such as Punjab, altho gh having a large
diaspora, do not figure at all i n FDI terms, reinforcing the point about
the importance of having an entrepreneurial culture and a large
entrepreneurial class with close business networks.

d

Table 17.2: Top States Receiving NRI-FDI in lndia
States

Number of
NRI Projects

Value of NRI
Investment
(Rs. Crore)

Total FDI
(Rs.1

Non-Resident
FDlrrotal
FDI (%)

Andhra Pradesh

190

1,905.8

Maharashtra

273

1,890.7

. 50,333

3.7

Karnataka

163

1,333.0

23,970

5.6

Delhi

140

959.5

34,636

2.8

Gujarat

88

765.5

18,795

4.0

Tamil Nadu

192

683.5

24,763

2.8

L

Source: Times of India, 4" February, 2004

Business Netwoiks
lndian diaspora communities have a long track record i n establishing
successful businesses i n their countries of settlement, whether i n the old
or new diaspora locations. In the vast majority of these locations there i s
a thriving lndian businessmen sector and many communities play an important
brokerage and other influential role i n their adopted homes. It i s quite
common to see the formation of strong business networks amongst the
diaspora communities. Since they usually represent a minority community
i n their host country, such networks provide a range of networking
opportunities among their co-ethnics, enabling them t o utilize their social
and cultural capital. In the case of the lndian diaspora many business
networks are well established, especially in the UK and US where influential
lndian business and professional groups have strong networking arrangements.
However over the past decade, newer and truly transnational networks
have begun to emerge helped by organizations such as Global Organization
of People of lndian Origin (GOPIO). Many of these use ICT to create and
maintain ongoing ties with a view to identifying business opportunities and
potential areas of partnership. One good example of this is TIE (The IndUS
Entrepreneur), which has grown from i t s core in North America and lndia
to 25 chapters, including Singapore, Switzerland and the UK. It matches
experienced entrepreneurs and start-up managers i n a mentoring
relationship, and backs up promising enterprises (in the United States and
India) with venture capital from a core membership of investors. As
Devesh Kapur (2001) points out that the benefits of the network go
beyond profitable investment and start-up finance:
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"It has boosted India's confidence as well as the confidence of overseas
investors about India's potential despite India's numerous problems.
Companies like Yahoo, Hewlett Packard and General Electric have opened
R&D centers i n lndia largely because of the confidence engendered by the
presence of many Indians working i n their US operations, This points t o the
cognitive effects arising from the projection of a coherent, appealing, and
progressive identity on the part of the diaspora which signals an image of
prosperity and progress to potential investors and consumers. "

Another example is the Silicon Valley lndian Professional Association (SIPA),
of Santa Clara, CA, which has over 1800 members. Its mission is t o "provide
a forum for individuals interested in meeting with visiting lndian businessmen
and women, professionals, and bureaucrats, and to facilitate information
dissemination and networking within the professioqal community"(sipa.org)
through a speaker series and seminars on issues such as outsourcing, property
rights, and service providers in India. There are several business associations
currently functioning i n the LIK, including the lndian Development Group
(UK) Ltd, the lndian forum for Business, and the lndia Group based at the
London Business School and at the local level there are many Asian business
directories which facilitate local networking.
Diasporan Philanthropy: Case Study of Punjab
The role of diasporan philanthropy - private giving for public good - has a
relatively long history i n lndia as there are examples of this activity taking
place since the early decades of the last century. However its magnitude,
quality and creativity have become more significant i n the last couple of
decades or so (Geithner et al., 2004). As is the case with other diaspora
communities, it is always difficult to identify the driving force behind these
forms of financial flows. Arguments such as civic duty, loyalty t o village kith
and kin, gratitude, sense of identity etc. are often used by migrants
themselves to justify donations. Some professional groups, such as doctors
and scientists, donating individually or through their professional
organizations, may be seen as "paying back" something to their homelands,
a sort of acknowledgement or gratitude for the public subsidy received
towards their education and training i n India. However, here may also be
deeper cultural factors, which play a role for some communities, such as,
for example the Sikhs. Sikh philosophy and Rahit Maryada places an important
emphasis on philanthropy and altruism- cultural values emphasize the
importance of daswandh and daan (sharing of fruits of labour), seva (selfless
service) and sarbat da bhalla (welfare of all mankind). These norms are
especially emphasized when raising funding for faith-based philanthropy
i.e. construction of gurdwaras and mandirs and other religious institutions,
in extending help towards their parivar or quom, i n village infrastructure
improvement and community facilities and i n extending help towards other
deprived and underprivileged communities.
Taking the case of Punjab, although there have always been relatively
wealthy individuals and social entrepreneurs who initiate philanthropic
projects on their own and i n their own way, most of the community
remittances currently being mobilised in Punjab are through the development
of village welfare associations. In fact over the past ten years or so there
has been a rapid growth i n the development of village associations, which
are now performing a number of functions - from encouraging sports and
cultural exchanges, to buying political influence and t o pursuit of low-scale
development goals in their village communities. A counterpart association
will often be set up in the village in the homeland t o facilitate exchange.
These associations, both in the diaspora and i n the homeland are increasingly

;motivated to take advantage of the upsurge in family remittances and by
desire to offer economic aid t o their homelands. Many donors have
b e m persuaded to become involved as a result of the demonstration effects
of theylows of family remittances - i f remittances have the capacity to
greatly improve living standards of migrant households, then surely they can
do the same for the village as a whole? Emphasis towards the latter aim i s
gaining momentum. There are now numerous villages i n Punjab where
varying levels of diaspora funded rural development projects are being
undertaken. 'The three excellent examples that are worth noting are: (i)
Guru Nanak Mission Medical and EducationalTrust (nr. Banga, dist Nawanshahr;
(ii) National Rural Development Society, Palahi, (near Phagwara, dist.
Kupurthala and (iii) Village Life Improvement Board (VLIB), Kharaudi (nr.
Mahilpur, dist. Hoshiarpur). The table below identifies the main types of
activities currently being undertaken by village associations in Punjab.
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Table 17.3: Range of Philanthropic Activities by Migrants in Punjabi Villages

,

1

Category

Kind of ~ c t i ; i t ~

Charity

Gurdwara donations, clothes, computers

Infrastructure

Hospitals, Nursing College, Parks, sports complexes, street
paving and lighting, mortuaries, sewerage and water treatment,
vehicles

Human development
and Recreational

Scholarships, sports facilities and sports tournaments, libraries,
IT equipment, health equipment

Investment

Income generating programmes for the community

1

Other

General fund-raising

I

Source: Thandi (2002)

In summarizing this section, it is difficult to say with any certainty how
much of the increased FDI and other financial flows into lndia is the result
of the government's new approach - which is still very new and evolving
- and how much springs from other factors. For example, the employment
of lndian information-technology professionals i n the US computer industry
and the resulting build-up of links between US and lndian high-tech firms,
especially around SanJ~ose and Bangalore, had little to do with lndian
government's diaspora policy, and more with its support of outstanding
institutions of higher education (i.e. IITs) and general macro-economic
reforms. But the government has recognized the potential of the diaspora
to contribute more to India's development efforts, and has moved to clear
away some of the obstacles towards greater engagement.

17.7

Political Connections

Diaspora based political organizations maintain many types of connections
with political organizations in their homelands, whether they are political
parties or advocacy groups or other forms of community organizations with
political agendas. These connections developed quite early on (for example
the establishment of Overseas Congress Party, the Ghadar Party ) and thus
have a long history but it is only i n the current phase of globalization their
activities have strengthened and they have become more influential i n
decision-making. Most of these links are quite legitimate and result in a
strong, positive and democratic dialogue between lndia and its diaspora
communities but there have also been occasions when such connections
have been very tense, leading to general mistrust.
One of the most talked about negative aspects of diaspora-homeland
connections is the financial (for purchase of weapons), political, ideological
and strategic support which disaffected diaspora groups provide to sub-
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nationalist movements i n their homeland. Support for self-determination i n
Kashmir, Punjab and for Tamils i n S r i Lanka comes immediately to mind.
Diaspora groups, cushioned from the day to day consequences of violence
which their support can potentially unleash, are often more uncompromising
than their counterparts who remain i n countries of origin. Good examples
of this today are the activities of the so-called Khalistanis i n the UK and
USA. This "long distance nationalism", with its romanticized notions can
obscure reality about the nature of homeland conflict and the long-term
negative impact on a region they are purporting t o protect.
Another negative form of diaspora support can be its funding of communalism.
An example of this is India's Gujarati diaspora which is alleged t o have been
,involved i n funding and supporting the rise of Hindu nationalist violence
against Christians and Muslims i n Gujarat, an activity which an article in
The Hindu newspaper referred to as "foreign direct investment i n hatred"
(Wilson, 2003). Based on a report by Awaaz, a London based organization,
this article investigated the ideological and material links between the
Gujarati Diaspora in the UK and some of the Hindu nationalist ("Hindutva")
groups (collectively called the Sangh Parivar), implicated i n the anti-Muslim
pogroms i n Gujarat in early 2002, and found that the "major long-term
source of funding'' for Sewa International and other Sangh Parivar groups
was Britain's Gujarati community. This article asserted that such groups had
(i) co-opted the human and resource channels that had existed for years
between Gujarati communities in the UK and their families and communities
i n lndia for use i n funding pro-Hindu nationalist parties in India; (ii) channeled
Gujaratis' experiences of racism and alienation in the UK into "virulent
Hindu chauvinism" and (iii) succeeded i n raising money from the British
government by portraying themselves as "faith communities," and therefore
becoming legitimate beneficiaries of the government's new social inclusion
policy approach for supporting ethnic minorities (Wilson, 2003). Another
study by Sabrang, an organization based i n the USA, found similar links
between the US-based lndia Development and Relief Fund (IDRF) and violent
Hindu nationalism. I t is fair t o say, however, that this report was denounced
by IDRF supporters i n a rebuttal, which claimed that Hindutva organizations
were merely providing a framework for maintaining and celebrating Hindu
identity i n countries where Hindus represented small minorities.
Reflection and Action 17.2
What are the reasons for increase in Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in
India?

I

1

In what way do political connections forged by the diaspora have negative
impact on the country of their origin , substantiate your answer with
suitable examples.
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New Policies for Mobilising DiasporaHomeland Relations

Although we know that diaspora-homeland linkages are both transnational
and multi-layered and have become stronger, how can we mobilize and
harness these for the economic development i n India? At the cultural and
social levels the lndian consular activities abroad have always tried, with
some relative degree of success, t o instill Indian-ness and a sense of belonging
amongst diverse lndian communities abroad. However, the lndian
government's success in mobilizing diaspora finance has a disappointing
history. This largely reflects the historically indifferent attitude the lndian
government adopted towqrds its diaspora. For a long time after independence
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lndians living abroad or leaving for abroad were treated with suspicion or
seen as liabilities who made all sorts of demands on the lndian government
without contributing anything in return. In fact, following Nehru's official
attitude towards the diaspora - that lndian emigrants should assimilate and
adopt the life style of their chosen country of residence - lndia never imagined
that i t s diaspora could be a strategic asset which it should try t o harness
(Marie-Lall, 2001). Official policies aimed at attracting diaspora finance
were non-existent as lndia pursued its inward looking policy of self-sufficiency
within a highly centralised and bureaucratic development model. All forms
of obstacles were introduced t o discourage foreign trade and foreign
investment. Within this setup states had limited autonomy in encouraging
diaspora-homeland links.
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However a radical departure in economic policy was initiated after India's
foreign exchange crisis forced it t o adopt the IMF-World Bank structural
adjustment rescue package % 1991. It i s ironic that a major cause of the
foreign exchange crisis Should b y t h e dramatic fall in remittances from
lndian workers in the Gulf States who were forced to flee the region during
the first Gulf war! With the implementation of globalisation and liberalization
policies, lndia not only began to welcome multinational investment but also
belatedly acknowledged the fact that i t s diaspora communities weie relatively
wealthy and had potential finance to help with foreign exchange problems.
However despite the rhetpric, it is only i n the post 2000 period that we see
a significant shift in policy, with a plethora of new initiatives, even conceding
the demands for a dual nationality. What was the major catalyst for change
in pro-NRI policies? Perhaps the single most significant event was the setting
up i n September 2000, under the Chair of L.M. Singhvi, of a High Level
Committee on the lndian Diaspora to analyze the location, situation and
potential development role of the estimated 20 million non-resident lndians
(NRls) and Persons of lndian Origin (PlOs). The final report of this High
Level Committee on the lndian Diaspora (refered t o hereafter as the Singhvi
Report) was released by the government i n January 2002 and it recommended
a totally "new policy framework for creating a more conducive-environment
in lndia t o leverage these invaluable human resources."(Singhvi Report,
2001 ).
Besides providing long but interesting narratives on the settlement and
evolution of overseas lndian communities, much of the analysis in the
Report focused on economic relations, especially on the question of why
FDI and other types of diaspora financial flows have been low relative to,
in particular, the Chinese diaspora. It suggested that although the 20 million
overseas lndians generated an annual income equal to 35% of India's GDP,
they only generated less than 10 per cent of India's rather modest £2.2
billion of FDI. Compare this to the overseas Chinese, who have contributed
half of China's £26 billion worth of FDI. The report acknowledged that the
lndian government ignored or even failed the diaspora, and that the
government itself was to blame for the relatively low involvement of
overseas lndians i n lndia by not offering an investor-friendly regulatory
environment. There is a consensus amongst government spokesmen,
lndian media commentators and NRI businessmen that a major obstacle
is the mountains of bureaucratic red tape and corruption that NRls and
PlOs must deal with should they want t o invest directly in India. Subha
Singh (2002) expressed this sentiment as follows:
overseas investors have burnt their fingers in investing inprojects
in
India as they wound their way through the plethora of laws and regu1ations
that govern industrial enterprises ...Many lndians living abroad want to fund
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small projects i n their home villages ...but the procedural delays and
corruption i n India have made it difficult to implement their programmes.
In other cases, the community felt that the procedures for transferring
funds for philanthropic activities was too cumbersome, without much
assurance that funds would be used appropriately. Others complain of little
protection i n case of fraud or cheating i n financial or land matters."
The Singhvi Report acknowledges such problems and it stated in the executive
summary that: "[The Diaspora's] receptiveness to lndian concerns will depend
greatly on the quality of their interaction with the country of their origin
and the sensitivity to their concerns displayed i n India. It i s essential for
lndia t o create the necessary structures t o facilitate this interaction."
(Singhvi Report, 2001, p. xxi). The report urged the lndian government to
strengthen the diaspora's "pride and faith i n its heritage" as this would
"revitalize [the Diaspora's] interest i n development. (Singhi Report, 2001,
p. xxvii). Towards this endeavour the Singhvi Report had recommended that
9 January - the day Gandhi returned to lndia from South Africa - be
celebrated each year as a day (Pravasi Bhartiya Divas (PBD)) to recognize
the contributions of eminent PlOs and NRls. The BJP party which led the
government at that time took up this challenge and the first celebration
was held i n 2003 i n conjunction with the first major lndian Diaspora
conference, which attracted more than 2000 NRls and PlOs from 63 countries.
The Conference was inaugurated by the lndian government led by Prime
Minister Vajpayee and waeco-sponsored by the Federation of lndian Chambers
of Commerce. The Congress party which came into power after the B-IP has
continued with the PBD and has held two more since then, PBD 3 i n Mumbai
i n 2005 and PBD 4 i n Hyderabad i n 2006.
In addition t o the annual PBD, a series of reforms and new legislation have
also been announced, largely in response to many of the issues raised in
the Singhvi Report, including, for instance, streamlining measures to ease
overseas investment to India, with the lndia Investment Centre acting as
the nodal agency, the creation of a government Ministry (for Overseas
Indians) with the sole focus of acting as a liaison between lndia and i t s
diaspora, and introduction of legislation to grant dual citizenship to NRI in
certain countries and perhaps even offering voting rights i n the future.
All of the above are moves in the right direction and have been welcomed
by all NRls and PlOs as long-awaited developments. There are, however,
some lessons that lndia could still learn from the mobilization policies of
other countries. Evidence from other countries such as China and Taiwan
and even from other states of lndia suggest that promotion of investment
i n specific sectors or by identifying economic clusters may be a more
effective strategy to harness the talent of overseas-based business and
professional migrants. Furthermore, as Chinese experience strongly suggests,
commercial investment and philanthropic giving tend t o reinforce each
other. In lndia the Karnataka story of nurturing business start-ups among
Silicon Valley NRI returnees and in developing the technology cluster in
Bangalore is an interesting case i n point.
The second element for successful mobilisation is that of developing an
infrastructure that would facilitate communications between the diaspora
communities and their homeland. The Web offers an enormous potential for
leaders i n the homeland and diaspora communities to exchange and share
information relatively instantly and cheaply. Such information can pertain
t o business and investment opportunities, skill shortages, databases on
diaspora-based and homeland experts, progress reports on on-going or new
philanthropic projects, organizations offering opportunities for social and
cultural exchanges. Although many Indian states have taken some token
initiatives to provide this facilitation they remain largely
mdevelapd,
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under-resourcedand politicised. As regards the latter, for instance, whenever
BJP or Congress politicians have visited abroad, their appeal remains limited
exclusively within their own political party networks.
The third and final element in leveraging the diaspora i s to introduce
financial incentives and innovative mechanisms for luring migrant money.
These would include not only liberalisation of key sectors not currently
open to NRls but also liberalisation of financial flows. Current ihcentives
such as offering matching state grants are also part of these strategies but
these need to be fully embraced through larger budgetary allocations to
develop credibility and trust. Further, too often the incentives are geared
towards ensuring inflows but neglect the fact that incentives are also
requjred for reversal of flows i f the migrants deem it necessary. Appealing
to the lndian migrant's sense of cultural identity or patriotic loyalty will not
be sufficient i f the migrant's perception i s that the incentives on offer are
not transparent or are discretionary and unfair. In certain cases there may
also be a role for offering non-financial incentives, for instance high-profile
awards which acknowledge the migrant's contribution to the economic
well-being of the region. The recent honouring of high profile individuals
at Pravasi Bhartyia Divas functions has acknowledged this need but this
needs to be promoted in a non-politicised way to ensure credibility. The
state level NRI Sabhas were a potential vehicle for this activity but their
politicisation has rendered them relatively toothless.

17.9

Conclusions

In this unit we have argued that the lndian diaspora maintains multi-layered
connections with i t s homeland of India. There connections vary from being
cultural, social, religious, political and economic and many of them have
both transformed and strengthened over the last two decades. Some of
these connections can generate negative outcomes but Even the so called
"old" diaspora with i t s long history of overseas settlement has began to reconnect with i t s area of origin. Meanwhile, the "new" diaspora communities,
especially of Europe, North America and the Gulf States, have developed
very strong economic and financial linkages with India and perhaps been
the major beneficiaries of lndian government initiatives to build a more
constructive dialogue with i t s diasporas.
Some of the connections mentioned above can generate negative outcomes
but this unit has emphasized the financial connections to demonstrate both
their positive nature and their potential in terms of helping lndian economic
development - a potential which i s being successfully exploited by countries
such as China - and their weakness, especially i n the area of foreign direst
investment. 'The unit also raises important issues about the nature and
socio-economic composition of the lndian diaspora and policies for i t s
successful mobilization as a strategic asset.
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Learning Objectives
After completing this unit you will be able to :
Define virtual community
Have an overview of the history of lndian diaspora and i t s relation
to cyberspace
Have an understanding of socio-cultural and economic issues at the
intersection of the virtual and real i n relation to diaspora online
Begin to understand the implications of Indian diaspora online

18.1

lntroduction

In this unit we will examine yet another aspect of interlinkages between
diasporas, and this time we discuss connections between diaspora that
happen .in cyberspace. As we have mentioned earlier too the globalised
world has made it increasingly amenable for the use of telecommunication
and digital devices which make communications possible and communication
that cut across time and space. In that sense the digital communications
are different from face to face communications which happen i n the
same physical space. In this unit we will try and understand what we mean
by cyberspace and virtual community and whether such communities are
possible. We will then examine the specific case of lndian diaspora i n
relation to the online and cyber world and what space they occupy and
how they articulate their sense of community through what 'actions. In
analysing these concepts and phenomena we will be examining the relevant
literature i n this area as well.

18.2

Defining Cyberspace

David Whittle traces the origins of the concept to Alvin Toffler's Future
Shock. Whittle writes that although the author of the science fiction work
Neuromancer Willipm Gibson i s most often cited as the writer who coined
the term cyberspace, "Gibson himself reportedly credits the concept to
John Brunner, author of Shockwave Rider ,"who i n turn credits Alvin Toffler
as the author who introduced the concept of cyberspace (Whittle, 1996).

Box 18.1 : What is Cyberspace?
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In the second edition of The World Wide Web Unleashed, John December
and Neil Randall offer the following definition of cyberspace:
Cyberspace refers to the mental construct a person generates from
experiencing computer communication and information retrieval. The science
fiction author William Gibson developed this term to describe the visual
environments in his novels. Gibson described worlds in which computer
users navigate a highly imagistic global network of information resources
and services.
The term cyberspace is used today to refer to the collection of computermediated experiences for visualization, communication, interaction, and
information retrieval ('1995: 328).
Much of the confusion and uncertainty surrounding the notion of whether
or not there really is community online - whether or not "virtual
communities" occur - has t o do with the "cyberspace" fantasy and the
false dichotomy between "real life" (what cybernauts refer t o as "RL") and
"virtual life". The cyberspace metaphor leads us t o believe that our
interactions online are separate from our everyday lives. Technically, all we
are doing online is transmitting messages with the aid of a modem and the
telephone cor~nection.And yet we do not think of a telephone conversation
as not being real. Perhaps the reason we think of cyberspace as not only
separate from our everyday lives and interaction with with-body, but also
as "unreal" has t o do with the fact that cyberspace as a concept is rooted
in science fiction. In futuristic literature, cyberspace is physically inhabitable
space. It is an "electronically generated alternate reality, entered by means
of direct links t o the brain." There is a bodylsoul split.
Following the literary notion of cyberspace, we think of our transmission of
messages via the internet i n spatial terms. Yet there is something about
comnfunicating online that gives us a sense of multi-dimensional space.
There seems to be something about words and images that pop on and off
computer screen - as when we send and receive messages and view websites
- that leads to the illusion that there is some kind of life on the other side
of the screen. Almost as if there is a "landJJon the other side of the glass,
from which something or somebody "talks back". As William Gibson, the
science fiction author attributed with the coining of the term "cyberspace"
writes, people who use computers and play computer games " develop a
belief that there's some kind of actual space behind the screen, some place
that you can't see but you know is there."
This illusion of space beyond the computer screen i s perhaps the best and
only "evidence available of the actual existence of cyberspace itself"
(Whittle, 1996:6). Sandy Stone points out that "cyberspace" as described
i n literary fantasies does not as yet exist. In science fiction, cyberspace is
a physically inhabitable, electronically generated alternate reality, entered
by means of direct [.inks t o the brain - that is, it is inhabited by refigured
human "persons" separated from their physical bodies, which are parked i n
"normal" space. The physical laws of "normal" space need not apply i n
cyberspace, although some experiential rules carry over from normal space
- for example, the geometry of cyberspace is, i n most depictions, Cartesian.
The "original" body is the authenticating source for the refigured person on
cyberspace: no "persons" exist whose presence is not warranted by a
physical body back i n "normalJJspace. But death i n either normal space or
cyberspace is real, i n the sense that if the "person" i n cyberspace dies, the
body in normal space dies, and vice versa (Stone,1991) .However, cyberspace
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as we know it today is a social environment "enabled by and constituted
through communication technologies"(Stone, 1991).

18.3

Understanding Virtual Community

At what point i n our use of interactive computer systems do we come to
believe i n "virtual communities"? Do all people who interact on e-mail lists
use internet relay chat systems and web-based multi-user systems consider
themselves part of some sort of community that exists "in cyberspace"? I t
i s suspected that it is when there is some strong affective andlor material
"real life" leak, spill-over and connection that the people who use systems
of interaction online begin to feel the existence of some sort of "community".
What then i s a "community" on cyberspace? In whose imagination does this
community exist? How i s it different from Real Life community? How is an
online "culture" different from a Real Life culture?
~ox18.2-~orne Definitions of Virtual Community
Howard Rheingold i s credited with publicizing the notion of Virtual
Community. This was a concept carrying much hype - yet also much discussed
and argued about in the early 1990s when the Internet became more available
for commerce as the "world-wide web" with increased access and use
around the world. Simply put, we can say that the term virtual community
refers to individuals with some common goals and interests networked
through various online technologies.8 commonly cited proponent of virtual
communities, he defines virtual communities as : "social aggregations that
emerge from the Net when enough people carry on... public discussion long
enough, with sufficient human feeling, to form webs of personal relationships
i n cyberspace" (Rheingold,1993:5). Another scholar defines virtual
communities as: incontrovertibly social spaces in which people still meet
face-to-face, but under new definitions of both 'meet' and 'face' .... [Vlirtual
communities [are] passage points for collections of common beliefs and
practices that unite people who were physically separated" (Stone,1991).
Therefore, "space" in cyberspace i s '!predicated on knowledge and
information, on the common beliefs and practices of a society abstracted
from physical space" (Jones, 1995).
While Rheingold's definition suggests something like a group of people
gathered around a village well, Stone's definition suggests separated soulmates "meeting" beyond the human body , overcoming limitations or
physicality, i n these cyberspatial "passage points".
Despite the fact that these definitions above appear t o implicitly romanticize
virtual interaction, they are not totally wrong in their descriptions of a
community online. Creating and feeling a sense of community online does
depend on the continuation of "public discussion long enough, with sufficient
human feeling, to form webs of personal relationships i n cyberspace"; on
"collections of common beliefs and practices"; and "new definitions of
both ' meet' and 'face'". Virtual communities are indeed "social aggregations
that emerge from the Net" and "passage points for collections of common
beliefs and practices of a society". However, while the nature personal
relationships is no doubt different online than face-to-face, I would not say
that they are completely abstracted from material reality.
In his article Why We Argue'About Virtual Community, Nessim Watson finds
fault with the use of the phrase "virtual community." He argues that using
the Label "virtual" community for groups of people interacting with each
other online makes it seem as if the community "is not actually community."
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The distinction between "virtual" community and "real" community i s
unwarranted. The term "virtual" means something akin to "unreal" and so
the entailments of calling online communities "virtual" include spreading
and reinforcing a belief that what happens online i s like a community but
isn't really a community. My experience has been that people i n the offline
world tend to see online corr~munitiesas virtual, but that participants i n
the online communities see them as quite real (Watson, 1997:129).
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Watson admits that communities online are different from communities
offline, but he argues that they are communities nonetheless. Watson also
examines the uses of applying or denying the metaphor of community for
groups of people interacting online. He discusses Neil Postman's critique of
the notion of virtual community which i s centered around the notion that
online groups enable the separation of the "real" from the "virtual". Postman
objects to the use of the term community within online contexts because
online groups "do not contain the stake t h a t exists i n ' r e a l '
communities.. ....they lack the essential feature of a common obligation.
More accurately, online communities lack the consequences of not meeting
or participating i n the common obligation of most communities" (Watson,
1997: 122).
The statement that online networks do not have a stake i n RL communities
i s contestable. As I indicated earlier in this chapter, communities are made
up of group practices, discourses, structures, hierarchies virtual communities
(online networks) are imbedded within these very power structyes and
ideologies. While characterizing Postman's notion of community as noble,
Watson dismisses the criticism !of virtual community as "nostalgic". He
suggests that a closer look at the way online interaction forms and transforms
community structures might help internet scholars 'make an important
contribution to the improvement of democratic representationn(Ibid).
Waton's discussion on virtual community i s a necessary intervention into the
ongoing debate about the exiMence of community online. His study of the
online group Phish.net sheds light on many issues relating to the formation
and structuring of online community. However, Watson's optimism with
regard to virtual communities and possibilities for restructuring power
relations and the revitalization of democracy i s problematic, as is. Postman's
view regarding community and obligation i s nostalgic. Personal, political,
social and economic obligations are a very important part of community
life. Neil Postman's objection to the use of community while describing
online groups might suggest that the discursive formations online cannot
significantly change our material reality, since the online collectivities lack
a sense of obligation to real community. Watson points out that even
today's "real" communities lack the sense of common obligation that Postman
is referring to. According to Watson, Postman's work compares what we call
community today to the community which humans had during the nineteenth
century era of cottage industry and small village life (lbid:123).
Therefore, Watson goes on to argue that the term, as Postman uses it, i s
nostalgic, since "so little of the present-day world f i t s the metaphor"
(Ibid). However, as those of us who have lived online connected to various
digital diasporic communities can attest, the term "community" i n relation
to online groups of diasporics i s applicable since we see that they do indeed
have a common obligation to the "real" community that they are part of,
whether or not they admit to this obligation Or connection While mainstream
ideoL4Y behind the whole llg\oba\ information hishway" encourages the
,where the pamcipants try to distance
formation of niche
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themselves from the problems of "their lagging and disadvantaged
countryrr,:n,
regions, states," (Schiller,1995) it is also a fact that social
relations and interpersonal exchanges within virtual communities cannot
escape their connection with "RL" political, economic, social and cultural
material practices. Thus we see that Watson's and Postman's views on
virtual community highlight an existing binarizing of "virtual1' and "real"
that is based i n utopic and dystopic views of being online. Written i n early
years of emergence on virtual community - these discussions reveal t o us
the assumptions that lie behind how community is viewed and how the
newness of the use of any kind of technology leads t o debates that yet keep
drawing us back into technological determinism. More than a decade after
the internet became globally available (at least i n theory), now, we can see
these arguments constantly surfacing i n all arenas of discourse - i n business,
i n academia, in activism, i n non-governmental organizations and so on.
However, i n practice, many of us do not subscribe t o the binary.
Those of us located in a certain socio-economic class with access to language,
education, skills and material necessary t o be connected, i n addition t o
being i n work-environments that give us no choice regarding whether we
use internet connectivity and access online available information and social
spaces or not, have begun t o take the community formations online for
granted. As easily as the radio, television, telephone and mobile/cell phone
has been a necessity for our daily functionality, being online has also
become a part of our everyday practice. For instance, where my father's
generation living i n diaspora (in my childhood) we would as a family connect
to All India Radio via radio as they sipped their early morning coffee, today
we connect with Indian news via online environments through wireless
networking - each t o their own laptop, or through satellite TV in front of
a commonly shared screen. In all these instances - our offlinelunconnected
social practices result i n further discussion i n face-to-face environments
and continuing community formations i n physical spaces.
The celebration of freedom and the lack of boundaries on cyberspace
assumes that cyberspace is a possible Utopia for the privileged classes
which is separate from the reality of everyday suffering and deprivation
that the less privileged of the world have to endure. Increasingly, cyberspace
is marketed as a wonderland where gender, race and all such markers of
otherness will be erased and melted down as we transform ourselves into
texts and images online . Thus the binary that positions virtual community
as not real (implicit i n both utopic and dystopic views) and as distant from
the reality of the offline everyday also misrepresents. Further, what is
implicit i n the rhetoric is the assumption that community formation starts
with the individual and is rooted in the individualist rhetoric that pervades
the technological imaginary. What the Utopian and Dystopic visions of
cyberspace and online technologies overlooks is the fact that the individual
is embedded within the practices, structures of power and discourses that
make up the community. Nancy Baym writes, "Although i n many ways
research has become more sophisticated, the continuing debates over
the nature and worth of the virtual community belie an ongoing
presupposition that there are two types of communities, one authentic
and the other virtual" (Baym,1995).
Whenever we speak of online activity, the split between the "real" and
the virtual is always implied. To overcome the vitual life vs real life
binary, Don Slater suggests that, "What is really required, therefore, is
a move from asking about "the nature of online relationships and
identities," t o asking the entirely different question: "What do people

do online?" (Slater, 2000:539). Slater also calls for "more rich and
integrated accounts of the social relations" occurring i n online venues
arising from "deep ethnographic studies of particular social groups with
real historiesfl(lbid). Differences do exist between a purely textual
e-mail interaction and sharing physical and temporal space talking t o
someone i n a coffee shop - just as differences exist between speaking
on the telephone and speaking face-to-face. But we never suggest that
speaking on the telephone is "not real."
Instead of asking whether online interaction i s "real" it i s about time
we shifted our focus, then, t o questions regarding group norms and
standirds, structures and traditions that create a sense of inclusion
and/or exclusion and t o see how these are enacted i n v i r t u a l
environments. Given the supposed separation between online and offline,
what about online social interaction that moves offline? What impact
does ongoing, regular offline contact have on virtual interaction between
the same people? Baym's research, along with a number of others dating
all the way back t o Rheingold, referenced close relationships formed via
virtual channels which moved into other mediated channels (telephone
conversations) or face-to-face meetings for at least a portion of computer
mediated communication users.
Virtual communities of diasporic communities thus are material and discursive,
with very real material consequences. Further, they represent not only a
social and digital space of cultural representation but also a contact zone
of cultural contestation. Such a notion stems from what Mary Louise Pratt
codification. In her 'influential book Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and
Transculturation, ~ r a t t b e f i n e sher contact zone as "social spaces where
disparate cultures meet, c k h , and grapple with each other, often i n highly
asymmetrical relations of domination and subordination" (Pratt, 1992 :4). To
be more specific, contact zone refers to "the space of colonial encounters,
the space i n which peoples geographically and historically separated come
into contact with each other and establish ongoing relations, usually involving
conditions of coercion, radical inequality, and intractable conflict" (Ibid:
6). The notion of contact zone is originally predicated on the unequal
power geometry of colonial encounter that usually involves white Westerners
and non-Western cultures i n the officially bygone era of colonization.
Moreover judging from Pratt's vigorous analysis of travel writings produced
by Euro-American travelers to South America and Africa i n the age of
Western colonial expansion, there was much space for the Others' voices
i n the contact zone.
18.1 Reflection and Action

What do you understand by cyberspace?
Do you think cyberspace can be real?
In what way i s the space of an online communication world different from
real physical space?

18.4

Indian Digital Diasporas

Diasporic communities the world over, of course, seized upon the opportunity
to connect globally to form various virtual communities. The question then
is, what i s the implication of being able to form such connections and of
being able t o sustain them via online networks. What sorts of cultural
practices are reproduced and sustained. What sorts of histories and memories
captured and stored. How are digital diasporas re-envisioning cultural, social
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and religious pasts and futures. What might be the implications for future
generations of the nations that such digital diasporic communities claim a
"homes. " In addition - how do the technological interfaces available via
internet based digital media shape the reproduction of such identities and
community practices. Benedict Anderson wrote of Imagined Communities
(1991) shaped through print capitalism. What we see now i n digital diasporas
i s an extension and transformation of such a logic - multiple and nuancedthe logic of post-capitalism, as suggestion by Frederic Jameson. Further,
Alvin Toffler has also predicted the formation of niche communities, which
are i n essence what we see online i n digital diasporas; databases, categorizing
and labeling within existing and evolving grids.
Amit Rai (1995) argues that those communities online which are created by
immigrants and other diasporic populations reproduce the same tensions
and ideologies that are visible within diasporic communities not on-line
(that i s the communities in real life). He does not see them as "oppositional"
formations i n the sense suggested by writers who talk about the "radical
democratizing potential" of cyberspace. In his article, he suggests that the
physico-logical structure of hypertext i s visible on these online communities.
While one strongly doubts the "radical democratizing" potential of hypertext
or of the electronic medium i n general, one does believe that the form of
hypertext might make possible different types of textual interaction at
least for the privileged few who have access t o the medium.
Amit Rai (1995) is critical about the possibility that these spaces can
"inaugurate liberatory practices of the self", contrary t o what some
celebratory rhetoric may suggest about the possibilities offered by internet
communication. In his article, he discusses how these spaces, while they
may have potential (and they may not) for democratization, can equally be
used to propagate "reactionary politics". Whether or not the discourses are
exact replays of real life interactions, it i s true that the limit of this
discursive community lies within the actual with- body people who inhabit
real life diasporic spaces and who have access to internet. The discussions
and narrative threads are wholly the product of the kind of people who are
able to get on-line. The nature of an online community depends on the
participants and the discourses allowed by the participants of the community.
The nature of the discussions online , to a very large extent , is a reproduction of politics of interaction within real life communities.
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It i s important to remember that virtual communities are disembodied, but
nonetheless they are discursive reproductions of real life societies and
imagined communities. In spite of the illusion that there i s only pure text
and no human form from which the text emanates, we have not all dispersed
into pure cyberspace. We are not disembodied beings, and even when we
are interacting within virtual communities, we are s t i l l very much within
discursive economies and hierarchies - co-created by us and s t i l l within
hegemonic structures of social, economic and political interaction. We are
talking about "discursive subjects" who are identifiable by the nature and
content of their texts.
However, it i s not suggested here that there i s absolutely no difference i n
the way people interact within virtual and real communities. The fact that
we interact i n pure text and not face-to-face confuses and complicates the
interactions i n interesting ways . The discursive content of the discussions
on these EBBS (Electronic Bulletin Boards) and email lists may not always
be very different from discussions off-line groups (except perhaps that they
use compu-slang every now and then), but the complexities of the

interactions and subject positions can be suppressed due to the unavailability
of nonverbal cues and the possibilities of making a disapproving or
resistant silence "heard" onl-ine.
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Virtual communities appear disembodied, but nonetheless they are discursive
reproductions of real life societies. In the case of virtual communities
formed around a certain national, ethnic or regional identity the imagining
of these communities spills beyond cyberspace into RL in ways that are
slightly different from the RL overflow from other kinds of virtual communities

A Critical Overview of Literature on lndian
Digital Diasporas
In this section we will do a quick overview of literature that exists and
suggest future directions for the study of the phenomenon and issue of
lndian Digital Diasporas.
While there is a large body of mainstream literature on topics related to
Indians and 'IT' (Information Technology), Indians in cyberspace and 'the
digital divide' mostly from development related perspectives - these articles
do not engage the implications of digital diaspora as a socio-cultural
phenomena. However such writing is useful i n trying to understand the
extent to which the lndian diaspora is spread out in digital environments.
Much of this literature relates to business applications, software design and
production for businesses worldwide. Some concerns relate to programming
labor for businesses, access to IT related jobs for the lndian populations,
and issues of access from lndia to the global commercial centers of the
world. Thus the discursive socio-cultural spaces that internet spaces enable,
or how the design of information technologies and cultural spaces enabled
_through such interfaces shape the possibilities and impossibilities for the
emergence of marginalized subjectivities are not adequately examined in
such writing. Bodies of literature related to lndia and the IT phenomena
that draw connections between lndian (and South Asian) diasporas and
cyberculture do however exist. These examine socio-cultural aspects of
online activity (see Rai, 1995)' and discursive formations online i n relation
to subjectivities that emerge i n digital diasporas and i n relation to issues
such as 'voice and voicelessness', 'marginalized populations' and 'subaltern
counterspheres' addressed by cultural studies, postcolonial theory and
feminist scholars. Thus, South Asian nationalist identity formations online as
well as processes of economic and cultural globalization through the spread
of MNCs (multinational corporations) are important factors shaping Indian
digital diasporas.
When examinations of the lndian digital diaspora is limited to examining IT
in relation to a privileged minority that has material and cultural access to
IT and is thus invested i n the maintenance of current manifestations of
cultural and economic structures connected with processes of globalization,
we Lose sight of its implications for globalization and interdependence of
development and elevation of poverty i n rural and urban India. For instance,
in the case of lndia, only 25 percent of workers are engagei i n service
occupations - and it is these 25 percent that directly benefit from IT related
progress or work. Rural livelihoods such as agriculture handloom weaving still forming a large portion of the workforce and skills i n lndia are not
adequately supported through online information and design - i f at all.
Examining just the range of workers involved i n servicing the global IT
industry allows researchers and practitioners to be celebratory about lndian
IT successes and boast of 'progress' by pointing to facts and numbers that
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indicate that countries such as lndia have a larger number or the same
number of information workers as the developed nations of the world. They
justify their concern with only those 'millions of information workers' who
are 'mostly urban and educated, living lifestyles similar to information
workers in Silicon Valley, Tokyo or London' (Singhal And Rogers, 2001 ).
As Vinay La1 points out, such a perspective works for 'Internet elites',
whose 'mobility i n cyberspace furnishes them with opportunities to work
within the world of international finance and business; like the elites of the
First Worl.d, they are beginning to live in time, and space poses no barriers
for them ...The time-space compression that cyberspace typifies only works
to the advantage of these elites'(La1, 1996b). Thus from a perspective
unquestioning of a westernized patriarchal and urbanized transnationalism
that works for the very few culturally and materially privileged populations
of the world, it is possible to see IT and South Asia (especially India) as an
unproblematic success story.
On the other hand much of the available literature studying lndian digital
diasporas3s limited to studying IndiansISouth Asians i n digital diaspora as
discursive formations online, describing the socio-cultbral aspects of online
formations of various South Asians both located geographically in South Asia
and living i n diaspora outside of South Asia. Much of this latter body of
literature focuses on the various religious diasporic formations online,
discussing such topics as Hindu Diaspora online, Sikh Diaspora, Eelam online,
Muslim diaspora and so on. This literature is important - just as the literature
that examines Indians and the IT industry. Both bodies of literature shed
light on how the lndian digital diaspora is manifested.
However, while such literature does acknowledge the role of gender i n
national formations online, is mainly concerned with analysis of existing
diasporas online. The focus of much of this literature is on textual analyses
with little attention paid to the applied problem of designing e-spaces.
Most of these are based on analyzing online spaces as 'texts'.
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'Thus existing studies of lndian digital diasporas are more concerned with
the consumption of electronic spaces. The production end - issues related
to designing and building of e-spaces - is thus left to the 'techies' (engineers
and programmers) and to professionals engaged in marketing and other ebusiness related activities. Implicitly, a divide is created between 'culture'
and 'economics'; between 'applied technology' and 'discourse.' Further
(and perhaps as a result of the textual analysis approach), even where
gender or geography is engaged, women and rural populations are hardly
ever portrayed in ways that suggest that they could be active producers of
online spaces and IT design. In order to understand this, there is need of
more research from the offline user end (perhaps focusing on ethnographic
and auto-ethnographic investigations of processes of design and negotiation
of such spaces).

18.6

ICTs, Nationalism, Religious Diasporas

Information communication technologies, nationalisms, and religious
diasporas are inextricably linked within processes of globalization. The world
becoming "smaller" is enabled through a variety of technologies, and the
clashing of various cultural, religious, and political discourses and extremisms
has material consequences. The processes of production and cultural activities
surrounding these processes are both products of an economic globalization
and transnationalization that rests on the need for self-contained identity

formations (consumer demographics) and a performance of multicultural
difference. "Jihad" and other religious fundamentalisms and nationalisms
(including modern day "crusades") are examples of "concepts of belonging"
and ways of imagining community that are "currently being mobilized i n
the service of the larger political and economic demands associated with
globalization" (Spivak, 1999)
As is the case with the processes of rebordering and the recent surge of
ethnonationalisms i n Eastern Europe and elsewhere, d i f f e r e n t
fundamentalisms based i n ethnic and religious identity formations are linked
t o emerging "global reconfigurations" that help the imagining of ethnic and
religious communities transnationally while providing selective class-based
access t o global capital. Thus new hierarchies emerge that feed into "the
logic of uneven global development." Sadowski-Smith further states, "It is
essential t o realize that . . . concepts of belonging are currently being
mobilized i n the service of larger political and economic demands associated
with globalization. "
What might be the role of virtual communities i n fostering such nationalisms?
Virtual communities are passage points for collections of common beliefs
and practices that unite people who were physically separated. In the case
of a diasporic individual for whom home is no longer a concrete geographical
place, cyberspace presents itself as an ideal site for the recovery of
community and connection with other diasporics with similar backgrounds.
For men and women i n diaspora, home already exists within the twodimensionality of memory and nostalgia, therefore, it has been suggested
that cyberspace may provide a way for these disembodied minds t o make
contact with apparently similar beings. This production of digital diasporic
identity at the interface of internet technologies as online and offline
interest, is determined i n various ways by access t o computer technologies,
the design of these technologies and the medium through which the identity
will be shaped. The collective imaginations of the people involved will also
be restricted by is perceived as their material, social, cultural, ethnic,
religious, geographical location.
An examination of the literature dealing with the socio-cultural, political
and discursive aspects of cyberspatial South Asian formations reveals an
interweaving focus on examining such online formations through theoretical
frames provided by concepts such as 'imagined community' (i.e. how is
imagining of community online taking place?) and diasporic counterpublics.
Within such a framing, some attention is also paid t o the structural and
technical aspects influencing the socio-cultural shaping of online spaces. I t
is important for us t o examine these discussions for assumptions implicit.
There has been much discussion of the imagining of community i n the
available literature that examines virtual community formations. Imagining,
as these explanations imply, happens on an individual level, where there is
an attempt t o connect the individual (often personal) experience with
macrosociological features, often by translating one directly into the other.
This is related t o the imagining of any kind of community online, based i n
common interests, hobbies, collaboration on projects, professional interests
and so on. For instance on any listserv, we imagine our readerslaudience
when posting within an online community based on what the listserv FAQs
and information sheets describe - we imagine co-members of the community.
We imagine a kind of affectivelintellectual communion. This imagining does
not necessarily connect directly t o our various real life communities, or t o
other imagined ones online.
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The other sense i n which the term imagine i s used i n relation to community
i s related to Benedict Anderson's definition of imagined communities. This
type of imagining applies i n the case of creation of virtual communities
framed around national, ethnic, religious, diasporic identitylsubject
formations. To quote Ananda Mitra: "The imagination that binds the members
of the electronic group i s the common memory of the same putative place
of origin from which most of the posters c[o]me. The sense of community
i s based on an original home where everyone belonged, as well as a sense
of a new space where the question of belonging i s always problematized.
Since the original home i s now inaccessible, the Internet space i s co-opted
to find the same companionship that was available i n that original place of
residenceV(Mitra , 1997).
Thus, drawing from the work of Benedict Anderson, some researchers examine
the socio-cultural manifestations of diasporas online and write of imagined
communities of diasporic postcolonials i n cyberspace. Jon Anderson writes:
Much as Benedict Anderson's creoles of early modernity were crucial to the
imagined corrlmunities of ett~nolinguistic nations that are modernity's
signature, so, too, may be the virtual communities for the emerging
Information Age.
Mitra i n turn makes a connection between imagining and imaging indicating
ways i n which an electronic community can textually produce itself, thus
imagine itself as well as present itself to the outside world, and thus
produce an image. He further suggests that there exist opportunities for
various peoples i n diaspora to form communities via the Internet, across
of
place-based geographic boundaries, which are based on the constr~~cts
commonality and fellowship while connecting t o the conditions of existence
of diasporic individuals.
While Jon Anderson and Ananda Mitra write of Arab and Indian diasporas
online not specifically focusing on the religious diasporas that have emerged
i n relation to various fundamentalist nationalisms that have arisen most
visibly i n the last decade (even while implicitly doing so), Amit Rai and
Vinay La1 extend discussions of online imagined communities t o an
examination of religious diasporas, specifically the Hindu diaspora and the
discourses surrounding events i n Ayodhya, India, i n 1992. Amit Rai attempts
t o interrogate the diasporic publics and counterpublics i n the context of
Hindu religious fundamentalist activities. He too uses Benedict Anderson's
concept of imagined community while arguing that cyberspatial nets provide
a space for South Asian Hindus to construct and contest identities that are
doubly marked by the nightmare of all the dead generations what we
diasporics remember as lndia and by the always deferred promises of this
new land of opportunity what i s imagined as America.
Rai,s use of the notion of Imagined community leads him t o examine the
style i n which diasporic communities are imagined and the regulatory fictions
produced by officers of the British Empire. It i s thus through the totalizing
classificatory grid[s] produced i n British colonial times that South Asian
identities i n the form commUhal and religious diasporas - are performed
online. The performance of diasporic identities i n these online corrlrnunities
i s thus regulated through historic, political religious discourses associated
with colonial and post-colonial geographic territories and nationalisms.
Researchers such as Mitra use the concept of imagined community implicitly
i n an effort to examine possibilities i n varying degrees for the emergence
of diaspodc formations and seem not to question whether the internet has

the potential to enable a variety of liberatory and counter-hegemonic
coalitions. Vinay Lal, however writes explicitly against the celebration of
the notion of Imagined Communities online. Further, he also begins to
address the linkages between economic globalization, e-commerce and these
socio-cultural diasponc cyberspaces by pointing to how the agenda of the
internet elites i s linked with currently manifested hierarchies of globalization.
Such a global economic climate, thus, suggests that, contrary to being a
panacea to the world's problems cyberspace represents a more ominous
phase of Western colonialism, the homogenization of knowledge and, i n
tandem, the elimination of local knowledge systems.
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During the British rule, for instance, traditional modes of production in
India were forcefully replaced by industrial mass production which was
more beneficial to the British economy than to the people in the Indian
sub-continent. In the new industrial mass production era the traditional
products lost markets and the traditional producers their confidence. The
resulting outmoding of traditional forms of community and production under
the ideological cover of western Enlightenment, led to a loss of self amongst
local producers. People with expert knowledge of local modes of production
werb declared ignorant. In the presence of Enlightenment from the West,
the Southern modes of thought and life were implicjdy and explicitly
constructed as backward traditional and ignorant. Mow with economic
globalization associated with lCTs and access to th material capital and
even academic and cultural voice in the western ed world,
certain
hegemonic cultural system i s associated with economic upward mobility.
Access and even mere survival i s thus enabled only through sanctioned
ignorances by subaltern Others as they aspire towards voice and material
success or even just a basic means of livelihood. The use of information
technologies i n digital diaspora thus, i s situated i n a larger socio-cultural
ethos which in itself denies the possibility of access and voice to certain
populations of the world.

t

18.7

d

South Asian Digital Diasporas - Mobile
(Gadget) Generations

So what about the generation of women and men in diaspora who grew up
taking computers and the internet as a given i n their lives? Some refer to
these as the gaming generation - however we would like to call them the
mobile (gadget) generation, since they move through the world in their own
mobile digital aura.
There are several transnational venues in digital diaspora, that are inhabited
by the ipod carrying, gameboy playing young men and women with their
casual dress code and urban manners. Some of these spaces are less U.S.
centric than the previous internet based SA generations - such as livejournal,
online journal communities (masked in semi-anonymity) that blurr notions
of transnational South Asian sexuality as they hide behind Bollywood icons.
There i s a continuing play on gender and identity as the bollywood icons
produced in such communities are subjected to a gaze that blurs the the
boundary between heteronormative idolization of bollywood stars and queer
pleasure, while also producing uncertainty about geographic location as
they appear to multitask between work, fun and offline/online formations
of friends. For this lot, being online i s no more unique than being on the
phone. In fact, for this generation even the telephone i s digital connectivity
as they incessantly text-message each other, download and exchange ringtones, pix, flix. This elite group of young South Asian i n digital diaspora are
multiply literate and socio-culturally flexible and mobile as they "hang out"
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i n online communities of open-source developers, bollywood and tollywood
fan groups and so on. Thus Indian digital diasporas continue t o be elite
with the haves facing the possibility of "having it all" with a great gap
between the haves and have-nots. I t is possible t o see that the everyday
practices that mobile generations i n digital diasporas are engaged i n a
different kind of problem solving space than those living in the materially
underprivileged areas of the world. Thus while the categories of "virtual"
and "real" cannot be applied - we can certainly see the socio-economic and
cultural gaps between the mobile and immobile widening.
Reflection and Action 18.2
Do a google search for lndian Diaspora - select five websites based on your
interest. Describe what drove your choice of these websites. Examine the
websites carefully to see what is being represented and how. What audience
does each website seem to be targeting - why do you suppose. Is the
content and form of the website accessible to the the audience they claim
to be targeting -why or why not. Analyse the images in relation to the
gender, caste and class representations. Discuss all this in a 1000 word
essay. Print out the website and images and attach as appendices.

18.8

Conclusions

In a globalised digital technologies and telecommunication technologies are
playing an important role i n connecting people together so much so that
one wonders whether there are virtual communities out there i n the
cyberspace. To understand such and other elated questions we felt it would
be useful t o have detailed discussions on concepts such as cyberspace, and
virtual community. We also tried t o give you an overview of the literature
available on this topic so you may have a better grasp of the topic. Our
interest is also i n detailing how diasporas connect over the internet and
what these interconnections mean. In this unit we have analysed the coming
together of lndian diaspora , where the diaspora felt they were part of
larger tradition of Hinduism and were therefore mobilizing people and
taking political action. We also discuss how the internet communication
offers avenues for anonymity t o the users that they can play their fantasies
as well hide behind pseudo-identities and what it means the new generation.
Cyberspace and digital communication is not without the politics of hierarchy,
difference and inequality. lnterent has been confined largely t o the elite
and as a part of larger globalisation process, which has tendency of
homogenising the world, internet tends t o homogenise knowledge.

18.9

Further Reading

Marc A. Smith, Peter Kollock, 1998. Communities in Cyberspace,
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i n Cybersociety, London: Sage
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This Unit will help you to:
Understand the patterns of consumption and representation of
Bollywood and diaspora; and
Know the representation of diasporic filmmakers and their communities.

19.1

lntroduction

Meera joota hai Japani

.
h

Y e Patloon lnglistani

Sar pe la1 topi Rusi Phir bhi dil hai Hindustani.
(Shree 420)
The chorus from this song i n Raj Kapoor's legendary film i s a fitting starting
point, especially when considering how it has subsequently cropped up i n
many movies and novels by diasporic writers of South Asian origin. For
instance, i n Salman Rushdie's The Satanic Verses fictional Hindi movie
superstar Gibreel Farishta, a blend of Amitabh Bachchan and M. T. Rama
Rao, sings the song when tumbling down to earth after his Al flight 420 is
blown up i n the middle of the English Channel and i n Mira Nair's film
Mississippi Masala the song i s played on a tape recorder when a Ugandan
Asian family i s violently ejected from their home and forced to migrate via
England to the US. Indeed Raj Kumar Saxena, the main character in Shree
420, is a masquerader par excellence, a man who can absorb difference racial and cultural, dress, makeup and behaviour. He can inhabit an identity
that valorises fragmentation and seek wholeness and incorporate several
transnational identities in himself (see Chakravarty, 1993:203). In this respect
it could be argued that the song i s an anthem for migrancy, dislocation and
re-rooting on our routes. In the song, the chaplinesque clown wears a
motley of international attire, yet despite these markers his 'heart remains
Indian for all that'. Is he the prototype of the diasporic migrant? Within
processes of identity negotiations film, film music and cinematic
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accompanied by discomfort, guilt and pain, that i s central to the attempt
at identity formations on the part of displaced peoples. Bombay cinema and
film songs become thus the common %round of social intercourse i n the
lndian diaspora. (Chakravarty, 1993:3) She further argues that for Indians
living in the diaspora Hindi movies become the metonymic substitution for
'India' and this substitution i s an attempt at closure, a means of constructing
rigid mental boundaries between the past and the present, the culture at
home and the new adopted culture, home and exile, nationality and
naturalisation. More often than not, this imaginary 'India' i s frozen i n time,
a past to which it i s impossible to return, but 'which comes to represent
the self valorized i n another place, at another time.' (Chakravarty, 1993:4)
In this respect, the Bombay film becomes the displaced site of national
exploration. Yet to read the Bombay film and i t s relationship to the
diaspora as mere nostalgia wou1.d not expose the full picture. Increasingly,
lndian p o p ~ ~ l acinema
r
has impacted on markets outside India. Until
recently these used to be markets with large lndian immigrant communities,
but ever since the late 1990s lndian cinema's reach has widened even
further.
This unit will look at how Bollywood cinema represents the diaspora and
will also look at the consumption of Bombay cinema in -the diaspora.
Furthermore, it will look at a cinema located beyond Bollywood, the South
Asian diasporic films, which at first were markedly different from Bollywood
cinema, but have increasingly been influenced by Bollywood. Although
lndian popular cinema has had a global following for decades, the diaspora
has not emerged as a central theme until the mid- t o late 1990s. Therefore
this unit will focus on the post-1990s period with a special emphasis on the
genre of the Romantic Film. Of course, Hindi cinema has tackled other
issues i n those years besides family and romance, but 'the assertion and
endorsement of lndian "family values" i n an uncertain globalising world has
become a conspicuous and insistent theme i n popular culture i n the 1990s.'
(Uberoi, 1998:311) This seems to be reaffirmed i n films such as Kabhi
Khushi Kabhie Gham (hereafter K3G) and Kal Ho Naa Ho. Interestingly
lndian diasporic filmmakers have also addressed this issue i n their films and
it seems grounds for commonality can be located here. lndian diasporic
filmmakers have tackled issues of home, belonging and alienation i n their
cinematic productions, but have often adhered t o realism and eschewed
Bollywood's blending of different genres, but negotiations of 'family values'
too have increasingly dominated. When considering lndia and i t s diaspora
on film, several questions emerge. Firstly what function does Bollywood
cinema have i n negotiating the migrant's relationship with home and the
new host nation? Secondly, how do diasporic filmmakers represent their
own communities on screen? How do they position themselves to renegotiate
the shifting ground beneath their feet? Thus this unit seeks to explore how
film i s a useful medium i n mapping an emerging cultural landscape of
hybridities, confluences and influences. This unit can only give an indicative
account of the debates that have dominated the fast proliferating
analysis of lndian popular cinema i n relation to the South Asian diaspora i n
a variety of fields, such as postcolonial studies, social anthropology, film
studies and cultural studies, but what will hopefully emerge here is how
South Asian diasporic cinema and, more problematically, Bollywood do not
only occupy a position between local.ity, nationality and internationality
(Kaur and Sinha, 2005:16-23), but also occupy a position at the interstice
of culture.

19.2

Bollywood and Diaspora
and Representations

-

Consumption

In Bollywood Cinema: Temples of Desire, Vijay Mishra asserts that any
study of lndian popular cinema must nowadays address the role it plays
in the lives of the peoples of the lndian diaspora (see Mishra, 2002:235).
He distinguishes between two instances of diaspora formation. Firstly, the
movement of indentured labourers to the colonies, secondly, the post-1960s
phenomenon of economic migration to the metropolitan centres of Great
Britain, Canada, the United States and Australia. The migrants of this second
phase have been usually referred to as NRls and, according to Mishra, have
'radically reconfigured lndian readings of the diaspora and redefined [...I
cultural forms that see this diaspora as one of their important recipients.'
(Ibid: 236) It is this diaspora of Late capitalism which has been increasingly
targeted by the film industry as a lucrative market for their products and
which has also become the subject of its films. In these films 'the space
of the West' becomes 'the desired space of wealth and luxury that gets
endorsed, i n a displaced form, by lndian cinema itself.' (Ibid) Mishra argues
that a diasporic imaginary grows out of a sense of being marginalised, of
being rejected outright by nation-states, because of their difference (see
Mishra (lbid:237). Thus Bollywood for the diaspora fulfils the function of
bringing the homeland to the diaspora while also 'creating a culture of
imaginary solidarity across the heterogeneous linguistic and national groups
that make up the South Asian diaspora' (Ibid). Mishra sees lndian popular
cinema as a crucial determinant i n globalising and deterritorialising the link
between the imagination and social life (Ibid). Where such a reading of
Bollywood becomes problematic i s i n its levelling of South Asia into a
homogenised monoculture in which an orientalised version of lndia becomes
a stand-in (see Desai, 2004:6). In this respect, Bombay cinema informs a
narrow ethnicity that finds its imaginative realism through a particular kind
of cinema that 'brings the global into the local, presenting people in Main
Street Vancouver, as well as Southall, London, with shared "structures of
feeling" that i n turn produce a transnational sense of communal solidarity.'
(Mishra, 2002:238) Thus, according to Mishra, the consumption of Bombay
cinema actively constructs an lndian diaspora of shared cultural idioms, the
lndian diasporas as imagined communities, i n which Bollywood cinema
functions as a self-contained, cultural specific phenomenon (Ibid).

I
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Vijay Mishra raises here quintessential questions about home, belonging and
rootedness, and the function of Bollywood in these identity negotiations.
Marie Gillespie's study is also revealing in this regard as she investigates
what it means to be 'British' and 'Indian' as well as ethnographic questions
about the perception of Britain and lndia i n relation to the viewing habits
of Hindi films among young British Asians. She maintains that for young
people i n Southall, London, lndian films are influencing their perceptions
of the subcontinent, especially for those who have no direct experience of
India. Furthermore, for those who have been to lndia these movies are an
important counterpoint to their lived experience (Gillespie, 1995:81). The
binaries of tradition I modernity, village-rural I city-urban, poverty I wealth,
community I individualism, morality 1 vice are important markers within a
social, politital and moral discourse within these films that have a particular
influence on young diasporic South Asians' perception of these films
(lbid:82). Gillespie points towards striking gender differences i n the
perceptions of lndian cinema, where young girls looked towards the social
and moral values inherent i n the films through a retelling of the narratives,
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ot lnaa and lndian communities and on that basis often rejected these
portrayals in the movies (Ibid). Gillespie associates this partly with the
experience of racism i n Britain which 'undoubtedly influenced the ranqe of
meanings projected on to Hindi films, as they underpin responses to
constructions,of lndian society in all mediaJ (Ibid).
Hindi films are a heterogeneous blend of a number of genre, often structured
around composite narrative themes. Rosie Thomas identifies three basic
narrative themes - 'DostanaJ, where the bond of male friendship overcomes
the desire for a woman; 'lost and found', where parents and children are
separated and reunited, usually involving a plot of mistaken identities; and
'revenge' where villains are justly thrashed by wronged heroes (see Thomas,
1985:125). Crucially, viewers are drawn into these movies and become
emotionally involved:This involvement forms an integral part of the viewing
pleasure as '[alffective engagement i s ensured not only by cinematic
techniques which encourage identification, but also through the songs which
heighten the emotional impact of the filmJ (Gillespie, 1995:84-85). Music
i s a powerful element of Hindi films and Like an interior monologue can
express repressed desires, emotions and aspirations and thus are often
picturised as fantasies and dreams, moments of escape from reality. Music
can also function as an emotional memory trigger that allows for escape
from the harsh realities of everyday life i n a society that is often hostile
towards its immigrant communities. Thus, music provides a form of escape
and respite for a younger generation of South Asians who stand somewhere
between East, West - the pressures of traditional values at home and the
pressures the West puts on them. Furthermore, Gillespie also shows how
Hindi films are a powerful tool used by the older generation of diasporic
Indians to educate their children and grandchildren 'in the values and
beliefs that are seen to be rooted in lndian culture and traditions (Ibid).
Gillespie argues that films allow both the young and their elders to form
opinions on 'salient themes, especially issues of kinship, duty, courtship and
marriage'. She further concludes that Hindi films seem to be used 'to
legitimate a particular world-view, but also to open up i t s contradictions.
So, while young people use lndian films to deconstruct "traditional culture",
many parents use them to foster cultural and religious traditions' (Ibid: 87).
Box 19.1: Bollywood as a tool
Bollywood serves as a tool within the diaspora to reformulate and translate
cultural traditions in the South Asian diaspora, but also as a tool with which
to deconstruct these. This i s mirrored in the patterns of consumption of
Hindi films. Rachel Dwyer notes that while during the 1960s and 70s Hindi
films were screened in the UK in cinemas during off-peak times and Sunday
mornings, these were discontinued in the 1980s as the VCR took over, a
market that in turn was superseded by the advent of cable and satellite
television channels that cater for the Asian diasporic community, such as
Zee TV and B4U.4Multiplex cinemas revived Hindi movie shows in the 1990s
as the practice of video holdback (films being released on VCR up to six
months after their cinema release) made these showings commercially viable
dgain.
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Yash Chopra was one of the first to recognise the potential of the diaspora
market as a major source of revenue, quickly setting up offices in London
and New York in 1997 and 1998. For Yash Chopra, film audiences i n Bombay,
London and New York and the South Asian diaspora of the UK, US and
Canada became his film's imaginary realm (Dwyer, 2002: 160). Increasingly
there is also a non-South Asian audience interested i n the films of the Yash
Chopra brand. It i s therefore not surprising that ever since the late 1990s

Films

Hindi films have regularly featured i n the l i s t of top 20 grossing movies i n
the UK and the US, Mani Ratnam's 1998 movie Dil ~e being the first. From
a marketing point of view, the overseas market i s very lucrative for Indian
film producers, considering that revenue from ticket prices can be almost
ten times higher than i n India. There i s in this new market a new generation
of cinema-goers that has emerged from the Asian diaspora, a generation
educated i n English, that grew up i n a western cultural environment i n
education and i n i t s patterns of media consumption (Ibid: 161). Few of these
are Hindi speakers - the British Asian community i s largely Punjabi, Gujarati
or Bangladeshi. Thus there are very few mother-tongue Hindi speakers i n
this diaspora (Ibid). According to Rachel Dwyer, This younger generation
acquires i t s knowledge of Hindi largely from watching Hindi movies. Hindi
cinema's supplementary material, like soundtrack albums, fanzines like
Filmfare and Stardust as well as television specials on the latest releases
are readily available through shops and satellite television as well as the
growing number of websites and discussion forums on the internet, allowing
for a much wider and faster consumption of Bollywood. As an industry
Bollywood has become truly globalised, albeit i n a specifically diasporic
sense.
The heightened awareness of Bollywood cinema and of the South Asian
diaspora'suggests that Bollywood's aesthetic i s invested with some kind of
cultural capital that goes beyond the commercial. Thus to discuss Hindi
cinema as merely escapist entertainment would also be too simplistic.
Rajinder Dudrah argues convincingly that what we mean by escapist
entertainment needs to be thought through i n more complex terms. He
suggests that Bollywood cinema needs to be studied as 'part and parcel of
cultural and social processes and elaborated on, though not exclusively,
through an engagement with actual social subjects.' (Dudrah, 2006:29) In
this respect, Dudrah argues, there i s a need to think imaginatively about
cinema as a global industry, films as popular cultural texts, and the
relationships that are possible between cinema and its audiences. A closer
look at patterns of consumption and production of Bollywood allow us to
open such a debate. Importantly, for the diaspora Bollywood cinema has
had this cultural capital all along. However a definition of that cultural
capital i s problematic especially when it produces readings of Bollywood
solely in terms of latent nostalgia for i t s diaspora or as the eroticised
commodification of a minority culture. The question i s how can this be
avoided?The Bollywood craze i n the UK i n 2001/2002 may be an illustrative
example. While the department store Selfridges i n London transformed its
basement into a Bollywood set, the Victoria and Albert Museum curated
'Cinema India: The Art of Bollywood', under the banner Imagine Asia the
British film institute toured with a selection of films through the regions,
and the big-budget musical Bombay Dreams produced by Andrew Lloyd
Webber with music by A. R. Rahman opened i n London. Bombay Dreams i n
particular drew from the musical and visual language of Bollywood and
accentuated spectacle while packaging it within the conventions of the
musical theatre genre. It initially brought i n mainly a South Asian audience
and then by word of mouth the audience became increasingly mixed. The
question of audience and representation is of importance here. The lure of
A. R. Rahman's score is undisputed, but what image of India i s the show,
scripted by Meera Syal, presenting? Is it a Bollywood pastiche or exuberant
exotica? To be a convincing pastiche the show relied too much on Bollywood
conventions to actually work. 'The question is how we read these shows and
events. Despite the recent celebrations of Bollywood cinema within Western
mainstream culture, it i s important to note that this celebration coincided
with a backlash against South Asian diasporic communities i n the wake of
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the September 1 i attacks. This further complicates the relationship between
a 'majority' cdlture and i t s minorities. It brings up questions about where
we place films by diasporic filmmakers which, unlike Bombay cinema, are
not necessarily 'commercial' films. Furthermore where i s the place of
Bombay cinema within this discourse? Considering Bollywood's output, which
has always exceeded Hollywood's and considering Bollywood's audience
reach, can we really speak of a niche cinema?The increased critical attention
this cinema i s receiving suggests that the balance i s slowly but surely being
redressed and that lndian popular cinema i s increasingly read as not only
a national cinema, but also as a global cinema. But can it really challenge
the dominance of Hollywood? Kaur and Sinha go as far as to suggest that
the integration of the Bombay film into film studies allows for a wider
engagement with the nature of globalisation and how it operates in popular
culture.
The application of methodologies applied to the reading of Hollywood films
to the Bombay film too i s problematic, considering that on this basis the
Bombay film has been too often dismissed by scholars, because it is so
difficult to categorise (see Thomas, 1985:116-117). Thus, there i s an argument
to be made for the production of new methodologies to read Bollywood
cinema on i t s own terms. Arguably, within processes of globalisation,
Bollywood could be seen to work as a centrifugal force against the cultural
homogenisation exercised by Hollywood. Thus 'the circulation of India's
commercial cinema through the globe has led to the proliferation and
fragmentation of i t s fantasy space, as i t s narrative and spectacle beget
diverse fantasies for diasporic communities and others.' (Kaur & Sinha,
2005: 15) For film studies in particular, attaching value to the popular remains
a bone of contention. Indeed, the heightened interest and engagement with
lndian popular cinema and mass entertainment seems to redress the balance
in the debates about Third World filmmaking and can make an important
contribution insofar as it forces us to engage with a different mode of
filmmaking that i s not avant-garde or structured according to the tenets of
received Western modes of filmmaking. In a discussion of Bollywood we
have to engage with populist modes of cultural production that reach
people of disparate backgrounds and experiences uniting them in front of
the silver screen.
These debates are linked to questions about the relationship between global,
national, popular and mass culture (see Chakravarty, 1993: 10) Thus the idea
of nation and the relationship between diaspora and the nation becomes a
site of constant contestation that needs to be navigated. Perhaps the
negotiation of identity for the diaspora through the medium of film can be
best understood, to bring together Chakravarty and Virdi's terms from their
studies of lndian popular cinema, as the tension between 'ImpersoNation'
and 'Cinematic ImagiNation', which i s also reflected in the song from Shree
420. In both these metaphors we can locate 'notions of changeability and
metamorphosis, tension and contradiction, recognition and alienation, surface
and depth: dualities that have long plagued the lndian psyche and constitute
the self-questionings of lndian nationhood.' (Ibid:4) lndian popular cinema
i s caught up i n the cross-currents of these debates and negotiations and
through i t s contributions made the drama of impersonation i t s distinctive
signature (Ibid). According to Chakravarty it serves more than just reinforcing
'the truisim that films impersonate Life; characters impersonate real men
and women; the film-viewing experience impersonates dreams.' (Ibid) Thus
impersonation 'subsumes a process of externalization, the play oflon
surfaces, the disavowal of fixed notions of identity.' (Ibid) Within the global,
then, Bollywood i s s t i l l posited within India. India s t i l l i s i t s imaginary
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realm, but i t needs to acknowledge through i t s global distribution that as
a cinema it has become the conveyor of what it means to be Indian to an
array of audiences. Thus the Bombay film has become a means by which
diasporic communities negotiate lndianness and i t s transformation (see Kaur
Et Sinha, 2005:16). Kaur and Sinha propose an analytical framework that
posits itself outside prevalent discussions of Bollywood cinema in terms of
i t s difference, largely based on i t s unique formulae or in terms of nationalist
ideologies. Yet Kaur and Sinha stress the interdynamic relationships between
the local and the global, the national and the international and the national
and intra-national, arguing that Bollywood cinema through multiple sites of
productive economies has the power to link broader networks of transnational
societies and diasporic communities, demonstrating how Bollywood cinema's
consumption by i t s diasporas across the globe inflects the imaginings of
nationhood (lbid: 23). Thus what has become evident especially during the
1990s and after i s that the construction of a 'national fantasy' has become
unstable. Sudhanva Deshpande illustrates that in her discussion of the family
romances of the 1990s. Bollywood's relationship with i t s diaspora challenges
us as 'readers' and viewers 'to think imaginatively about cinema as a global
industry, films as popular cultural texts, and the relationships that are
possible between cinema and i t s audiences.' (Dudrah, 2006:29) In this
respect, while India remains Bollywood's target market, increasingly, one
needs to consider that Bollywood equally and simultaneously appeals to a
wider audience, especially i n South Asia and i t s diasporas (Ibid:31).
Reflection and Action 19.1
Explain the patterns of consumption and representation- of Bollywood visa-vis i t s diaspora.
During the 1990s) the Bollywood 'masala' formula has undergone a number
of changes, which often makes it difficult t o categorise Hindi movies into
the five generic strands that Edward Johnson identified: Muslim social film,
Devotional films or mythologicals, Masala Films, historical films, social films
(see Dudrah, 2006:33). As Dudrah convincingly argues i n his reading of
Subhash Ghai's 1997 film Pardes, these thematic differentiations are
increasingly challenged through the emergence of the diaspora as a Lucrative
market during the 1990s. Thus filmmakers are actively rethinking and retuning
the established conventions and genres, creating a new masala formula
(lbid:65-96). Mishra pertinently points out that i n recent years in particular,
Bombay cinema has actively so~~ght
to picturise i t s own version of the
diaspora and to tell the diaspora what it desires. Thus, as much as the
diaspora might construct i t s view of the homeland through Bombay cinema,
Bombay cinema attempts to 'display the diaspora better than it displays
itself.' (Mishra, 2002:245). While this might not be an entirely new
phenomenon - Mishra points to Manoj kumar's Purab Aur Pachhim (1970) as
a filmic example that uses the East/West binary to dramatise the tradition1
modernity dichotomy - the diaspora has become more and more an integral
part of Bollywood cinema (SalaamlNamaste, being a more recent example). .
Mishra sees the reasons for that i n a massive process of deterritorialisation
between 1970 and the early 1990s (Ibid). This further accelerated with
market liberalisation in India. The possibility of travel brought the homeland
and the diaspora closer together. For Mishra, film forms an active part in
the culture of travel which also brings star concerts and film production
units abroad, especially to the United Kingdom, Canada, the United States,
Australia, The Gulf states and Switzerland. For example, Farhath Hussain
has presented Bollywood entertainment shows ever since 1986, Sensation
2005 being the latest one where actors and actresses Like Shahrukh Khan,
Rani Mukerji, Preity Zinta and Saif Ali Khan perform hit songs from their
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movies. The ot:erseas locations, especially Switzerland, also have become
a staple par'. of Hindi movies. These concerts, according to Mishra, mediate
between aiasporic culture and lndian culture, as well as between diasporic
c u l t u r ~and Western culture (Ibid). Mishra identifies in these concerts a
cross-current of cultural representation, where Bollywood movie stars
represent Western popular culture back to a diaspora audience 'in response
to the diaspora's own unease about claiming Western culture as i t s own.'
(Ibid) How convincing this i s as an argument is debatable, especially i n the
light of more recent developments where cultural "cross-overs" have
occurred more regularly and more easily i n film, theatre, and music and
many of these have been facilitated by the South Asian community.
The success of 1994 movie Hum aapke hain kaun...! (hereafter HAHK) made
the family-orientated film a viable commercial option once again, paving
the way for the success of Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge (hereafter DDU).
DDU has been regarded as the film that has brought the diaspora back t o
the desh. Dwyer sees DDU directly borrowing the visual vocabulary of the
romantic dramas of Yash Chopra. The film features a gripping story, visual
beauty, great locations and unforgettable songs and bears all the hallmarks
of a Yash Chopra romance. However, the film differs in the more conservative
deployment of the family i n the young lovers' romance (Dwyer, 2005:76).
Aditya Chopra explores his own thematic vision in the way in which the
lovers do not directly challenge society's prohibitions and taboos as their
passion unfolds, but instead seek to persuade the harsh, i f well-meaning,
patriarchy (Ibid:141). Another notable difference is the portrayal of foreign
locations not as mere spectacle. Though the Swiss Alps are presented as an
idyllic place where romance flourishes, London i s presented as a cold and
anonymous city, home to the dislocated transnational lndian middle-class
nuclear family. The Punjab i s presented i n this respect as the idyllic yearnedfor homeland where traditional values remain intact, 'a place for family
and love' (Ibid). London is presented as an inappropriate location for
romance, the Swiss Alps allow romance to flourish, but full passion i s
unleashed i n the Punjab (Dwyer, 2005:76). The film's driving force i s the
hero Raj's (Shahrukh Khan) love for his heroine Simran (Kajol), which
transforms him from spoilt brat into a responsible adult. His rite of passage
highlights the structuring of family friendships and emotions (lbid:78). Dwyer
convincingly argues that the film tackles family friendships and emotions
and reinforces the belief that lndianness i s not so much a question of
citizenship as of sharing family values. Thus the film's emotional richness
lies at the centre of the narrative:rather
than the story of return from the
foreign land back t o the desh (Ibid). This emotional richness is largely
enshrined in the on-screen chemistry of Kajol and Shahrukh.
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A closer look at Aditya Chopra's 1995 smash hit with its Western-lwkEastern-message might illustrate what Mishra means when he argues that
DDU together with HAHK redefined Bollywood cinema i n the 1990s. DDU
links the institutions of family and courtship and marriage to the articulation
of an lndian identity within the context of the diaspora (Uberoi, 1998:331)
Mishra terms it a seminal text about diasporic representation and consumption
of lndian popular culture, as the film's success with the diaspora community
is directly linked to the manner i n which the film reprojects the diasporic
subject. However, it is, according to Mishra, a reprojection of a diaspora
manufactured in the dream factory of Bombay in terms of i t s own conventions
and 'at odds with the struggle for self-legitimacy and justice that underpins
diasporic lives generally.' (Mishra, 2002:250). What happens i n the film
according t o Mishra is the reworking of a number of diasporic fantasies,
which are reconfigured by the homeland 'as the "real" of diasporic lives'
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and in the process become "truths" to which the diaspora aspires. These
fantasies are sublimated in what Patricia Uberoi in her diqcussion of HAHK
terms the 'arranged love marriage'. The film does not challenge traditional
lndian family structures. For Baldev Singh, Mishra argues, in England,
difference needs to be maintained as otherwise one's own identity would
be lost. Is this merely a casting of the patriarchal family father as the
villain or obstacle that both lovers Simran and Raj need to overcome, or
i s this as Mishra pertinently asks a display 'of ethnic absolutism? No
engagement with the nation state? No gesture towards hybridity?And home?
Where is it?What one has left behind rather than where one i s at? But are
they also indications of a new sense of diasporic self-assuredness after
years of excessive pandering to the West on matters of the popular? Or,
finally, i s this Aditya Chopra's own reading of lndian culture onto the diaspora
to emphasize the culture's eternal verities to the home audience?' (Ibid:
252) These are hard hitting questions that we as audience need to negotiate
and be aware of. For the daughter Simran in particular, the homeland i s set
up as a possible threat to her emotional independence, and the European
tour seems a form of escape from familial pressures. Thus the film sets up
Raj's and Simran's European pastoral in the Swiss Alps as backdrop in
contrast to the pastoral place of origin in the Punjab for Simran's father.
Along with HAHK, DDW set a t r nd and there have been similar reworkings
of the plot, Pardes being one ex ple. Sanjay Leela Bhansali's Hum Dil De
Chuke Sanam too uses the model of a narrative of return. According to
Mishra, Bollywood cinema through these films elaborates a fantasy text of
the homeland and the diaspora that strikes a cord with the implied diasporic
spectator, now living in a threatening foreign nation state. In this respect
Mishra identifies two trends. A heavy dependence on overseas locations
largely unfamiliar to the home audience but familiar i n the diaspora.
Secondly, a Punjab ethos displacing the old Northern lndian ethos of Bombay
cinema, because of the large Punjabi community living in the lndian diaspora.

1

Since this unit i s concerned with the diaspora itself this discussion leaves
out the way in which the diaspora and the presumed narratives about them
can function as an ideal for the lndian spectator as well. This also needs
to be considered in a discussion oftthe representation of the diaspora in
Bollywood cinema. The question i s in how far are these representations
accurate; do we need to look for authenticity? On the one hand we need
to read these representations on Bollywood's own terms, but on the other
we also need to consider the cinema that lies beyond Bollywood, films
produced by diasporic filmmakers from the South Asian community abroa
Thus what Bombay cinema presents on screen i s i t s own reading, som
would say misreading (see Mishra and Kaur) of the diaspora. According-to
Mishra, this i s partly due to the centre-periphery understanding of the
homeland-diaspora nexus in which the diaspora becomes a site of permissible
transgressions while the homeland i s the crucible of timeless dharmik virtues
(lbid:267). Bombay cinema has also created i t s diaspora stereotype. Mishra
concedes that Bombay cinema comes to the subject of the diaspora with
i t s own ideology. Thus, apart from a narrative diegesis that locates films
such as DDW and Pardes in the idea of global migration he sees the texts
not as a distinct representation of the diaspora experience. This i s tackled
more incisively by diasporic filmmakers from the South Asian community
abroad, exploring social tensions within the diaspora community and in
relation to an alien host culture. Bollywood cinema engages in a double
construction. On the one hand it constructs an image of the affluent NRI
abroad and on the other it constructs an imaginary homeland for the
diaspora itself (lbid:269). Kaur further develops this points. She sees in the
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from a particular perspective, where capital and distributive networks
determine what it means to be a 'proper Indian' (Kaur and Sinha, 2005: '
314). She also argues against too simplistic a reading of Bollywood cinema
where box-office successes and TV ratings are too often uncritically translated
into a discourse about NRI nostalgia. A closer examination of Ciasporic filmmaking underpins this argument. Part of the issue seems to be location, as
many second or third generation South Asians do not necessarily 'see lndia
as their centre of psycho-political imaginaries' (lbid:316). In this respect,
Kaur argues, Bollywood i s essentially taking up an ultra-conservative Eurocentric argument that migrants from elsewhere 'do not quite fit' i n the
west and presents them without context in an environment 'where the
specificities of diasporic histories and the cultural politics of that are elided'
(Ibid). What emerges from Kaur's study and interviews during fieldwork is
that the aspiration of Bollywood filmmakers to "represent" the diaspora has
lead to a striking disidentification from South Asians living i n the diaspora,
showing that these films are 'negotiated on a shifting terrain of love and
disdain' (lbid:322). Part of the problem i s a lack of differentiation. The NRls
presented in the films are affluent upper-middle class north lndian families.
Thus these films overlook 'the diversity of class and ethnic positions of the
diasporic Indians.' (lbid:323) Kaur sees this blanket generalisation implicit
i n the term Non Resident lndian - someone whose main orientation i s
Indian, even i f he or she was not born there, to which some of the
participants i n Kaur's fieldwork took exception. Within these debates about
lndianness and debates about lndianness as a measure of authenticity lies
a much more politicised debate about home and the positioning of lndia as
the authentic homeland that stands i n opposition to the inauthentic 'home'
in the west. This i s often accompanied by a representation of the homeland
'with intoxicating imagery of peasants dancing i n lush fields' (Ibid: 323).
Within these parameters, we need to ask the question where and how to
position the films of the South Asian diasporic filmmaker, screen-play writer
and director, such as My Beautiful Laundrette, The Buddha of Suburbia, My
Son the Fanatic, Bhaji on the Beach, Mississippi Masala, East is East, Bend
It Like Beckham, Anita and Me, Bollywood Hollywood, Life Isn't All Ha Ha
Hee Hee, to name but a few. The next section will look at some of these
films i n more detail.

19.3

Diasporic Filmmakers and their
Communities

British cultural critic Stuart Hall has pertinently observed with regards to
an emerging new cinema of the Caribbean that identity needs to be
understood as a 'production', never complete, always i n process, and always
constituted within, not outside representation (See Hall, 1994:392). Thus,
cultural identity is always i n flux, t o be negotiated and renegotiated, to be
produced from different positions of enunciation. The question it raises i s
i f it i s possible, considering the inevitable fragmentation and experience of
dispersal inherent i n diaspora, to impose any form of coherence and i f such
a coherence must not ultimately be imaginary (Ibid: 394). Salman Rushdie
remarks i n his essay 'Imaginary Homelands' that the emigrant's physical
alienation from 'India almost inevitably means that we will not be capable
of reclaiming precisely the thing that was lost; that we will, in short,
create fictions, not actual cities or villages, but invisible ones, imaginary
homelands, lndias of the mind. ' (Rushdie, 1992: 10) The diasporic migrant
needs to negotiate his relationship with a new alien culture and carve out
space and place for himself. Thus negotiating identity becomes a two-fold
process, in Hall's terms 'a matter of "becoming" as well as "being".' (Hall,
1994:394) While cultural identities of the lndian diaspora are formed and

shaped by the history of colonialism, Empire and its aftermath, they are
nevertheless subject to an infinite number of rearrangements. Thus 'identities
are the names we give to the different ways we are positioned by, and
position ourselves within, the narratives of the past.' (Ibid) Cultural identities,
as Hall sees it, are thus the points of identification within the discourses
of history and culture and these are characterised by difference and rupture.
Thus the diaspora experience is defined by heterogeneity and diversity, 'by
a conception of "identity" which lives with and through, not despite,
difference; by hybridity'. (lbid:402) Hall proposes a conceptualisation of
diaspora as a form of cultural identity that moves away from a fixation with
a return to the roots and origins t o a diasporic cultural identity that is born
through difference. This construction of identity through difference and by
hybridity has become increasingly important in cinematic representations
of the South Asian community by South Asian diaspora filmmakers in Britain,
Canada and the US, who will be the main focus in this section.
According t o Jigna Desai, South Asian diasporic identificatory processes are
centrally configured and contested through the cinematic apparatus. South
Asian diasporic cinema is a developing cinema that negotiates the dominant
discourses, politics and economies of multiple locations (Desai, 2004:35). In
this respect, South Asian diasporic cinema is posited somewhere between
Bollywood, Hollywood, Britain's, Canada's and the US'S national cinemas
and 'art-house' cinema. This again becomes a difficult territory t o navigate.
As Desai convincingly contends, part of the phenomenon of the art-house
and its reception in the west i s t o view 'foreign' films, especially from
developing countries, as ethnographic documents of "other" cultures i n
which diasporic filmmakers serve as native informants, e.g. Merchant Ivory's
1983 docu-drama The Courtesans of Bombay, Mira Nair's debut film Salaam
Bombay!. The films of Satyajit Ray's were read i n a similar way i n the West.
These directors are perceived as significant enough t o occupy a place
among the pantheon of European art house film directors such as Jean Luc
Goddard or Federico Fellini, while Bollywood films were never included.
The animosity this can cause i s illustrated by Nargis's following remarks:
NARGIS: Why do you think films like Pather Panchali become popular
abroad?... Because people there want to see India in an abject condition.
That is the image that they have of our country and a film that confirms
that image seems t o them authentic.
I

INTERVIEWER: But why should a renowned director like Ray do such a
thing?

t

t

NARGIS: To win awards. His films are not commercially successful. They
only win awards. ...What I want is that i f Mr Ray projects Indian poverty
abroad, he should also show 'Modern India'.
INTERVIEWER: What i s 'Modern India'?
NARGIS: Dams...
(Rushdie, 1992, p. 108-109)
Desai points t o South Asian diasporic chema's position as outsider, actively
engaging i n a contesting relationship with national cinemas. It reveals South
Asian diasporic cinema, especially within the British context, as actively
engaged in debates about 'Englishness' and challevging Eurocentric views
(see Shohat and Stam, 1994). Within the British context, many of the films
and scripts had their origin in workshops and groups formed i n the 1980s
in London as a response to growing racial tensions and exclusionist definitions
of 'Englishness' by a right-wing conservative elite. While Black British cinema
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works inside parameters of mainstream filmmaking - i n this respect it
seems more accurate t o talk about independent film-making - the topics
these films tackled were deemed 'radical', both within their own community
as well as the British public. The response to Hanif Kureishi's films illustrates
this well. For instance, Norman Stone condemned My Beautiful Laundrette
i n the London Sunday Times as a film that represents 'sick scenes from
English life' (Nasta, 2002:184), while the British Asian community were
outraged by the iconoclastic portrayal of their community. Indeed, it
illustrates the in-between space a second generation Asian like Kureishi has
to negotiate. For him, then, it becomes more of a problem of how to
negotiate his Britishness. Hanif Kureishi's films were some of the first films
to reach a wider audience, partly because of the funding they received these workshops had been funded with public money, thus these films
gainea access t o a much wider network .of distribution and had some
commercial success as well (see Desai, 2004:46). Another reason for the
films' success is the great economy with which Kureishi tells his stories:
'one objective of film writing is t o make it as quick and light as possible'
(Kureishi, 2002:vii). Kureishi handles complicated issues of race, gender,
individuality, home and tradition with a lightness of touch yet s t i l l presenting
their complexity. Kureishi comments that because of his screenplays' subject
matter 'it didn't occur to any of us involved i n My Son the Fanatic, for
instance, that it would be either lucrative or of much interest to the
general public' (Ibid).
Kureishi's 1985 movie My Beautiful Laundrette is the story of Omar, a
restless young Asian man who takes care of his alcoholi; father i n South
London during the mid-1980s. His uncle, a keen supporter of the
entrepreneurial zeal of the then prime m'inister Margaret Thatcher, offers
Omar a business opportunity to revamp and manage a dilapidated laundrette,
an opportunity at which Omar jumps, enlisting the help of his old schoolfriend Johnny, who has since fallen i n with a gang of neo-Nazis. Both men
form an alliance that turns the laundrette into a successful business as both
men also become intimate with each other. The film explodes a variety of
racial, sexual and class stereotypes. What is revealing about this film is its
negotiation of a British and Asian identity from both sides. I t reveals that
'belonging' must not necessarily be an exclusionary zone but that you can
be both British and Asian. Thus the film engages in a process of learning
t o live outside already defined and known parameters of home (Nasta,
2002:192). In this respect, Kureishi i n his attempt to present the local
histories of individuals from the South Asian community opens up new
spaces and creates new parameters for the representation of the
heterogeneity of the diaspora within Britain, while at the same time engaging
with and often exploding essentialising dichotomies of home and abroad,
native or immigrant by presenting differently conceived possibilities situated
within the contested terrain of 'Englishness' itself. Thus any conceptualisation
of home can 'no longer be a single place, but represents a series of
locations, an imaginative ground fertile for new improvisations.' (Nasta,
Ibid:211) These films, then, carve out a new discursive space for the
articulation of the diversity of British Asian lives.
Filmmakers and screenplay writers such as Gurinder Chadha, Hanif Kureishi
and Meera Syal topicalise identity, home, belonging, race and ethnicity i n
relation t o questions of justice, self-empowerment, representation and
equal opportunities. These three i n particular have 'explored the
uncomfortable terrain of a hybridity which is "Englishness" for a new
generation of Asians born and raised i n Britain' (Nasta, 2002:173). Thus
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Indian, etc. Furthermore, these films, many of them scripted by authors
who have also written highly acclaimed and successful novels on similar
themes, point to the fact that living in a society with contradictory attitudes
to class, race, gender and sexuality that define the hybrid spaces of the
black and Asian diasporas in Britain remains a difficult territory to navigate.
As a recent movie like Bend i t like Bekcham shows, the issues are i n many
ways unresolved (Ibid:190). In this respect, diasporic self-representation
becomes an important marker in identity negotiations in relation to a
consideration of home and the homeland. In an interview with Filmfare in
September 2000, Shabana Azmi observed: 'The term 'British needn't mean
white Anglo-Saxon. [...I Asians [also] are now so much part of the British
fabric.' (see Mishra, 2002:241) In how far the South Asian diaspora has
become part of the fabric i s explored in the alternative identity constructions
by diasporic South Asian filmmakers. Films like My Beautiful Laundrette,
My Son the Fanatic, Bhaji on the Beach, Anita and Me or Bend it Like
'Beckham do not only reveal the problems of identity negotiations for second
generation Asians but also reveal a more profound identity crisis that Britain
faced i n the mid-1980s and i s s t i l l facing. The black cinema that developed
s the early 1980s sought to be challenging, transgressive,
after the race r i ~ t of
imaginative and illuminating as well as pleasurable to watch as a direct
challenge to the stereotypical image of minority ethnic communities that
were constructed as 'problem- ridden, undesirable and most of all invisible. '
(Alexander, 2000:109) Thus the emergence of the British Asian and Black
communities as a subject for British cinema worked as a direct challenge
to received ideas of cultural identity and demonstrated that cultural identity
could not only be deconstructed and reconstructed as well as rewritten.
Thus a film like My Beautiful Laundrette 'mapped out a possibility of
Britishness that could contain and engage with diversities of race, gender,
sexuality and class in a meaningful and often poetic way.' (1bid:llO) Kureishi's
screenplay shows a version of British culture that i s both familiar as well
as alien and negotiates that territory from an insiderloutsider point of view
(Ibid).
Gurinder Chadha's interest i n filmmaking grew out of seeing My Beautiful
Laundrette and her first film Bhaji on the Beach, scripted by Meera Syal,
was very much i n the same vein. The film depicts three generations of
Indian women on a day trip to the seaside resort of Blackpool in the North
'West of England and engages with similar topics as Kureishi's'films however
from the point of view of its female protagonists. I t was one of the most
successful South Asian diasporic films and while initially it did not recover
its costs at the box office, it did so through video sales. Bhaji on the Beach
set the trend for the 'more commercial [South Asian diasporic film] that
becomes the primary focus of Asian filmmaking discourses i n the last half
of the 1990s' (Desai, 2004:64). There seems to be a shift in these films
from drama towards comedy; the 1999 film East is East also confirms that
trend. With Bend it Like Beckham, the runaway success of 2002, Chadha
attempted to communicate similar issues and sensibilities about the Asian
comm~~nity
in Southall, while using a more populist approach. Because
these films were 'conventional' i n their style of film-making and because
of the rise of discourses of multiculturalism in the UK, Canada and the US,
which many of these filmmakers took on board, it allowed 'them to gain
wider access to production and distribution' (Desai, 2004:45). In this respect,
Black British filmmaking moved away from being a minor independent strand
of film-making: 'it becomes progressively demarginalised, and in the process
its oppositional perspectives reveal that transitional structures of cultural
value and national identity are themselves becoming increasingly fractured'
(Mercer, 1994:74). As this cinema pushes into the mainstream and it becomes
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institutionalised can it be seen as a part of a new national public sphere?
Films like My Beautiful Laundwtte and Sammy and Rosie get Laid have
exploded dominant conceptualisations by presenting a plurality of identities
on screen and through representation rejected essentialist notions of
'Englishness'. In that respect these films also stand as a direct challenge
t o the construction of an English nationalism with its resurgent Raj nostalgia
of the early 1980s (see for instance films like Gandhi or A Passage to lndia
and the TV mini series The Jewel in the Crown). The first wave of South
Asian diasporic films i n Britain, Canada and the United States were the first
films i n English representing the South Asian diasporic community that also
had a level of commercial success. How do we need t o understand the
complex locations of diasporic cinema and it occupying an in-between
space? On the one hand it is a minority cultural production within a national
framework, on the other it is also a cultural production that belongs t o a
transnational framework. Topically, there are many meeting points i n terms
of content between the films - an emphasis on race, racism, multiculturalism,
conceptualisations of home, gender and sexual politics (Desai, 2004:48).
Importantly, i n these early films, the protagonists tend t o imagine and
'seek home i n mobilized "routes" i n the diaspora rather than national and
cultural "roots" i n the homeland; thus they refuse t o evoke "natural" and
"organic" roots in the homeland through nostalgia and memory.' (Ibid) In
this respect these films disavow any essentialising discourse of 'home' and
'abroad', but recognise diaspora identities as 'hybrid', not being 'either'
'or', but 'as well as'.
During the mid-1990s' largely due to the 1.iberalisation of the lndian economy,
some filmmakers from the South Asian diaspora like Mira Nair and Deepa
Mehta re-directed their lens back to the homeland. Nair directed Kama
Sutra (1996)' an erotic historical romance centred around the life of
courtesans and queens, ultimately giving an eroticised and some argued
stereotypically orientalised account of sixteenth century India, and Monsoon
Wedding (2002). Canadian filmmaker Deepa Mehta returned to lndia t o
make a film trilogy (Fire, Earth, Water) concerned with the position of
women i n South Asia. Fire, although controversial i n India, sparking a number
of protests by ultra-nationalists who objected to the depiction of two
women falling in love, was a critical and commercial success. The second
film i n the trilogy, Earth, based on Bapsi Sidhwa's 1988 novel Ice-Candy
Man, brought together Bollywood talent and Mehta's Canadian team - the
music was composed by A. R. Rahman and starred Aamir Khan and Nandita
Das. After a wave of protests by the same nationalists who objected t o
Fire, Mehta had t o abandon her plans t o make Water. Subsequently, Mehta
returned to Canada to make Bollywood.Hollywood, discussed below. It took
almost five years to put the production of Water back together and it was
finally shot i n S r i Lanka under an assumed name and strict code of secrecy
and released i n 2005. Desai pertinently points t o the difficult position of
Nair's and Mehta's films that focus on South Asia, as their films occupy
precariously balanced positions i n regard to Bollywood and other lndian
cinemas, demonstrating how South Asian diasporic films can be involved in
complicated struggles over representation.
In recent years, South Asian diasporic film increasingly renegotiated its
relationship with Bollywood cinema, as Bollywood sought t o position itself
as a global cinema (see Desai, 2004:40). Bollywood's global push has also
affected the production and circulation of South Asian diasporic cinema,
not only thematically, but also in terms of audience reach. As British Asians
pushed Bollywood successfully into the mainstream, British Asian diasporic
filmmakers also took these sensibilities on board, i n order t o increase their

audience. However, diasporic film makers have often referenced Bollywood
before, e.g. Bhaji on the Beach uses a Bollywood-style musical dream
sequence, in East is East the family goes to a cinema hall t o watch a
Bollywood movie, both Mississippi Masala and Fire use Bollywood music as
their background soundtrack (lbid:42) But South Asian diaspora filmmakers
have also looked to Bollywood's romantic film genre. Weddings as a common
cultural denominator play an increasingly large role i n fusion projects, as
it travels very well between East and West, and between the diaspora and
the homeland (lbid:212-216). Monsoon Wedding is one example, Bend i t
Like Beckham another, while Deepa Mehta plays with this ingredient i n
Bollywood Hollywood and Gurinder Chada's adaptation of Jane Austen's
Pride and Prejudice titled Bride and Prejudice in the U K makes this point
even more obvious. Jigna Desai explores this further, arguing that Mira
Nair's Monsoon Wedding relies on a complex interplay between nostalgia,
pleasure, and feminine politics i n its depiction of a large bourgeois family
wedding, recognising that weddings function in many ways for different
audiences, as they are evoked as markers of the idealised relationship
between diaspora and the homeland but also as the object of the
transnational and cross-cultural gaze. (Desai, 2004:217) Monsoon Wedding
exposes the disturbing issues brewing underneath the silence that is ,imposed
on the self-proclaimed happy family reminiscent of Bollywood films, while
developing a narrative of nostalgia and fantasy regarding familial relations
and cultural practices amidst global processes of late capitalism,
transnationality and modernity. (Ibid:219).
The main focus in Monsoon Wedding does not lie on the ceremony itself,
but cultural practices. For example, the female sangeet is very much
presented as a feminist space of expression and agency. The arranged
marriage functions i n the film as an ambiguous sign, considering the emphasis
the director puts on India's modernity and serves to build up the tension
between the modern and tradition and is marked as giving stability within
a world i n flux through globalisation and modernisation. The arranged
marriage becomes acceptable as the bride Aditi allows herself to fall i n love
with her future husband, hence the match evolves into an 'arranged lovemarriage' through the agency of the protagonist herself. She clearly chooses
him over her lover Vikram as she identifies Hemant as the better of two
options. She confesses her trespasses t o him and by doing so allows her
sexual agency t o be channelled into acceptable forms.
Reflection and Action 19.2

Discuss the representation of Diasporic filmmakers and their communities
with suitable illustartions.
Deepa Mehta's film Bollywood Hollywood also challenges conventions about
marriage within parameters of tradition and modernity, but i n the space of
the diaspora. The film is about an affluent NRI, Rahul, i n Toronto who hires
an escort to pose as his fiancee for his sister's wedding as he tries to evade
the pressures of his pushy mother and grandmother t o finally get married.
Deepa Mehta makes interesting use of the wedding-film genre as she mixes
Bollywood's recent reliance on them as common cultural denominator with
that of the Hollywood romantic comedy which needs it for its Happy End:
I t is the successful conflation of the two that produces an engaging fusion
without ever losing sight of the fact that the entire film would not be
possible without Bollywood. Rahul explains the NRI as being i n a 'Bollywoodl
Hollywood state of mind' - living i n the West, but with the Indian cultural
values as they are emphasised by Bollywood cinema as a lifeline. Mehta
explains that she took the very schematic ~ o l l ~ w o oplot
d and imposed
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Bollywood on it: 'TO me they're very similar. Both have commercial plot
lines. Boy meets girl, they get separated, they come back together.' (Mehta,
2002, p. 44). Underneath this simple plot lies an exploration of identity
where the boundaries are completely blurred. For instance, Rahul's chauffeur
spends his evenings working as drag queen Rockini, Rahul's geeky brother
Govind, a teenager with a serious lack of confidence, always has his camera
with him and lives i n the cinematic world of Bollywood, commenting
constantly on family matters by comparing them t o Bollywood plotlines, the
mother lives up to the whole back-catalogue of the stereotypical Bollywood
mother, crying and fainting on demand, and the grandmother's resoluteness
is matched by her advice and commentary usually given i n the form of
Shakespeare quotes. Rahul has t o take the role as head of the family after
his father's death and struggles with the pressures to fulfil his duty t o his
family. So he hires Sue, a girl partial to multiple identities. She is the
stereotypical 'benevolent prostitute7, which Western audiences would know
from films like Pretty Woman and South Asian audiences would recognise
from the courtesan movies like Mughal-E-Azam, Pakeezah or Devdas. While
Rahul's sister Twinky is i n a hurry t o marry because she is pregnant, Sue,
who is revealed to be Sunita, daughter of a Sikh from the Punjab, entered
her line of work as an escort as a last resort to escape the pressures from
her father who wanted her to marry the wrestler Killer Khalsa. She proves
her 'cultural' worth at Twir~ky's Sangeet, as she keeps up appearances.
However, as her secrets are revealed, it is Rahul who has t o make up his
mind, t o accept Sue on her own terms, prostitute or not. Her rebellion
against cultural norms imposed onto her by her father is something Rahul
has to accept, which he does after his grandmother talks some sense into
him. In that respect, the film echoes Shakespearean comedy, which is
perhaps alluded to by Mehta having the grandmother quoting from his plays
all the time. This connection might be revealing, as weddingslmarriage
function i n Shakespeare as a way of channelling female sexuality. As the
film negotiates issues such as sacrifice, marriage and filial duty, identities
. are increasingly blurred, exposing the patriarchal pressure t o marry that
weighs heavily on Rahul, his sister and Sunita.

I

I

I
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This echoes i n Bollywood films like DDU or K3G, where patriarchal resistance,
objecting either t o the proposed groom or bride respectively, is the obstacle
that needs t o be overcome. So while the romantic melodrama of the late
1990s casts the patriarch as the villain, i n Bollywood Hollywood, cultural
conventions of the South Asian diaspora that Rahul sums up as 'living i n a
time warp', exemplified by Rahul's mother or Sunita's father, are portrayed
as the obstacle that needs t o be overcome. The film is a nuanced overlaying
of Bollywood and Hollywood conventions, easily recognisable as a romantic
comedy, yet the tongue-in-cheek references to Bollywood cinema, its use of
stock narrative devices and charakters, the spoofing of heavy handed
metaphor-laden dialogue ('remembelr, you hold the baseball bat of destiny')
are direct references t o Indian popular cinema immediately recognisable t o
South Asian cinemagoers. What Mehta does successfully and where a film
like The Guru failed is that her own knowledge of the genre allows her t o
weave Bollywood i n t o her film, not as exotic imitation that ends up
perpetuating cliched stereotypes, but as a way of exploring the migrant
condition, highlighting the importance of Bollywood cinema for the diaspora
and, i n the process, by showing what effect it has on her set of characters,
to use it t o comedic effect. She deploys Hindi cinema strategically i n her
film, having sequences from films like Rangeela and Mast play on televisions
i n the background that serve as points of reference or she uses little taglines
before a scene starts that directly reference Bollywood. The Western
cinemagoer is not excluded from her ironic jokes, as she questions the
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appeal of lndian cinema for a Western cinemagoer. Rahul comments to
Sunita: 'everyone i s a sucker for exotica, trust me.' Mehta not only displays
an understanding for both genres that allows her to lovingly send up lndian
popular cinema and i t s place in the lndian diaspora wit50ut forgetting that
her own film would not be possible without Bollywood as well as Hollywood.
What Deepa Mehta's irreverential look at Bollywood makes abundantly clear
i s that there i s a playful and parodic relationship with the genre i n the
diaspora. In this respect it i s too simplistic to read Hindi films as merely a
vehicle for nostalgia and provider of an emotional and material link to the
homeland (see Kaur and Sinha, 2005, p. 313).

19.4

Conclusion

Within processes of identity negotiations film, film music and cinematic
representation have always played a significant role. Bollywood5cinema i n
this realm occupies an in-between place, on the one hand providing a link
with the home country for the diasporic migrant, on the other presenting
the diaspora back t o the homeland. Although lndian popular cinema has had

perceive that the Bombay film becomes the displaced site of national
exploration. Yet t o read the Bombay film and i t s relationship to the diaspora

used to be markets with large lndian immigrant communities, but ever
since the late 1990s lndian cinema's reach has widened even further. Besides,
as we consider lndian film and i t s diaspora, several questions requires to
be tackled, such as the role and function of Bollywood cinema and
representation of diasporic filmmakers on screen.
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Learning Objectives
After going through this unit, you will be able to understand:
The meaning and usage of the term diaspora literature;
a

The characteristics of diaspora literature attd related terms;
The circumstances for the formation of diasporic communities;
lndian diasporic community in Canada;
The diasporic writing as cultural identity marker; and
lndian Diasporic Novel writing in Canada.

20.1

lntroduction

By now it is well known that diaspora is a term that was applied originally
to denote groups of people of Jewish origin who were ousted from and
scattered beyond the bounds of their homeland. It thus came to be associated
with relocation through force. However, after going through various
mutations, it now stands for relocation of groups of people or members of
communities from one nation to another'and not necessarily through the
application of force. The other three more common terms that are used to
denote a similar situation are 'expatriate', 'immigration' and 'exile'. I t
may be of interest to mention here that some scholars have begun to use
a term 'internal diaspora' to denote similar relocation within the geographical
bounds of a nation. However, the concept of diaspora is still associated with
transnational relocation. In this unit we will discuss the imagery of the
lndian diaspora i n literalure.

20.2

Diasporic Communities-Circumstances and
Reasons for their Formation

While Jews were allegedly forced to relocate or were subjected to a 'push',
modern sociologists consider either 'pull' or 'push' factors or both to be
responsible for the creation of diasporic situations, that is to say,
circumstames under which people relocate themselves. These 'pull' factors
are generally economic i n nature that is prospects of better paid jobs or

more lucrative businesses, etc., lure people to relocate themselves. However,
groups of people and chunks of communities also move from one national
location to another because of better living conditions including better
socio-cultural life or more tolerant political systems. Cdnada, for instance,
has been considered one such destination for people from outside. The
'push' factors include adverse economic circumstances, that is, lack of
appropriate job opportunities or absence of favourable conditions for carrying
out business activities. 'Push' factors also included hostile or unstable
socio-political conditions i n general or for specific groups of people or
members of particular communities that may also mean violation of their
human rights or even threats to their persons and property. Groups of
peopCe in significant numbers from African and Asian countries ruled by
dictators and military juntas have moved or have been forced to move to
either Europe or North America for such reasons.
Reference to the Jewish community's dispersal also shows the antiquity of
the phenomenon of diaspora, that is, people travelling away from home
and settling among people with widely different cultural profiles. In our
own parts, the existence of the ancient Silk Route i s one such evidence. In
fact, Buddhism traveled from India to the Far East and South East Asia
because of diasporic situations However, the biggest diasporic situation in
modern times-perhaps of all times-as also the most shameful situation
was created when very large sections of population from different parts of
Africa were removed forcibly to develop the Americas for their European
colonial masters.

20.3

Diasporic Communities-Cultural ldentity
Versus Cultural Assimilation

ldentity formation, we know, is a very complex phenomenon. Some identity
markers are given biologically, that i s these are racial and ethnic in character:
pigmentation, colour of eyes, texture of hair and shapes of noses. Thus fair
skins, blue eyes, curly hair and small flat noses are connected with various
races and ethnic groups. Running into individual members of ethinic groups
through the operation of complex genetic processes, these are the most
stable of identity markers and consequentl~mostdifficult to shed or change
individually or communally, especially in diasporic situations. Also, these
come to be stereotyped negatively. For instance, women with natural blonde
hair have been associated with dumbness-most unfairly, of course. However,
the most unjustified stereotyping with tragic consequences has been the
case of associating dark pigmentation with 'natural' inferiority of mind and
human values.
Some other identity markers are gifts of the environment to members of
particular communities. Innuits, for instance, unlike their other fellow
Canadians, can reportedly divide the pehenomenon of snowing into at least
six distinct categories primarily because snow is what they have all around
them-all the time. Members of the Marwari community, originating in the
desert of Rajasthan where adverse environmental conditions and lack of
means of transportation made them more than optimal users of limited
resources are known the world over-and they form diasporic communities
i n many parts of the world-for their penchant for building huge business
empires out of very small beginnings.

It was these environmentally bestowed identity markers that, for instance,
made the Canadian Government to encourage Hungarian farming community
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to migrate to the mid-west when they were developing the Prairies into
their granaries. Again, while developing the rail-road projects and the
lumber industry on the Pacific coast in the west, the Canadian government
encouraged migration from Punjab whose people were not only strongly
built but were also known from their physical prowess to work hard under
adverse conditions.
Most numerous-and most significant, perhaps-are the identity markers
that are cultural i n character. These involve language and religious beliefs,
customs and rituals, forms of address and modes of inter-personal behaviour,
dress codes and food habits, form and content of education, songs and
stories, symbols and icons, myths and legends, practices for preserving
history and tradition and many similar phenomena. Add to these, modes of
production, economic, political and societal organization, professional and
philosophical preferences and we have the complete cultural identity map
of communities and individuals. However, this category of identity markers
i s relatively unstable and it is the members from this category that come
under various degrees and kinds of pressure for change i n changing situations.
As societies change and evolve, cultural tokens also change. However, such
changes take place at different paces among various sections of a society
and when such difference i s perceptible i n a significant way we also term
it as 'generation gapJ.
This fluidity i n cultural situation i s more significantly pronounced in diasporic
situations where not just two phases of evolution of the same culture but
two different cultures-if not more-are i n contestation. The cultural space
that emerges out of such a contest i s a hybrid space wherein new patterns
of socio-cultural behaviour emerge that are, at different times, pastiche,
marginally assimilated or significantly integrated, to name only a few. We
shall speak about this space in more details i n a later section of this Unit.

20.4

lndian Diasporic Communities-History and
Evolution

Many lndian myths and legends warn people against crossing the seas to
travel abroad. Going beyond the 'Kala Pani'-black waters-was considered
sinful for the soul. And yet, Indians have been traveling and settling abroad
i n groups for long. However, i n modern'times, most of such settling abroad
happened during the nineteenth century when the British colonial
administration sent groups of Indians to work i n other British colonies as
indentured labour. This is how lndian diasporas came to be formed, for
instance, in Mauritius, East Africa, South Africa, Malaysia and Sri Lanka i n
the lndian Ocean region, Fiji in the Pacific Ocean region and Trinidad,
Guyana, Jamaica and Surinam in the Caribbean Sea region.
For various reasons ranging from economic to political, the British colonial
administration did not want to employ local population either on the
plantations or on development projects. lndian labour was one of the
alternatives that the British employed. This could be construed as the 'pull'
factor. Also, the British colonial rule i n India had created what R.K.Jain
calls, 'severe economic and social disturbances'. This was the 'push' factor.
Thus, development of the economies of the colonies created employment
opportunities abroad for groups of people belonging to either a community
or a region. This i s how people from Panjab, Eastern Uttar Pradesh, Western
Bihar, Gujrat, Sindh and Tamil Nadu came to form diasporic communities in
some of the countries named above.

Such emigration, however, was organized i n various ways. Two main types
are distinctly visible. One was the indentured labour system under which
Emigration Agents, subagents and recruiters at different levels identified
workers who under an agreement volunteered to work for a particular
employer for, initially, a period of five years after which he could, i f he so
desired, switch to another employment. It was only after ten years of work
i n that particular colony that the person was eligible for partial return
passage expenses. Those who went to East Africa, South Africa, Mauritius,
Trinidad, Guyana and Surinam were recruited under this system. Most of
such people did not choose to return after the completion of their indenture
contract and settled down i n those colonies, finding alternate employment
on their own initiative or setting up small business enterprises.
Groups of labourers who went to work on the tea and rubber plantations
in Malaysia or Sri Lanka were recruited under a different system that came
to be known as the 'Kangani' system. Under this system, migrants were
recruited by headmen who were known as 'Kangani'. Each Kangani, R.K.Jain
tells us, recruited 'a score or more of men belonging mainly to his own
caste and kin group. Sometimes, many such groups of recruited persons
combined under a leader who was designated 'head Kangani'. It was Kangani
who negotiated the deals, lent money for passage and other expenses to
the recruited labourers and managed them. Since the workers under this
system went to neighbouring Sri Lanka and Malaysia, they continued to be
i n touch with their families by returning home every couple of years. As a
result, most of them could never be absorbed fully ihto the recipient
societies.

I

Yet another form of group migration was through what may be termed as
'free emigration', also known as 'passenger Indians'. These were generally
skilled labourers or petty entrepreneurs who came to explore the possibilities
thrown open by development of these colonies. A number of Gujarati
'dukawallas' i n Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania in East Africa, some groups of
people in South Africa towards the end of Nineteenth century and more
recent migrations since the beginning of the Twentieth century to Canada,
United States of America, the United Kingdom and s t i l l more recently
migration to the Middle East came under this form of migration. I t may be
significant to observe here that i n the beginning invariably and i n most
cases even later, the workers were not allowed to either bring their families
with them or send for them later.

I

I

i

Again, since most of the migrations under one form or another were never
well-thought out and planned and were necessitated by either socio-economic
disintegration back home or were prompted by lure of the lucre, the groups
of people did not try to make the necessary adjustments i n their sociocultural world view. As it is, most of them treated these locations abroad
as purely temporary and time-bound. As a result, their continued practice
of the cultural patterns and values brought by them from the donor society
back home and reluctance to imbibe new ones from the recipient society,
created conflictual situations alienating them further from the host people.
Most diasporic formations of Indians therefore became janusfaced from the
very beginning, stranded as it were on a no-man's land between the two
nation states, two societies.
Identity markers or cultural tokens, particularly those bestowed at birth
and those acquired as culturally are the sites on which battles for new
identity are fought i n diasporic situations. Ethnic identity markers of
immigrants cannot be got rid of and host societies accept them although
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with a lot of reservations and at times these are derided, ridiculed and
even subjected to hostile behaviour, particularly verbals. The term 'Paki'
i n England for persons of not just Pakistan but of South Asian origin has i t s
roots i n such behaviour. Similarly, the expression 'Calcutta Coolies' for
persons of lndian origin i n British Columbia, Canada at the turn of the last
century was also an example of such hostility towards ethnic identity tokens,
although, interestingly, the immigrants were not from Calcutta. And they
were no coolies either. The host or recipient societies however put pressure
on diasporic communities to shed as many as possible i f not all cultural
tokens of their past identities and acquire as quickly as possible the new
tokens of cultural identity. Thus, there i s pressure on groups of immigrants
as also on individual members to shed their languages, customs and rituals,
religious beliefs, health and hygiene, dress codes, food habits and forms of
inter-personal behaviour. Some of these, the diasporic people give up
voluntarily and easily- i n visible public behaviour at least-in order to show
their willingness to assimilate with the recipient society. For instance,
immigrants are ready to learn not only the language of the hosts but also
their peculiar accent. Indians trying to imitate American accent-what with
a nasal twang-after relocating themselves there or the lndians i n Australia
t v i n g to pronounce their diphthongs appropriately are instances of such
volurltafy attempts at linguistic assimilation. Similarly, lndian immigrant
women give up wearing sarees or Salwar-Kameez, and taking to western
dresses and other forms of formal wear are attempts i n the same direction
of acquiring tokens of their newly acquired identities. Gujrati 'dukawallas'
i n East Africa welcoming their customers with 'Jambo' and 'Karibu Sana'
are only flaunting their newly acquired cultural currency.
However, there are some tokens that the immigrants want to hold on to as
long as possible and are unwilling to shed easily. The Sikhs not willing tt,
give up wearing turbans, or the Hindus not willing to shed their inhibition
of eating beef or the Jews their kosher are examples of such reluctance to
assimilate fully. Again, immigrants from the sub-continent not permitting
their girls to go on dates or to have physical relationships with their boy
friends before marriage are forms of behaviour that they are unwilling to
adopt primarily because these are not part of the socio-cultural code that
they have brought with them from back home.
A situation, therefore, emerges in almost all diasporas- particularly i n those
with more pronounced cultural distance- wherein a serious contestation
takes place on the sites of cultural identity and assimilation. And this
situation of riding two cultures simultaneously leads to schism and bipolarity of behaviour on the part of not only individuals but also groups and
communities i n the host society that i n i t s extreme form, at times, causes
societal instability and disorders.
Diasporic writing, we shall elaborate i n another section below, draws i t s
sustenance from this situation of cultural contestation and the process of
assimilation.

20.5
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Diasporic Writing as a Marker of Cultural
Identity

The diasporic cultural space that we spoke about in an earlier section i s thc
cultural space that immigrants occupy almost perpetually since assimilatior
i s an ongoing process and no full assimilation ever takes place. Again, a!
statedxabove, it i s a space where a contestation i s constantly taking placea contestation between the donor culture and the recipient culture. Thi:

I

I

contest takes place first i n the minds of immigrant individuals and
communities and later in their actions. While the former, namely, the donor
culture tries to pull the members to their moorings as far as possible and
as long as possible, the latter, that is, the recipient culture tries to oust
and replace the former as much as possible and as quickly as possible. As
a result, while trying to make necessary adjustments i n this state of
contestation between the two contending cultures, diasporic communities
or individuals become janus-faced--now looking back, now the gaze fixed
straight ahead. In situations of severe contestation, extreme states of conflict
emerge, turning individuals as well as communities into cultural
schizophrenics, victims of maladjustment, .haunted by, as it were, Hamlet's
dilemma-to be or not to be.
Writing is rooted in a culture. That is, writers are products of a specific
culture, drawing sustenance from it and enriching it i n turn. However, the
world of diasporic writing belongs to the in-between space we spoke about
above, the cultural no-man's land, the site at which cultural armies from
a community's past and present clash by day and by night to vanquish each
other. Since, it i s believed, that creativity lies in states of fluidity, contest,
conflict and instablility, diasporic writers seek this space, locating most
their writings here where immigrants are trying to ride two horses
simultaneously who more often than not are also pulling them i s two
different if not opposite directions. The discomfiture and the adventure
that results therefrom i s what diasporic or immigrant writers relish: From
Naipaul to Rushdie, Mistry to Vassanji, immigrant'writers across various
locations and times have woven their tapestries from these two-tone yarns
and textures.
@a

Reflection and Action 20.1
What is cultural assimilation? How does it affect identity markers of
individuals in disaporic situations?
ln this space lies buried a double treasure trove-of myths and Legends, or
orality and the written word, of rites and rituals, of songs and dances, of
faith and belief, of philosophy and pragmatism, of memory and amnesia,
of success and failures, of tears and smiles. In short, the lived experience
--of not one but two communities.

1
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20.6

Indian Diasporic Writing

As stated above, most of those who went out to form the first diaspora
were members of the wdirking class or the farming community. Most of
them were illiterate. Thus all the Legends, myths and folk narratives they
carried with them to their new lands were primary oral in nature. And it
i s to this repertoire that they added when they composed songs and poems,
tales and stories, skits and plays while reflecting their new socio-cultural
reality and sharing with one another. Some-very few though-could read
and write and these acted as communicators between the members of the
community and their families back home. In the letters they wrote on their
own or their colleagues' behalf in which 'narrated' the details of their new
lives-the living and working conditions, the weather and climatic conditions,
the flora and the fauna, the food and the drink, the dress and the dress
code, the law and governance, the hosts and hostility, the other 'others'
and the solidarity and a myriad other things. And while narrating all these,
the 'writer' took care of the sentiments of the one on whose behalf he was
communicating. May be the person did not want him to alarm his people
back home by telling the truth about the working and service conditions
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which were pnerally harsh and adverse. May be, he did not also want
to talk about extreme climatic conditions that only added to their misery.
May be they did not want to say anything about the discrimination and
injustices meted out to them by their employers and the society at large.
So he asked his 'amanuensis' to make necessary adjustments. Again, may
be he wanted the 'writer' to embellish some of the description, particutarly
those involving his performance, etc. So, the communicatians sent home
were essentially 'f acts'-with something added here and something
subtracted there. But then this i s precisely what literature i s all aboutfacts with a few plusses and minuses here and there. Thus, i n this
communication sent to their families by the diasporic persons laid the
seeds of literature. Similarly, in the songs and poems they'composed and
sang, the stories they narrated of their various experiences, they
exaggerated or underplayed 'facts'. This was literature i n i t s nascent
form. These were the beginnings of lndian diasporic writings in its
infancy. This was so in East Africa, this was so in Mauritius, this was so
Fiji, this was so in Trinidad, Guyana and Jamaica and this was so in
Malaysia and Sri Lanka. The precise conditions and circumstances could
vary, the linguistic and cultural expressions could vary but the manner in
which lndian diasporic writings from various locations came to be was
more or less the same.
Later, when subsequent groups of lndian immigrants arrived on these or
other locations, particularly those with professional skills, they built on this
tradition. Since they were literate and many of them highly educated,
they wrote rather than narrating orally. They not only composed but also
published. While some did it along with the pursuit of their professions,
other made this-writing-their profession. In course of time, fairly stable
body of such writings began to cris cross the global literary stage from
various locations and some of these writers began to be noticed, read,
evaluated and awarded. Soon, some of them became househo1.d names:
Salman Rushdie, V.S. Naipaul, Rohinton Mistry, M.G. Vassanji, Bharati
Mukherji, Fa~idaKarodia, Anita Desai, K.S. Maniam and Jhumpa Lahiri
to name some.
lndian diasporicwritings in Canada began much in the same way as they
began elsewhere. To understand i t s origin and evolution, therefore, we
should first get some idea about the lndian immigrant community in
Canada-when and how did it begin, who were i t s founding members,
with what hopes and dreams did they arrive there and how did evolve
to what they are today.
The lndian immigrants began to arrive on the Pacific coast of Canada
towards the beginning of the twentieth century when Canada needed large
scale human inputs for their lc~mberindustry, railroad projects and jungle
clearing operations as a part of their expansion to the west. Having
disallowed-through various laws-the Chinese immigrants who were working
on these projects earlier, the Canadian companies encouraged Indiansparticularly strong, burly Sikhs from Panjab-to migrate and work in parts
of British Columbia. Sensing this as an economic opportunity, lndian
immigrants started arriving, from 1905 onwards, in batches-big and small-travelling first zfrom Panjab to Calcutta by train, then from Calcutta to Hong
Kong by small ships and finally from Hong Kong to Vancouver by CPR ships.
Most of them found employment in saw mills, road building, woodcutting
and land clearing. By 2006, their number had swelled to over 2000. It i s at
this point that they began to attract the attention of the Local Canadians i n
the same manner in which the Chinese immigrants had begun to attract
attention earlier. The lndian immigrants were now perceived to be taking

away jobs from the Canadians and they were perceived t o be 'polluting'
their culture and society with their 'filthy' habits and practices. Thus the
sense of alienation that any group of people feel on moving away from
home became manifold more because of harsher climatic conditions and
hostile behaviour of the local people. They were intrigued by the all this
because they considered themselves t o 'loyal royal subjects' and expected
t o be treated well i n all British territories. Their sense of intrigue turned
to hostility when the Canadian government, under pressure from the Canadian
people, created laws and regulations that discouraged lndians from migrating
t o Canada for employment. For instance, a condition of personal possession
of two hundred dollars was imposed on each arriving passenger and, more
importantly, the passenger had t o undertake a 'continuous passage' from
the port of embarkation to the port of final destination without any break
en route. This was virtually impossible since there were no direct ships
plying between lndia and Canada.
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When the Komagata Maru incident happened i n May 1914, when a ship with
that name, carrying over 300 passengers fulfilling all conditions including
that of 'continuous passage' was not allowed to dock and the passengers
were not allowed to disembark-they were not allowed even food and
water- despite the fact that there were women and children on board-the
loyalty of the lndian immigrants 'slipped away with the slipping away of the
ship from Canadian waters'. The immigrants realized that their maltreatment
would end only i f lndia were free. So, they began to support the National
Freedom Struggle through the Ghadr Movement that was already very active
across the border i n the United States of America. They collected funds,
organized meetings and above all brought out a number of publications t o
support the movement. The Free Hindustan started coming out i n 1908
from Vancouver, edited by Tarak Nath. In 1909, The Hindustan Association
was formed. In 1910, Swadesh Sewak began t o published in Gurumukhi.ln
1911, the publication of The Aryan started. Movements were launched
against the banning of lndian immigration and for allowing the families of
the immigrants t o be allowed t o join them. This only aggravated the racial
hostility against Indians who were dubbed as 'polygamous Hindus' and
'Calcutta Coolies'. The Komagata Maru incident ended i n a tragedy with the
death of a child passenger, the others returning, the killing of Inspector
Hopkins by Mewa Singh who was subsequently captured and hanged. As the
first World War loomed large over the horizon, the Canadian government
came down heavily on the supporters of the Ghadr Movement who were
now scattered t o various parts of North America. However, the struggle by
the lndian immigrants continued after the first World War and right through
the second World War. Particular focus was on the restoration of the franchise
t o vote that had been taken away from them i n 1907. I t was restored only
i n 1948 when Prime Minister Nehru intervened after lndia had become free.
Reflection and Action 20.2
In what way i s diasporic writing an identity marker for a community?
After the war, many regulations that were considered discriminatory were
repealed i n deference t o the UN Charter. Also, Canada needed huge inputs
of human resources for its economic development that was put so succinctly
by John Diefenbaker, the then Prime Minister i n 1957-'Populate or Perish'.
So under various criteria of 'employbility', 'dependent relatives', etc.,
more lndian immigrants were allowed. Thus the number of lndian diasporic
people i n Canada rose from 6,774 i n 1961 to 68,000 i n 1971 and 1,18,000
i n 1976. Also, during this time people of lndian origin came t o Canada not
only from India directly but also from East and South Africa, the Caribbean
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Islands, Fiji i n the Pacific and from South and East Asia. Thus i n the 1991
census i n Canada, as many as 500,000 persons traced their origins to India.
A large number of these were independent professional whose profiles were
very different from those founding fathers of the lndian diaspora i n Canada,
most of whom were illiterate and who came to work as unskilled labourers.
It i s around these latter group of lndian immigrants that the seeds of lndian
Canadian writing were sown. Here below, we study briefly the development
of lndian diasporic novel i n Canada as a case study.

20.7

lndian Diasporic Novel in Canada-a Case
Study

As stated above, lndian immigration to Canada took place over a long
period of time beginning with the first decade of twentieth century and
these groups of immigrants came from various strata of the lndian society.
While early immigrants were uneducated, those who migrated between
1947 and 1970 and even later were not only well educated, they were also
professional. Again, While many of them migrated directly from lndia directly
to Canada, many others came from East and South Africa where they or
their families had settled earher migrating from different parts of India.
Similarly, others came via the Caribbean Islands-Trinidad, Jamaica or Guyana
where their parqnts or grandparents had been taken as indentured labour
for developing the British colonies.
All these factors made the assimilation of lndian immigrant community into
the Canadian mainstream a very complex affair. And i f this were not enough,
many of these victims had been victims of political vendetta elsewherethe Kenyans, the Tanzanians, the Ugandans, the Trinidadians the Jamaicans
and the Guyanese, for instance-and hence their motivations for irr~migration
were quite different from others most of whom came i n search of better
economic prospects. Again, most of those named above as the victims of
political upheavals had been displaced twice-once having migrated of their
own volition and a second time having been forced out. As such, their
mindsets and approach towards assimilation were quite different from those
who had not been subjected to political prejudice as yet.
And then there was the question of their cultural baggage that have been
described by M.G. Vassanji with that most appropriate metaphor-the gunny
sack. Each group of migrants brought in his gunny sack a whole set of
cultural artifacts that ranged from religious and community beliefs, customs
and rituals, myths and legends, songs and dances, fables and folk tales,
intra-family and inter-personal behaviour, food and dress codes. But above
all these, the most unique feature of caste hierarchies.
All these complexities with their concomitant tensions-psychological,
physical, financial-of adjustment and assimilation i n an alien cultural
environment that had racial discrimination writ large all over it, i s captured
very significantly by writers of the lndian diaspora in their poems and
plays-and more importantly because of the discursive nature of the genrei n their stories and novels. Moyez Vassanji, Rohinton Mistry, Reshard Gul,
Cyril Dabydeen, Farida Karodiya, Lakshmi Gill, Uma Parameswaran, and
many more have all focused on-directly or indirectly-the new culture of
adoption by the immigrants together with their fear of losing the cultural
identity that they had brought with them. Thus they all were-in their
stories and novels-writing through their race. Thus, they invoked in their
writings, their ethnicity, the myths and legends, customs and rituals, <he
interpersonal behaviour and idiosyncrasies of the country of their origin
together with that of the nation of their first immigration.

With this kind of focus of their writings these first generation writers of the
Indian-Canadian diaspora were exposing themselves to the charge of
exclusionist ghettoisation and letting their work be pushed to the margins.
However, through this, they were also redressing the imbalance of Canadian
writing being primarily European and white i n its content, form and
worldview. By bringing in their own cultural identity, they were in a way
questioning the underlying philosophy behind the official policy of
multiculturalism which was i n itself an attempt to compartmentalize the
society. Thus it may not be outrageous to observe that lndian immigrant
writing in Canada was, irrespective of the content and form, a political
activity in the same way as women, aborigines, gays and lesbians around
the globe and in our own case by Dalits and tribals have been making
political statements by their very acts of writing.
lndian immigrant writing in Canada did not actually make a beginning until
1950 and it was only in the 70s of the last century that it was identifiable
although it was recognized as a part of a portmanteau category-South
Asian Literature in Canada. The Label itself was politically motivated by
lumping together writings by authors belonging to not only half a dozen
nations of South Asia but also by extension of another dozen nations of
Africa and the Caribbean islands wherefrom some of these writers of South
Asian origin had migrated to Canada.
Between 1962 and 1982 as many as 102 writers from this category had
published 196 books. But most of these were one book writers. 1982 was
a watershed year for Canadian writers tracing their origin to India. In that
year, M.G.Vassanji started a journal-Toronto South Asian Review, TSAR in
short-to publish the writings by authors of South Asian origin who were
facing publication discrimination by so-called mainstream journals and
magazines. It is interesting to note here that most of the better known
lndian immigrant writers of Canada, including Vassanji and Mistry were first
published in TSAR. Since then, not only has the number of publications
more than trebled, the quality of writings has improved, forcing better
recognition.
Rohinton Mistry i s perhaps most visible among the lndian immigrant novelists
of Canada. With books like Such a Long Journey, A Fine Balance. Family
Matters and Tales from Ferozsha Baag. Mistry focusses his authorial gaze
primarily on his own community, namely, the Parsis. Mistry has made lndian
socio-political reality the basis of most of his books. His books also bring
out the tragic dilemma of the Parsis, namely a very small community whose
demographic profile i s in a negative growth mode, acting extremely
conservative when it comes to recognizing marriages made outside their
religious confines. This Mistry shows to be in sharp contrast with their
otherwise very modernist outlook.
M.G.Vassanji, i s one of the most publicly acknowledged Canadian writer
who belongs to the lndian immigrant community. With two Giller awards,
he i s amongs the most highly recognized writers of Canada. In fact, almost
all his books-The Gunny Sack, No New Land, Uhuru Street, The Book of
Secrets, AMRiiKA and The In Between World of Vikram Lull-have won one
or another award.
Like Mistry-or any other diasporic writer-Vassanji also focuses on his own
community-lsmailis who are portrayed as Shamsis i n his books- that traces
its origin to Gujarat on the Western Coast of India and a large section of
which migrated to the East Coast of Africa in nineteenth century to form
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a substantial lndian diasporic community in Kenya, U~andaand Tanzania
from where they moved on to Europe and North America including Canada
i n the latter half of the twentieth century. Vassanji himself came to Canada
from Tanzania via the United States of America in the seventies.
Another significant novelist-his numerical contribution however i s confined
to just two books, one a novel and another a collection of short storiesi s S.S.Dhami who in his novel, Maluka, has very vividly and significantly
portrayed the formation of the lndian diasporic community in British Coumbia
i n the beginning of the twentieth century. Maluka is perhaps the only novel
that focuses in such great details on the travails and triumphs, the failures
and the successes of the early immigrants-those burly Sikhs from Panjabwho with their tenacity and perseverance overcame stark racial prejudice
and appall.ing working and service conditions.
Cyril Dabydeen came to Canada from Guyana in the Caribbean Islands
where his ancestors had been moved as indentured labour by the British i n
nineteenth century from parts of Eastern Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. It i s this
experience of the Indians in Guyana that Dabydeen makes the subject of
his novels and short story collections, which include The Wizard Swami,
Dark Swirl, Jogging in Havana and Elephants Make Good Stepladders.
Reflection and Action 20.3
Write an essay on the lndian diasporic novel in Canada.
Other lndian immigrant novelists include Ashis Gupta, Rewat Deonanadan,
Neil Bisoondath, Arnold Harichand Itwaru, Saros Kawosjee and B. Rajan.
Immigrant women novelists of lndian origin were late arrivers but have
since contributed significantly to the lndian immigrant novel in Canada.
Prominent among those are Anita Rao Badami, Lakshmi Gill, Uma
Parmeswaran, Hiro Boga Ramabai Espinet and Nalini Warrior. Besides them,
those who have focused on short story are Himani Banerji, Arun Prabha
Mukherjee and Surjeet Kalsey.
Despite the myriad variations of religion, caste, language, region, educational
and economic profiles as also the routes taken by members of Canadian
lndian diasporic community, the writings about them by members of their
own immigrant community portray them In the context of problematics of
nation, home, homelessness, home beyond home, self, identity, integration
and assimilation. In this too, the members of various groups show the same
kind of variation as i s visible in their socio-cultural profiles. It i s this
difference in their mindsets and responses that demarcate-at times-one
novelist's worldview from another. Again, while nostalgia, memory, amnesia
and lived experience are the sites on which some of these contestations are
carried out, various writers show varied approaches here too.

20.8

Conclusion

Diasporic experience i s basically about 'home' and 'world' where home
stands for the culture of one's origin and world refers to the culture of
adoption. Sometimes the concept of home i s equated with that of the
nation one is born into and world as the nations one immigrates into or
exiles one into. Because of this sense of 'exile', an alternative term used
for diasporic experience i s 'homelessness', a term that was popularized by
Said but that i s also a favourite of a writer like V.S.Naipaul. Homi Bhabha
would explain this experience in terms of what he calls 'gathering'-

"gathering of exiles and emigres and refugees, gathering on the edge of
'foreign' cultures, gathering at frontiers; gathering i n the ghettoes or
cafes of city centres" as would he put it. Rushdie, on the other hand,
would turn home into 'imaginary homelands' and liken them to broken
mirrors some pieces of which are lost irretrievably. However, the picture
that emerges out of the broken mirror-that is to say, the diasporic
experience-may be different from the one reflected by a mirror that is
whole but it is no less significant. It contiains images of not only the donor
culture but of the host society as well. M.G. Vassanji would find a parallel
for the diasporic experience in a jigsaw puzzle some of whose pieces are
again lost like the pieces of Rushdie's mirror. For Vassanji, the creativity
of a diaspbric writer lies in supplying those missing pieces with the help
of his imagination and the resultant history would be what he calls
'imagined history'. Abdul
Mohammed describes immigrant's experience
to be that of a 'border intellectual'-either 'specular' or 'syncretic'-the
first refers to an experience wherein an immigrant is not able to adjust
both to 'home' and 'world' simultaneously whereas syncretic refers to an
experience wherein an expatriate is able to reach out to both culturesthe donor and the recipient-simultaneously.
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Introduction
The last two units of this block discussed the imagery of the lndian diaspora
that i s found in film and literature. In this unit we are going to talk about
popular perception about the lndian diaspora. In a sense this unit i s
continuation and extension of the previous two units, which discuss the
imagery exclusively i n terms of literature and film. This unit takes you to a
wider level where we try and put together images and perceptions of the
diaspora, both i n terms of the host country as well as the country of origin.
In putting together we draw from various social spaces to get a sense of
what lndians are thought of abroad and what immigrants are perceived
back home.
As we know popular perception which border on stereotypes that type-cast
a community or ethnic groups i n certain terms draw their fodder for such
imagery from many sources- word-of-mouth, every-day encounters, media
which include print, film and television, as well as travel etc. In trying to
talk about the way lndians are perceived we will try to draw from some of
these sources.

21.2

Model Minority: lndians in America

Recently (October, 2006) the NASDAQ-a stock exchange - building in New
York, towering over many stones, was draped i n lndian tricolours, in
celebration of the festival of diwali. Many lndians hope that the Empire
State Building would be lit up for the festival of lights. The White House
i s slated to celebrate the Diwali festival, indicating that lndia has arrived
i n the US. "In the US, we are living in the 'India' moment. Everywhere you
turn, there's another article about either successful lndian immigrants who
have found the American dream, Bollywood film festivals, or the rise of

high-tech economic India, and the loss of American jobs t o outsourcing.
lndia - and South Asia - has never before made such an impression on the
American psyche" (Budhos:2004).
The lndian images and people are now part of every-day life. Not just the
convenient store owner and the gas station owner or the Patels who own
most of the motel industry. Incidentally, Gujaratis, mainly Patels, now own
21, 000 of the 53, 000 hotels and motels i n US, worth $40 billion. Apart
from this, lndians are seen on television not just as caricatures of lndianness
but as part of mainstream America, whether it is the political analyst and
journalist Farred Zakharia or the medical correspondent and war reporter
Sanjay Gupta.Writers such as Salman Rushdie, V.S.Naipaul, Rohantan Mistry
among others had put the lndian diaspora on the map of literature. Jumpha
Lahari won the Pulitzer , the most coveted literary prize i n America, for
'distinguished fiction by an American author, preferably dealing with American
life.' The recent Booker Prize was won by America based lndian writer Kiran
Desai, yet again bringing t o the fore the achievements of the lndian diaspora.
Film makers like Night Shyamalan of Sixth Sense fame, and Shekhar Kapoor
who made the movie Elizebeth and scores of other successful lndians are
making lndian Diaspora ever so much more visible. As New York magazine
reported i n one of its articles lndia has now acquired "cool quotient".
"Indeed, America has become so South Asianized that Newsweek recently
ran a cluster of articles under the rubric 'American Masala', declaring i n
the subtitle of the influence of the Subcontinent on the superpower: 'They've
changed the way we eat, dress, work and play.' Most Americans take the
presence of chai on the menu at Starbucks for granted (if i n versions as
alien to the lndian original as a vanilla-flavoured and iced). Many are
becoming comfortable with lndian music, whether of the 'Asian dub' variety,
remixed with hip-hop or listened t o straight. 'Basement Bhangra' at SOB'S
i n New York, presided over by disc-jockey queen DJ Rekha, just named the
'best DJ i n New York' by Time Out New York magazine, has been dubbed
'the best party i n NYC' by New York magazine. The latest fitness craze i n
California is the 'Masala Bhangra Workout'. Hindi film songs have begun t o
appear in the most unlikely venues, from the popular television series The
Sopranos to Lata Mangeshkar singing on the soundtrack of Eternal Sunshine
of the Spotless Mind, starring Jim Carrey and Kate Winslet" (ibid).
"Real-life films such as Monsoon Wedding and Bend i t Like Beckham have
been extraordinarily successful not only because each was, in its own right,
simply a great film, but also because the lndians portrayed i n these films
are so much like, well, everyone else. These movies, both made by lndian
diaspora women directors, depict lndians at home i n the globalized world,
whether it's the trials and tribulations of a young woman negotiating
conflicting expectations between her lndian immigrant home and her British
teen environment i n Bend i t Like Beckham or a young woman juggling the
conflicting expectations of patriarchal family values under siege, an American
desi husband-to-be and her own desires i n Monsoon Wedding"(1bid).
lndians i n the USA are one of the largest among the groups of lndian
diaspora, numbering about 2.5 million, and probably the one of the most
well off - their median income is 1.5 times that of the host country. They
are well represented i n all walks of life, but particularly so i n academia,
information technology and medicine. There were over 4,000 PI0 professors
and 33,000 Indian-born students i n American universities i n 1997-98. The
American Association of the Physicians of lndian Origin boasts a membership
of 35,000. In 2000, Fortune magazine estimated the wealth generated by
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(www.wi kipedia. org). "Addressing the lndian American Forum of Political
Education i n September 1997, Jesse Helms, the senator from North Carolina,
acclaimed: "lndian Americans represent the best and the brightest the
United States has to offer." Over the last decade, such lavish praise has
become commonplace as lndians shot to prominence i n the U.S. If in lndia
newspapers prominently featured Bill Clinton's visits, The New York Times
carried a Long story about Neera Tanden, a second generation lndian who
managed Hillary Clinton's Senate campaign. Jhumpa Lahiri figured on the
covers of literary magazines. And so on. All this cannot be explained merely
by the 106 per cent growth i n the lndian population since 1990. Much more
important i s the status afforded to lndians as a "model minorityW(Ramana,
2001 ).
This presence of lndia in America's popular consciousness i n a positive sense
as successful immigrants and model minority i s of recent origin. In early
1900s when Sikhs immigrated into US, they were thought to sully the white
Anglo-Saxon culture. There was fear that they would steal their jobs. They
could not buy any land and were virtually forced to leave; many left for
Canada. Since this early migration things have changed. The working class
population was replaced by educated professionals i n the 1960s.The US
immigration policy, Vijay Prasad argues, was deliberate i n i t s choice with
respect to immigrants from India. In his book The Karma of Brown Folk,
Prashad points out "that the cross-section of lndians i n the U.S. is not some
random mixture of typical inhabitants of the sub-continent, nor chosen by a
process of natural or cultural selection, but a sample carefully selected by
immigration laws9'(ibid). The educated upwardly mobile lndian emigrants
Prashad says were apolitical and passive: "absorbed in the pursuit of pleasure
and success without a developed social consciousness" (quoted i n Ramna,
2001).
The successful lndian professional who i s a bit of nerd and who is so brainy
that he has to hold cup of coffee to his forehead to heat it up, is epitomized
by characters such as Ashok i n the cartoon strip Dilbert. The nerdy
professional, who i s sexless and i s incapable of fun is partly demolished by
the character Kumar in Harold and Kumar Go To White Castle. The movie
has as its main leads a Chinese American and lndian American, Harold and
Kumar respectively. Harold is bored with his job as investment banker
while Kumar has little heart i n pursuing a career in medicine, unlike his
father who i s a surgeon. While Kumar is not exactly your nerdy lndian geek
he s t i l l fits in the streotype that is played over and over again both i n the
imaginations of lndians and Americans at large where second generation
lndians struggle between individual aspirations and family pressure. There
are other images, and not so complimentary that dot the landscape of
American popular consciousness. Apu, the character from the very popular
animated series, Simpsons, fits the convenience store owner end of the
spectrum. There appear to be class differences within the lndian American
community, with earlier professional immigrants looking down upon workingclass communities who are later first generation immigrants. Gujarati
shopkeepers and Punjabi cab drivers are common stereotypes of the latter
'community.
Things may have changed a bit from the highly oriental.istic perspective of
India-of snake charmers, Maharajas, and of spirituality and Yoga. The spiritual
element has contemporary twist, i n this new age fondness for all things
alternative and traditional, which can be seen in the success of modern
gurus like Deepak Chopra and to some extent to previous ones like Rajneeshthe Osho. However, the general ignorance which stems from a largely

insular America, is still real and palatable. This can be seen i n attacks on
lndians i n New Jersey (the dot busters) to the more recent post 9/11
attacks on turbaned ~ikhs,who were apparently mistaken for ~fghans.The
fears that 'foreigners' will take away the American jobs has reentered the
popular consciousness once again with the issue of outsourcing which has
become much debated topic for the forthcoming elections. Commenting on
how America is beginning to notice India, Mira Kamdar writes: "How could I
have foreseen that the T-shirts that said 'My parents went to Disneyland
and all I got was this lousy T-shirt' would be replaced some day by ones
lamenting 'My job went to lndia and all I got was this lousy T-shirt?' Suddenly,
the tide of the Yellow Peril was reversed: instead of Asian workers pouring
into the United States to work for slave wages (in their own country they
had it even worse and they were used to sleeping ten to a bed anyway),
now it looked like that 'giant sucking sound' that used to come from down
Mexico way had been amplified about a thousand times and was coming
from, of all places, India" (Kamdar, 2004: 65).
Reflection and Action 21.1
What are the varied images of lndians in America?
lndian diaspora is making a beginning to enter political arena too. The
American lndians are organizing themselves into strong political lobbies.
One of the most powerful one of these lobbies i s USINPAC (Unites States
lndia Political Action Committee).

The Curry Tide: lndians in UK
The lndian diaspora falls into the lose term of "British Asian", a term
employed for immigrants from Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and lndia .
Many lndians feel that there distinct differences between some of these
south Asian communities in terms of religion, language, culture etc. There
is debate whether the lndians should adopt a nomenclature or term for
themselves based on nationality or religion such as British lndian or British
Hindus.
The lndians are the largest in number among the British Asians. According
to the 2001 UK Census there are 2.33 million British Asians, making up 4%
of the population of the United Kingdom. This further subdivides to 1.05
million of lndian origin (1.8%of the population), 747,000 of Pakistani origin
(1.3%), 283,000 of Bangladeshi origin (0.5%), and 247,000 from other Asian
origins (0.4%) (largely of Sri Lankan origin). British Asians make up 50.2% of
the UK's non-white population. British lndians tend to be religiously diverse,
with 45%Hindu, 29%Sikh, and 13% per cent Muslim, while their counterparts
of Pakistani and Bangladeshi origin are much more religiously homogeneous,
with Muslims accounting for 92% of each group. British lndians tend to
originate mainly from two lndian States, Sikhs are largely from the Punjab
region whilst Hindus tend to originate from the Gujarat, Punjab and West
Bengal regions.
lndian settlement in UK has a long history dating back, according to historians
to some early migration during the East lndia Company contacts with India.
People from South Asia have settled in Great Britain since the East lndia
Company (EIC) recruited lascars to replace vacancies in their crews on East
lndiamen whilst on voyages i n India. Many were then refused passage back,
and were marooned i n London. There were also some Ahyas, domestic
servants of wealthy British famil.ies, who accompanied their employers back
to "Blighty" when their stay in Asia came to an end.
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The Navigation Act of 1660 restricted the employment of non-English sailors
to a quarter of the crew on returning East lndia Company ships. Baptism
records in East Greenwich suggest that young lndians from the Malabar
Coast were being recruited as servants at the end of the seventeenth
century, and records of the EIC also suggest that Indo-Portugesecooks from
Goa were retained by Captains from voyage to voyage. In 1797, 13 were
buried i n the parish of S t Nicholas at Deptford.
These immigrations were few and far between; a major wave of migration
from lndia took place in post World War II period, when there was labour
shortage. Thus a bulk of immigrants from India, especially Punjabis, formed
the working class immigrants. Additionally there was demand for doctors
and health professions for the expanding health care system of post World
War II Britain. Indian doctors were recruited as they conformed to British
standards of medicine. In 1970s there was another wave of immigration of
Indians, who were settled in Africa but were forced to leave due to sociopolitical tensions and negative reaction towards lndians by the native Africans.
As we mentioned the migration to UK was spread over several decades and
the profile of the migrants changed with times depending on circumstances
and requirements in British society along with the push factors back home.
The perceptions about these migrants too, changed along the way. The
image about the lndians and the Asian British, like in America, i s a complex
one; while there i s large scale discrimination, along side is an orientalist
fascination for all things Indian.
lndia was after all the Jewel in the imperial crown and there was a romantic
fascination which basically essentialised lndia as a mystic, spiritual,
mysterious magical land from whom the disenchanted West had much to
learn or draw from. These images are seen not only i n colonial literature
such as E. M. Foster and Rudyard Kipling but continued to inform the way
the West looked at the sepia tinted India. 'This spirituality and magic
continued to inform the hippies' quest for the land of dharma and karma
(a book that captures this fascination with lndia i s captured by Anita Desai
in Karma Cola). To this day, this spirituality that i s associated with lndia
continues to dominate many new age perceptions of India.
The majority of immigration has happened after 1950s but there i s evidence
of lndians going to Britain as early as 1688. The immigrant population was
very scattered and small; it consisted of mostly lascars-sailors from Bengal
and Goa -ayahs and nannies or ayahs. East lndia Company (EIC) recruited
lascars to replace vacancies in their crews on East lndiamen whilst on
voyages i n India. Many were then refused passage back, and were marooned
in London. There were also some Ayahs, domestic servants of wealthy
British families, who accompanied their employers back to UK."lndian lascars
settled near the London docks from the eighteenth century onwards and
many became a part of the multi-racial dock communities, cohabiting with
and marrying local English women. In 1858 the Strangers Home was opened
in London's West lndia Dock Road to provide accommodation for lascars and
assist them to find employment on ships returning to India. In the 19th
century individual cases of destitute South Asians requesting repatriation
back to lndia appear sporadically in the records of the British Library.
Nannies or ayahs lived wh
ti the British families that brought them to England.
An institution known as the Ayahs' Home was established i n 1897 in Aldgate
to accommodate ayahs who were waiting for a return passage to India. It
has been estimated that by 1932 approximately 7,000 South Asians lived in
Britain" (source: www.movinghere.co.uk).

In the 19th century lndians were free to enter Britain as British subjects,
though persons known t o have political affiliations working towards India's
freedom and who were considered anti-British were rwtricted entry into
Britain. There was also restriction placed on those with "limited means"
from early 1930s. "The control of passports was directed primarily at lndian
peddlers from the Punjab who sought to bring family members to Britain
to assist them with their businesses, selling goods door-to-door.
After the introduction of the 1948 British Nationality Act, guaranteeing
free right of entry to British subjects and Commonwealth citizens, the
numbers of South Asians arriving i n Britain increased" (ibid).
Many of the immigrants stories talk about racial discrimination that was
meted out to them. A majority of the immigrants i n mid 1900s were from
working class rural backgrounds from India who were not very conversant
with English or Western ways unlike some of the professionals who went to
UK around the same time. Those from working class backgrounds ended up
doing menial and non-professional jobs. South Asian immigrants settling i n
post-war Britain established themselves, mainly i n London, the Midlands
and industrial areas i n the north, taking up employment i n factories and
foundries. The stereotype of lndians was of workers, bus-conductors, waiters,
and small shopkeepers. They faced Lot of problems being accepted i n to
British society.
Many immigrants recount how difficult it was to rent apartments and find
accommodation. Early post-war South Asian migrants faced prejudice i n
finding private rented accommodation and council housing. "A survey by
Willesden Council of press advertisements for accommodation i n the local
press showed that 90 per cent of advertisements specifically discriminated
against non-European. As early as 1957, a Home Office document provided
evidence of white flight and future segregation, which would come t o
characterise some northern towns and cities: 'The Nottingham,
Wolverhampton and Warwickshire police say that white house-holders i n
better class districts resent coloured people buying houses i n these districts
and when this happens, those who can, move.'
This was supported by a 1964 article i n the Daily Telegraph i n which an
Estate Agent i n Southall, London had agreed to sell houses owned by Southall
Residents Association exclusively to white buyers. Many lndians sought t o
overcome these housing problems by buying old houses often i n slum areas
and letting them out t o newcomers" (ibid). There were negative
representations i n media that black and coloured immigrants from the
commonwealth were drain on public funds.
Since these early migrations things have changed considerably lndians i n
Britain are now the third generation. Despite some ethnic racial conflicts
few of the stereotypes have changed to lndians being perceived as a
successful immigrant community. They are considerable number of
professionals and successful business men, media person, writers, actors,
doctors and politicians who are now part of mainstream life of Britain, who
have changed the way English think about the Indians.
lndian culture and lndianess has now after many years have now captured
the imagination of the British. lndian cuisine now has become a part of the
English landscape. The biggest influence of British Asians on popular culture
has probably been the lndian restaurant, though the majority of these are
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masala has surpassed fish and chips i n terms of popularity as the national
dish. Chicken tikka masala, like the popular balti, is itself a British Asian
invention. These dishes were unknown i n the lndian sub-continent until
requests from British holiday-makers led t o their introduction
Since the 1970s, British Asian performers and writers have achieved
significant mainstream cultural success. The first British Asian t o gain
wide popularity i n the 1IK for being a mainstream celebrity i n their own
right and worldwide fame was the late Freddie Mercury, who led the rock
band Queen. However, there had been others earlier such as Sabu
Dastagir who had been famous for playing non-descript foreigners i n
British and Hollywood films. The comedians Sanjeev Bhaskar, Meera Syal
and Shazia Mirza are all well-recognised figures i n British popular culture.
The actress Parminder Nagra has a prominent role i n the US TV series
ER, and played the lead role i n the successful British film Bend It Like
Beckham. The actor Naveen Andrews plays the role of Sayid Jarrah i n the
popular US TV series Lost, and also had a prominent role i n the awardwinning film 'The English Patient. The broadcaster Krishnan Guru-Murthy
and Sameera Ahmed, meanwhile, present the respected Channel 4 News.
Box 21.1 Growing up i n Britain

I

Gurinder Chadha cou1.d well be an example of a British-Asian woman who
has bent rules to achieve her own success. Her family came to settle in
Britain from East Africa in the seventies. Daughter of a small-time lndian
grocery shop-keeper, she experienced, at first hand, the trauma and
humiliation which Asians go through in Britain, when they don't have money
or status. During her growing years, Chadha also observed the inhumanly
trivial lives of women of the Punjabi community settled in Britain - especially
in cities like Leicester where one-third of the population is Asian. Through
the older generation - like Gurinder Chadha's father - which opened
grocery shops or stationery corners and joined the huge lower middle cl.ass
of the British population, she noticed how the racist Whites treated them.
"My father was made to wait for hours for service in a bank because his
depositing capacity was small. The early Asian settlers in Britain, like my
parents, had little education and a huge complex about living in an alien
society. The Punjabis especially stood together in their isolation and
developed their own lifestyle of bhangra and family gatherings over tea and
bhajias. They joined their compatriots in Southall for nostalgia meals or
shopping and still felt lost between their Indo-African heritage and the
strident call of the vibrant British culture they came to experience. I felt
a part of this confusion; yet my generation thought differently and we were
rebellious and unwilling to accept our second class status."

21.4

Inter-Racial Divide: Indians *in Caribbean
and Africa

In this section we will discuss how race was one of the main issues that
was the basis of tension between lndian migrants and other communities.
Many times it was Blacks versus Indians, whether they were natives or
settlers. This situation of racial tension or a situation where natives were
pitted against the lndian settlers was true of Fiji, Malaysia and even
Mauritius, though the lndian community there was a minority. However,
we are going t o keep our discussion t o Caribbean countries and Africa.
We hope that these two cases will give you sense of a general scenario
of how PlOs i n general are perceived i n their adopted countries.

I

!
I

Indians In t h e Caribbean
People of lndian origin are variously known as indo Caribbean or East
Indians, though the term East lndian is used less and less t o denote people
of lndian origin. Indo-Caribbean people or Indo-Caribbeans (the colonial
term "East Indian" is fading) are people with roots i n lndia who live i n the
Caribbean region or are the descendants of such people. From 1838 t o
1917, over half a million lndians from the former British Raj or British India,
were brought t o the Caribbean as indentured servants to address the demand
for labour following the abolition of slavery. The first two shiploads arrived
i n British Guiana (now Guyana) on May 5, 1838 (see the unit 6 i n Book 1).
The majority of the lndians living i n the English-speaking Caribbean came
from eastern Uttar Pradesh and western Bihar, while those brought t o
Guadeloupt! and Martinique were mostly from, but not only, from Tamil
Nadu. A minority emigrated from other parts of the lndian sub-continent,
including present-day Pakistan and Bangladesh. Other Indo-Caribbean people
descend from later migrants, including lndian doctors, Gujarati businessmen
and migrants from Kenya and Uganda. A vague community of modern-day
immigrants from lndia is t o be found on Saint-MartinlSint Maarten island or
other islands with duty-free commercial capabilities, where they are active
i n business.
Today, Indo-Caribbeans are the largest ethnic group i n Guyana, Suriname,
and Trinidad They are the second largest i n Jamaica. Other Indo-Caribbeans
live elsewhere i n various Caribbean countries where they often form the
second largest ethnic group. There are small lndian populations i n Barbados,
Grenada, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Martinique and Guadeloupe (source: http:l
1en.wikipedia.ot-g).
The Indo-Caribbeans, unlike the recent lndian migrants t o western countries,
have moved out of home a few centuries ago. They have no contact with
their homeland lndia and for all practical purposes derive their identity
from the naticns they inhabit. These Indians, having gone through history
of adversity, clung t o their culture and memories of their home t o sustain
themselves. Much of that culture was reinvented, sometimes duplicated
and very often hybridized over long periods, drawing from other groups,
which came t o inhabit the Caribbean, mainly the African groups.
Box 21.2 lndian Elements i n Caribbean Culture

In food and patterns of eating, as well, lndians were to show their capacity
for adaptation. Those caste distinctions that made impossible commensality
in lndia were, in the conditions of migration, broken down, and vegetarianism
was to have little appeal among Indo-Trinidadians. Tandoori cooking remains
unknown among lndians i n Trinidad and the Caribbean, and curry is made
with a curry powder, rather than by mixing a curry paste. But it is the
prevalence of "curry" in Trinidadian food that impresses, and in most respects
Indo-Trinidadian food bears an astonishing similarity to certain varieties of
lndian food. As one author of a cookbook on Caribbean food was to note
in 1974, "the lndians have had a deep effect upon the Caribbean Cuisine
primarily through their enthusiasm for curry, which is becoming as much'a
part of Caribbean as of lndian cooking." Trinidadian fast food, usually eaten
with chutney, i s mainly of lndian origin: their saheena is like pakoras,
"doubles" is a variation on the channa batura, though more in the form of
a chick-peas sandwich, and their kachowrie has a marked similarity to its
namesake in India. Though many Afro-Trinidadians will not admit it, even
their own main meals are now predominantly lndian in origin, for alongside
callooloo there is curried goat, and roti is easily the most popular food in
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Trinidad. Indyed, to understood just how far roti has come to be a marker
of 'Indian~~ess',and the resentment felt by some Afro-Trinidadians, consider
that in the 1961 election, the black party took up the slogan: "We don't
wani no roti government." Roti shops proliferate, and though in lndia the
middle-classes have adopted a Western-style breakfast, complete with poor
white bread and corn flakes, in Trinidad roti with dhal and subzi or tarkari
constitutes the bread and butter of most people at breakfast and dinner
and often at lunch as well. The prevalence of lndian food is reflected in
calypso, and many songs sing, often with mockery, scorn, and disturbing
caricature, of 'roti' and 'chutney'.(Vinay La1 in http://www.sscnet.ucla.edu/
southasia/ Diaspora)
lndian presence is not only numerically strong i n these countries of the
Caribbean but the lndian culture as well. The early migrant indentured
labour or coolies, as they were referred t o sometimes by the colonizers,
lived i n conditions of abject poverty but over the years through hard
work, thrift, determination and seeking refuge i n the culture, at the cost
of insulating themselves from other native groups, have managed to
capture trade and commerce of their new homelands.
Though a minuscule white populations controls some of the resources and
finance and trade i n Caribbean it is the lndians who are pretty much the
upwardly mobile middle and upper crust of the society. This relative
success as compared t o the Africans who were brought t o the Caribbean
as early as 17th century does not seem t o sit very well with the African
populations. The lndians are seen as avaricious and greedy and very
clannish. The lndians think the Africans are lazy among other things.
"Racial stereotypes developed early i n the two colonies. British planters
characterized Africans as physically strong but lazy and irresponsible. East
lndians were stereotyped as industrious but clannish and greedy. Views that
are still present today. To feel sleepy after eating is referred t o i n and
around the Caribbean as having "niggeritis", a direct allusion t o the laziness
of Africans. To some extent, these stereotypes were accepted by the
immigrant groups themselves, each giving truths t o positive stereotypes of
itseif and negative stereotypes of other groups. They believed what was
said of the other group but none of what was said of them. The stereotypes
provided a useable explanation of behavior and justified competition among
groups. Africans were described as indolent when they refused to work for
low wages or make long-term contracts with the plantations as the Indians
had. East lndians were considered selfish when they minimized their expenses
t o acquire wealth" (Seenarine,2000). The fact that there is hardly any
intermingling among these two groups cements the perceptions they have
of each other. Almost all neighbourhoods are segregated on racial lines.
There was hardly any interracial marriages, as the lndians considered
themselves not quite black but Caucasian and preferred that their off
springs not have a "nappy hair7'(curly hair) of the Africans. These stereotypes
are perppetuated early on with continued socialization where perceptions
of each other are woven i n t o everydaylife like this song that school
children have for the Indians: "Black man is falling. When the Black Man
used t o wear feathers i n his cap, the coolie was eating water-rice. Black
man used t o say, "Go way, you water-rice coolie!" Today the coolie think
they are big people. After one time will be a next. Today i s time for
coolie. I don't mind cause the Lord say, "In the last days, race will rise
against race, and nation will rise against nation, and there will be wars
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Though at the time of struggle that sought independence from the colonial
rule, blacks and lndians have formed some solidarity, however it was shortlived. The racial divide has been a continuing undercurrent to not only the
political scenario but in social and cultural life.
A situation very similar to the Caribbean i s that of ethnic and racial tensions
that exist i n Africa between the blacks and Indians. In our next section we
take a brief look at how interracial perceptions are between lndians and
Africans.
lndians i n Africa
There are 2.5 million lndians i n Africa. The People of lndian Origin (PIO)
form a majority i n Mauritius at 68% nunibering around 715,000. There are
1 Million lndians i n South Africa, 100,000 i n Kenya, 81,000 i n Seychelles,
28,000 in Madagascar, 90,000 i n Tanzania, 16,000 i n Zimbabwe, 9,000 i n
Botswana, and around 20,000 i n Mozambique. The majority of lndians are
concentrated i n East Africa and South Africa. The lndians i n Francophone
countries are a small percentage except i n Mauritius.
lndians went to Africa as indentured labour. The white colonist had got
them to Africa to build the.Uganda Kenya railways i n the late 1800s. Of the
original 32,000 contract laborers, about 6,700 stayed on to work as
"dukawaiias," the artisans, traders, clerks, and, finally, small admi~~istrators.
Excluded from colonial government and farming, they straddled the middle
economic ground above the native blacks. Some even became doctors and
lawyers.
It was this entrepreneurial dukawaiias who were willing to move to inlands
to explore more business opportunities. In fact the potential for trader had
attracted many free-passengers to Africa around this time and even before
that. lndian traders had followed the ~ r ' a btrading routes inland on the
coast of modern-day Kenya and Tanzania. lndians had a virtual lock on
Zanzibar's lucrative spice trade i n the 19th century, working as the Sultan's
exclusive agents.
"Between the buil.ding of the railways and the end of World War II, the
number of lndians i n East Africa swelled to 320,000. By the 1940s, some
colonial areas had already passed laws restricting the flow of immigrants,
as did white-ruled Rhodesia i n 1924. But by then, the lndians had firmly
established control of commercial trade - some 80 to 90 percent in Kenya
and Uganda - plus sections of industrial development. In 1948, all but 12
of Uganda's 195 cotton ginneries were lndian run" (Brueggemann, 2000).
The success of lndians was resented by the native population of East Africa,
be it i n Uganda, Tanzania or Kenya. The insularity and lack of social
interaction didn't help in reducing the perceptions of mutual distrust between
the black population and the Indians. Despite the fact that a good number
of lndians fought along side the blacks i n their struggle for freedom; these
newly emergent nations sought to build nations that sought to Africanize
their countries. In Kenya new laws were introduced which said that
'"Foreigners' could only hold jobs until a Kenyan national could be found
to replace them: and more and more cities, including Nairobi, were
demanding that the government ban non-Kenyans from owning a shop or
trading i n municipal markets"(source: http: 11www.wairua.co. n z l r u t h l
culture/africa.) In Uganda the resentment had finally led to the expulsion
of Indians. In 1972, Idi Amin gave the country's 75,000 Asians 90 days to
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the total popu:dtion, however their place i n Tanganyikan politica1
Was bolstered 5y colonial policies that favored Indians over Africans in
commerce and property ownenhip; and encouraged segregation
spheres. The backlash against Indians were felt strongest when
races i c
Tanzania , under the leadership of President Nyerere issued the
Declaration i n 1967, which essentially called for indigenisation of economy
and where People of Indian Origin were not considered outsiders de~ite
them being i n the scene for many decades Or rather centuries* In the
decade of the 1970s over 50,000 Asians left Tanzania, mainly for the UK
and Canada.
Of

The family seems to have been the fortress and haven that lndian families
retreated i n to, they also served as economic networks and a source of
social capital. This aspect of lndian family i s best captured i n V.S.Naipauls'
book A Bend in the River. The West lndies author's 1979 book remains the
best-known literary work i n English addressing the Mhindi (Swahili for Indian)
experience i n East and Central Africa. Mira Nair who spent much of her
growing up years i n Uganda brings out the racial tension between blacks
and lndians i n small town Southern America i n her movie Mississippi Masala.
The story of this movie concerns a Ugandan lndian family living i n Mississippi
whose adult daughter (Sarita Choudhury) becomes romantically involved
with a Southern black man (Denzel Washington). The relationship potentially
threatens to undo the family's ethnic solidarity and i t s economic vitality.
The affair also ignites old racial fears of the woman's father, who experiences
flashbacks to his Uganda youth and his family's sudden and violent exile i n
August 1972.
As in East Africa the lndians who are now settled i n South Africa were
brought as indentured labour or coolie labour as they were called. As else
where native black population was pitted against relatively successful
Indians, the reaction from the natives and other ethnicities have been
negative. Very often the Indians, who are entrepreneurial and insular i n
their cultural practices and social interactions, have been dubbed as being
Jewish or called lndian Jews. They were assumed by native populations and
by nationalists to be akin to Jews, and were smeared with the purported
Jewish tendencies of being "crafty, mendacious, and money-minded" (as an
anti-Indian tract published in Johannesburg circa 1950 claimed). All over
Africa the general impression was that the lndians gained as community at
the expense of the native population. This perception was strongest i n
South Africa and to that extent Vinay La1 feels that the South African
situation i s very distinct. He writes: "it i s here that the ideology of racial
segregation received full-blown expression. Racism was no longer to be
predicated on mere sentiment; on the contrary, racial discrimination was
institutionalized. The African National Congress (ANC), the main organ of
resistance to apartheid, had at one time been inspired by both the Natal
lndian Congress and the lndian National Congress. In the apartheid era,
lndians not only fought alongside black people, but came to occupy significant
leadership positions i n the ANC."

The end of apartheid should have been a signal to lndians that the disabilities
under which they had suffered would be removed. As elsewhere around the
world, the white race i n South Africa had set itself up as a transcendent
entity, representing itself as a people whose presence alone kept the country
from disintegrating into racial and ethnic hostilities. The racialized hierarchies
white South Africa brought into existence have prevailed. Thus, discrimination
i s no longer sanctioned by state policy, but black animosity has increasingly
turned towards Indians. Matters came to the fore i n mid-2002, when the
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Kwa-Zulu writer and musician, Mbongeni Ngema, released a song entitled
'AmaNdiya', the Zulu word for 'Indians'. 'Oh brothers,/Oh, my fellow
brothers,' begins the song:
We need strong and brave men
To face the Indians.
This situation is very difficult,
lndians do not want to change
Whites were far better than lndians
Even Mandela has failed t o convince them to change,
Whites were far better than Indians.
Ngema then suggests that politicians, bribed by Indians, remain indifferent
to the plight of Zulus. He invokes great figures from the Zulu past - just
why he does so becomes clear from these lines:
lndians have conquered Durban.
We are poor because all things have been taken by Indians.
They are oppressing us.

I
I

I

Mkhize wants to open a business i n West Street,
lndians say there is no place t o open a business

1

Our people are busy buying from Indian shops...

i
t

They [the Indians] don't want to support a single black shop
(Vinay LaL, 2004: 15)
Almost everywhere where lndians and blacks form part of the population,
there is the perception that lndians are discriminatory towards the blacks,
they have been found t o be racist and insular shutting themselves away
from any meaningful interactions with the black populations. An lndian
marrying a black person would be much more of a taboo than if shelhe
were to marry a white person, for instance.

I

I

I
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Vinay Lal while accounting for racist policies against the lndians i n Africa,
also points out t o the insularity of lndians and the discriminatory attitude
they have towards blacks. He writes; "the retreat into the family home, the
concerted refusal t o engage with a wider notion of the 'public', the general
segregation from other communities, and the often mindless replication of
'timeless' lndian traditions have been among the more distressing
characteristics of Indian existence abroad, particularly i n the affluent West.
We cannot but fail to recognize, when we keep vividly before our mind,
++e story of Indian indentured labour, that i n the marginalization and
auperization of blacks and Hispanics there is also, however unwilling most
idians in the US may be t o recognize it as such, their own humiliation. Or,
o take another example, if lndians are all too often heard describing black
~eopleas 'lazy', they might be reminded that, for 200 years, the British
were wont t o use the same language for them" (ibid).

21.5

The lndian and State's Perception of
Overseas lndians

The lndian diaspora is estimated t o be over 20 million spread over different
countries and regions of the globe. They constitute in official parlance NRls
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(Non Resident Indians, lndian residing i n other countries) and P~OS(People
of lndian Origin, basically citizens of other countries with lndian origins).
Box 21.3 NRI and PI0
A non-resident lndian (NRI) is an lndian citizen who has migrated to another
country. Other terms with the same meaning are overseas lndian and
expatriate Indian. For tax and other official purpose the government of
lndia considers any lndian national away from lndia for more than 183 days
in a year an NRI. In common usage, this often includes lndian born
individuals (and also people of other nations with lndian blood) who have
taken the citizenship of other countries.
A Person of lndian Origin (PIO) is literally, simply a person of lndian origin

who is not a citizen of India. For the purposes of issuing a PI0 Card, the
lndian government considers anyone of lndian origins up to four generations
removed, to be a PIO.
(source:http: / 1en.wikipedia.org)

It was only i n 2000 the Government of lndia had taken concrete steps t o
look into the affairs of overseas Indians, by settling up High Level Committee
and separate ministry-Ministry of Overseas lndian Affairs. Prior t o that the
state response t o Indians who left home many years ago or the one who left
recently was very lukewarm, especially with relation t o PlOs. As our unit 15
describes i n detail, the lndian State response, t o various situations which
involved the diaspora, can be generalised as being constrained by diplomacy
and an unclear stand as t o exactly how t o deal with PlOs. This ambivalence
soon gave way t o realization that the people who have migrated t o overseas
are a valuable asset, especially those who have been successful and who
have made mark i n their host country. Soon the general perception that the
flight of professionals t o greener pastures of Western countries meant a
brain drain gave way t o realization that it is not at all a loss. This realization
;n part was largely due t o the fact that the remittances made by many NRls
we). --cognized for their economic value. The lndian diaspora, who went
t o the b. region as semi-skilled and skilled labour increased substantially
post o i l boom of 1973. The remittances sent by these workers increased the
foreign exchange reserves. The remittances from North America also added
t o the foreign exchange reserve (see unit 13 and unit 15 for more details on
migration t o these regions of the globe). "According t o one estimate,
whereas India's forex receipts totaled less than $ 300 million i n 1974-75, by
1984-85 this figures has increased t o $ 2, 500 million. In 2005, it has
reached more than $16 billion." (Jain, 2006).

Further when liberalisation started i n early 1990s, government of lndia
tried t o rope i n first NRls and then lndian settlers abroad t o attract
foreign direct investment. It organised meetings for NRls and promised
many incentives t o attract their investment. PlOs were an equally relevant
overseas segment t o rope them i n India's new drive for globalisation.
Vijay Prashad feels that the lndian sate was interested i n the rich overseas
Indians and that its interest i n the lndian diaspora is mostly or mainly
economic. He says: "What is important here is that the diaspora is being
imagined now not so much as unfortunates who have t o be championed (as
i n the 19th century), as the brain drain (in the 1960s and 1970s), or as
cultural ambassadors (as i n the 1980s). We now have the diaspora represented
almost entirely by the very wealthy who reside mainly i n the advanced
industrial states and whose image is summoned by the term NRI. By 'NRI'
we certainly don't mean the taxi drivers i n New York City, the sugarcane

workers in Guyana or the domestic servants in' the Gulf. 'NRI' now means
the Hinduja clan, Sanjay Kumar and Kanwal Rekhin(Prasad, 2004).
The ambit of this perception that lndians are not just citizens of the
country but include the diaspora has now further expanded t o include PlOs,
especially by the Bharatya Janata Party (BJP) government, who wanted t o
reach the global Hindu community through i t s offshore activities. Though
People of lndian Origin have been recognized as members of larger
community, the general perception among the PlOs is that they are the
poor cousins in relation t o the wealthy NRls.
The recent Parvasi Bharatiya Diwas though espousing t o embrace all the
global lndian family, including what are known as the older diasporas,
namely the PlOs, have conferred only politically correct platitudes and very
l i t t l e actual incentives. "But dishonesty cannot always dissimulate
successfully: thus the stated intention of the Government of lndia t o confer
the privilege of dual citizenship upon the members of the newer, affluent
diasporic communities of the north, while leaving lndian communities i n the
Caribbean, Fiji, South Africa, Malaysia and else-where out i n the cold, and
this on the pretence that the older diasporic communities have not
maintained much of a living connection with the mother-land, comes as no
surprisen(Lal, 2004).
Reflection and Action 21.2
Highlight the perception of the lndian State on the Overseas Indians.
The discussion above has been mainly on the official position and perception
about the lndian diaspora. Let us see what the everyday popular perceptions
about the lndian diaspora are i n the following section.

What lndia Thinks of the lndians Abroad
"The desire of the lndian diaspora for lndia is mirrored by the desire of
lndia for i t s diaspora population" (Kamdar, 2004). This fascination with the
diaspora can be seen in the amount of news-space that the diaspora occupies,
especially the NRI. Any news or event that relates to lndian abroad i s
highlighted and brought t o notice t o the ones back i n lndia whether it i s
Kiran Desai winning the Booker Prize, or Lakshmi Mittal's daughter's lavish
wedding or Bobby Jindal running for the elections i n America. We are
quick to bring this far away events i n to the lndia where the NRI or PlOs
identity as an lndian i s reiterated. While lndia lauds the diaspora for their
success it also has expectations and perceptions about them that are not
always complimentary.
Ankur Bhal, a 22 year old, Fullbright student, i n an interview on rediff.com
says : Everyone has misconceptions about people they don't live with.
People i n lndia think Non-Resident lndians are promiscuous, parent-hating
mongrels (http: 1 /www.rediff.com/news/2005/jan). If not parent hating, the
general representation which comes out very strongly i n movies, whether
they are made by lndians or lndians who live abroad, i s that there i s
constant struggle between the first generation lndians and their second
generation children. Movies such as Bend i t like Beckham, or even the
earlier film Bhaji on the Beach are evocations of this theme. The tension
i n some sense represents so-called lndian values versus Western values. The
Western value of individuality over community or family i s what i s supposed
to guide the lndian abroad, particularly the second generation. If not for
this outright westernization, than they are at best very confused, caught
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between the West and India; and hence acronym such as ABCD, which stands
for American Born Confused Desi.
Another perception about those who left lndia for greener pastures and
to more affluent Western countges i s that they have betrayed lndia and
have not given back anything tolndia, Often the accusation is that those
who have left never return badk to India. An NRI therefore sometimes
has been called a Nonreturningllndian. And that these NRls then are out
of tune with lndia and i n their occasional trips i n lndia they are seen as
complaining, insulating, mineral-water-drinking-accented non resident,
who has lost hislher Indianess. Writing about this stereotype a Non
Resdient lndian says; "Many desis, who are NRls, suddenly find themselves
having to defend their Indianness. Becoming an NRI, or being labelled as
an NRI is somehow thought to be an overnight transformation and you
are expected tb; have a different take, perception on everything, and
your comments on lndia are no longer correct or valid. It is like some
kind of switch i s flipped and a whole version of software i s ciownloaded
i n t o your OS when you move t o another country9'( h t t p : , l I
kamlabhatt. wordpress.com/2006/02/07).
This caricature of the NRI as not lndian enough and therefore lacking i n
morals or of values of the right kind i s stereotypically portrayed in many
films made in lndia especially the Bollywood. In fact anyone who went
abroad- vilayat (the word vilyat or bilayat i s itself a corruption of Blighty
which is England ) came back to lndia corrupted. Some of' the early films
had these portrayal of bilayati returned lndian or foreign returned. Manoj
Kumar's was famous for championing the lndian values as against the
corrupt Western values, so much so that he is nicknamed Mr. Bharat, has
the vilayati returned lndian who wears mini skirts , smokes and drinks
regains her lndianess thanks to the hero of the movie and. then seen
sporting, saree and binidi and generally behaving like a bharathiya nari
- a good lndian women- i n his film - Poorab aur Paschim.
Many contemporary films too are mirroring a similar image of the NRI,
starting from 'Pardes', to 'Mujhse Dosti Karoge', to 'Ramji Londonwaley',
have depicted most NRls as not so good compared to Indians. Invariably,
they are shown as people who get cleansed-when they return to their
roots and once here they never leave. New Yorker Anitha Venkataramani
put it aptly i n her observation that i n Bollywood the Indian-American guy
i s always one of two types. Either the boy i s a rich, amoral and a
womaniser whose parents are looking for a girl from lndia to fix him for instance Apurva Agnihotri's character i n 'Pardes', or a rich MBA who
only wants a girl from lndia - like Hrithik Roshan's character i n 'Mujhse
Dosti Karoge' or Abhishek Bachchan i n 'Kuch Naa Kaho'.
The Indian-American girl also comes in two types - rich and amoral with
a serious alcohol problem - for instance Suman Ranganathan's character
in 'Aa Ab Laut Chalen' and skimpily-dressed Kareena Kapoor in 'Kabhi
Khushi Kabhie Gham' and Rani Mukerji in 'Kuch Kuch Hota Hai' - or rich
and beautiful with a wardrobe comprising entirely of salwar-kaneezes and
an affinity towards lndia - like Kajol's character in 'Dilwale Dulhania Le
Jayenge '.
Additionally, more often than not, it takes a hardcore character from lndia
to teach 'these Americans' what the true values of life are and how only
Indians understand them. In 'Pardes,' the goody two-shoes character of
Arjun, played by Shah Rukh Khan, is characterise-9 as the 'pure desi' at
heart who i s so moral he does not smoke or drink like the other immoral
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Indian-Americans around him. In 'Kal Ho Naa Ho,' we witness Aman Mathur
(Shah Rukh again) coming from lndia and teaching Naina Kapur how t o
'have fun' i n her life. Which consists of drinking shot after shot of hard
liquor, stripping her clothes off and dancing provocatively with several men
at once (http://www.mahiram.com).
Reflection and Action 21.3
Write an essay on what the lndians think of the lndians abroad.

I

With more NRls returning back t o lndia and with greater interactions between
home and abroad , it is possible that some of these perceptions may get
more nuanced, as with most stereotypes which are based on partial truths.
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More and more medical professionals are giving up lucrative jobs in the
USA and other adopted countries to return to lndia and join research
institutes and hospitals, reveals the study by the Charities Aid Foundation
of lndia (CAF). The statistics are revealing. Of some 250 research scientists
working at Dr Reddy's Laboratories, 20 have returned from foreign shores.
They are involved in new drug research. A t Lupin Laboratories, four
scientists came from the USA to join research in natural product chemistry.
Ten of the 80 researchers in Nicholas Piramal have come from abroad and
Wockhardt has weaned away 10 scientists for biotechnology, new drug
research, chemistry and pharmacology.
According to CAF, a UK-based public trust that associates with corporate
donors for social causes, this i s proof of the "intensity of the reverse brain
drainV.The largest number of professionals i s coming from the USA, where
lndian doctors are the Largest foreign health professional group. This inflow
i s aided by the powerful Association of American Physicians of lndian origin
(AAPI) comprising 35,000 physicians that interacts regularly with the Medical
Council of India.Non-resident lndian (NRI) doctors support various health
facilities and drives in India, including Apollo Hospitals, L.V. Prasad Eye
Institute, Etc..Salaries offered to such NRI doctors in lndia have shot up,
facilitating their return. Some large lndian corporate groups are hiring
expatriates with packages ranging from $250,000 to $400,000 a year.
The study observes: "In India, they can afford luxuries they could not in the
USA. The basic living conditions here are improving, research opportunities
are opening up and drug companies are investing more in research."( http:/
IWWW.
tribuneindia.com/2003/)

21.7

Conclusion

In this unit we have talked about the perceptions and stereotypes about
Indians i n their host countries as well as what Indians who live abroad or
thought of back i n their home countries. We have not discussed every
lndian settlement or community i n detail as , it would be too voluminous
and beyond the scope of this unit, however we tried to give you a
comprehensive picture of some of the main images which seems to be
created and perpetuated through film, literature and media, which
incidentally i s the theme of this block.
In trying to capture the images of lndians abroad a greater coverage has
been given, not all inadvertently, to lndians settled i n Western countries
with i t s preponderance of media and hence great image producers.
However we also wanted to bring t o you the typical situations and
problems and perceptions faced by lndians who went to Caribbean,
Africa and Fiji and Malaysia t o name a few. We encourage you to try and
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take this nit further by exploring similar or different perceptions of Indians
in other parts of the globe.
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Learning Objectives
This unit will help you understand:
The Concepts and Interrelationship of Identity, Globalisation and
Diaspora;
lndian Diasporic ldentity i n the New Global World; and
Cross-Border Identities.

22. I Introduction
Globalisation is a process that has a reach in every corner of the globe
is a reality of today's world. Migration of people, services and capital i s
an integral part of globalisation. Trends i n migration are also different
as compared t o earlier migratory trends across the world. This leads t o
the rise of the concept of trans-nationalism that involves flows of culture,
capital and human beings across borders. Political boundedenss i n the
form of nations and national territorial units have somewhere been
enmeshed within the globalisation process and have at times become
fluid. ldentity formation of the different groups within this particular
process i s therefore diverse and different. The diasporic communities,
such as the lndian Diaspora are one of the populations that straddle the
globalisation process. In this unit we will discuss some of the issues which
are a result of far reaching effects of gloablisation, namely the new
emerging identies of communities who locate themselves i n more than
one place.

Conceptual Clarification
Different concepts such as 'globalisation' 'diaspora', 'transnationalism' and
'identity formation' are used t o construct the discussion here. All these
terms have no one particular meaning, rather they are defined by taking
help of-some other concepts that are interlinked and interdependent t o
bring out the myriad meanings that each of them possess. Albrow defines
globalisation as "all those processes by which peoples of the world are
incorporated into a single world society, global society". Most of these
processes have a plural nature. Globalisation in the economic arena means
the internationalisation of capital along with expansion of capitalist market
relations. I t is the economic processes that ushered i n the globalisation
process. Flow of capital across cultural regions and political borders laid the
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base for creation of fluid boundaries; this process i s essentially grounded in
the patterns of capitalistic trade. The economic patterns of unequal growth
across the wor1.d fashioned the capital flows wherein different companies
were able to have major financial operations as well as considerable
oqanisational presence i n several countries simultaneously.
This process i n turn created a moving population following the requirements
of skills in the passage of capital creating networks of work relations,
activities and socio cultural life designs that include their place of origin
and several destinations simultaneously. Transnationalism is defined as
"the process by which immigrants build social fields that link together
their country of origin and their country of settlement. Immigrants who
bui1.d such social fields are designated 'transmigrants'. Their lives cut
across national boundaries and bring two societies into a single social
fold". Therefore, development of transnational migration i s intricately
linked to the changing conditions of global capitalism and must be
analysed within the world context" Today, they form an important
' component of any diasporic community.
Herein, the manner in which a Diaspora is defined i s of utmost 'importance,
since this also has an impact on how the diasporic community perceives
and later on strengthens its identity. The word diaspora relates to the
ideas of a community longing for i t s homeland. In the beginning, this was
applied to the Jewish community as they conceptualized their homeland
as an imagined locality without any real territoriality. In the present
times, this wqrd denotes any community that has migrates, regardless
of its\ causes for migration, and 'its attendant anxieties of displacement,
homelessness anda wish to return, then the case for considering overseas
communities of lndian origin as a diaspora appears far stronger'. They
are also characterized by the essentialising ideals of boundedness and the
unity of locality and culture. Culture becomes one of the most important
factors around which the lndian diaspora builds up i t s identities.
Cohen (1997) argues that a diaspora can emerge from a growing sense
of group ethnic consciousness in different countries, a consciousness that
i s sustained by, amongst other things, a sense of distinctiveness, common
history and a belief in common fate.
Identity formation processes and the actors that determine these processes
within the diaspora can be located in the 'theoretical space shared by
constructivism and liberalism'. Even i n their unique position of being
spatially located outside the home state, their identity perception remains
constant, as the 'inside people' give enormous emphasis to the kinship
identity. Moreover, the host country population, and their home country
population also share this perception; their identity perception does not
just change just because their locality of residence and occupation has
changed. Barth's (1969) argument that identities in the form of ethnicities
i s essentially the construction and maintenance of boundaries; thereafter
identity formation has been often interpreted as the essences of identity
and are viewed by many 'as the content of an ongoing process of
boundary construction, being constantly reinvented and shifted according
to the requirements of the situation'.

22.3

Globalisation: Transnational Networks a,nd
Identities

The lndian diaspora i s by no means a new phenomenon, it has existed
since the first trading routes in the world were established. The lndian

diasporic communities were traders i n Africa, South East Asia and the
Mediterranean shores as well as religious preachers in South East Asia
maintaining extensive kinship and economic networks. Larae scale migration
of lndians i n the nineteenth and twentieth century i s a phenomenon of
the colonial demand for labour i n the distant colonies. This forms the old
diaspora. The old diaspora of India consists of the lndian population of
the earlier indentured labour i n the sugar colonies of Caribbean, Africa
and Oceania, free or passenger emigrants i n Oceania and East Africa and
Kangani lmaistry labour t o Burma, Malaysia and Ceylon.
Since lndian emigration t o the West European countries also took place
i n response t o demand for various categories of labour, and professionals
after the Second World War. The difference between the PI0 and the NRI
though is not much i n these countries, yet, the second generation of the
settlers have shown a different picture of the various processes that help
govern identity formation.
The uniqueness of the presence of lndian diaspora i n the western world
lies i n the fact that it i s primarily a post World War II phenomenon; also,
it i s essentially a skill-based emigration. This has i n turn shaped the
identity formation processes and the nature of the identity thus formed
within the diasporic lndian community i nhabiting the Western nations. In
the classification of waves of movements of the lndian Diaspora, this
emigration i s said t o be the second wave of migration. Thus diaspora
studies offer a critical perspective on the very visible thematic of cultural
migrancy and on debates about transnationalism and post colonialism that
find a resonance in the resurgent multicultural debates.
The old diasporic lndian community's essential character remained undeniably
Indian, as i s witnessed i n the grocery stores that abound across the world,
the enormous growth i n the population going t o the theaters and cinemas
screening bollywood films and the increasing number of the various types of
places of worship, be it gurudwaras, temples or mosques, The lndian diaspora
as a group clings on to i t s identity as INDIANS. "If we listen t o the steady
but vigorous dialogue within i t s confines, best embodied i n the views of
young writers and publications within the community, these concerns are
about being an Indian. I t i s about maintaining one's own culture, traditions
and values, startins from family values and celebrating all things lndian".
The lndian diasporic community i s not one ethnic whole, as i s used i n the
description of ethnicity used t o describe diasporas as one coherent ethnicity.
This view i s not exactly corroborated i n the case of the lndian diaspora
since it i s not a one cohesive or ethnic identity, delineated sharply i n
religion, language, caste, locality and territorial bias. Many scholars such
as Parekh (1993) and Vertovec (2000) and Baallard, (2004) consider religion
to be the one of the primary elements that defines/classifies the lndian
diasporic community, the one thread that provides the commonality,
distinctiveness and shared history. In this context, religion as well as culture
provide an ascriptive measure of social differentiation and offer a symbolic
resource for belongingness. Yet, Hinduism i s considered t o be the 'ethnic
religion' that i s defined by a strong sense of 'rootedness i n India' as i s
argued by Parekh (1993). About 85% of the people of lndian origin and the
non-resident lndians are Hindus, for whom the idea of 'Mother India' holds
deep spiritual symbolic and sentimental reverence that i s renewed through
regular visits and pilgrimages. This common identity that has been forged i s
so strong that it has also become a resource for political mobilization
conducted by the Hindu right and the Hindutva forces i n the diaspora. This
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is not an all-inclusive religious or cultural category as it excludes some of the
minority faiths that have substantial followers within the diasporic community.
The lndian diasporic community in Europe is divided i n terms of religion, as
faiths other than Hinduism such as Islam, Zoaroshtrianism, Sikhism and
Jainism also have their own gatherings, yet, ultimately they also brand
themselves as Indians and thus emerges the sub group of lndian muslims to
cite an example.
lndian society is particularly charcaterised by the presence of caste
groups; this is second category that is used as a symbol of identity that
i s used within the lndian diaspora denoting diversity, ~~~~~ity and difference.
This is the site of narratives, struggles and territoriality deeply rooted i n
the sense of locality amongst the thinly segmented caste communities.
'This is
times reproduced through new networks and technologies'
(Patel (2000) quoted i n Singh). Though in some cases caste as a factor
i n identity construction has become weakened, i n Europe, amongst the
older generation settlers this was a major point of self-identification. Tied
to this are the stocks of social and the cultural capital that were shared
amongst the various communities that helped them gain prosperity and
reach the present levels of development. The change i n the attitude
towards caste is seen clearly in the younger generation who grew up in
the host nations and to whom the host nations became the homeland.
Thirdly, language or region of origin is used as a marker of identity
amongst the lndian disapora i n Europe as the regional identities became
more powerful where common language formed an important link. The
importance of the intertwine of language and region is seen i n the various
cultural communities of Tamil, Telegu, Malayalam, Bengali and Gujarati
associations, where communities comprise of different religions and caste
but speak the same language and form the same region. This is more
clearly brought out in the networks that exist within the community and
encompasses people from various segments i n its fold. Moreover, this is
the site of passing on the oral traditions that are inculcated on an
individual family basis. So linguistic affiliation brings into its fold the
manifolds of culture that plays a significant role i n the construction of
identity.
Taking all the above factors and processes into consideration, perhaps the
core feature that defines the lndian diaspora is its collective imagining of
India - of emotions, links, traditions, feelings and attachments that together
continue to nourish a psychological and sociological appeal among the
successive generations of emigrants for the mother country.
To comprehend this reality i n the changing nature of the identity formation
amongst the lndian diasporic community, one has to look into the elements
that will focus on the contradictions, the processes of exclusion, the fissures
in the memories of successes and selective silences on the happenings that
no one wants to acknowledge.
Reflection and Action 22.1

What do you understand by transnational communities?

22.4

lndian Diasporic Identity in the New Global
World

The last forty odd years that saw the emergence of the lndian diaspora as a
major force within the world community is the saga of its progress and
/
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achievements. Though there were several hiccups (in the form of racial
hatred that they encountered from the host nations) that at times led to
race riots, the lndian diasporic community strove towards development
that paid off so well that today they are a force to be reckoned with in their
own particular spheres. The impact of the globalisation process is seen i n
the diasporic Indian community's qualities of resilience and continuity wherein
all the fragments manage to coexist together. Without this feature, they
might not have reached the present levels of achievement and development
that has marked their rise. This was accompanied by an increasing visibility
i n the host nation's public life as well as the cultural sphere. The picture of
harmony and equality that they projected is the one that i s concurrent in
the imagining of the majority of the world today. So, 'curry' has become
almost the national food of Britain and lndian soul music the most in thing
of the music world, making them a glorious picture of accomplishment.
Yet, 'the image of the lndian community situated on a road to perfect
harmony defined by the mainstream may equaliy be seen in a different light
... the temptations of measuring any historical phenomenon in terms of
progress are attractive but they do not grasp the complexity of uneven
development and even more importantly, they miss the elements of
contradiction, a rich and veritable presence of forces that shape diasporic
identity'.
The problems at first exist on the generational levels. 'The second and third
generational issues are of main concern to the internal mechanics of how
the Indian community functions and how it treads the waters of an aggressively
and rapidly changing culture' and these concerns surface as a major issue of
representation in cultural gatherings, writings and even films and television
shows' in the European Union. The tendency to define themselves as lndians
i s predisposed by the wish to ascertain themselves as non-resident Indians.
The inherent dualism i s what creates the question mark; a wish ta cling on
to the mythical homeland that exists on only in their memories. As the new
generation does not posses any such memory, therefore, their identifications
with this becomes problematic.
Their conception of themselves is not one of a life in exile, forced by the
extenuating circumstances but that of a natural acceptance of the place
where they grow up as their homeland. They do not require the anchor of
the homeland so as to construct their own identity. The older generation
who have though adjusted to the new configuration of their hostlands would
yet like to adhere to the India that lives on in their memories and at times
who refuse to face up to the reality of today's India. So they are enthralled
by the constructed identities set in their own frames of reference. What
happens is, that they then begin to believe the surreal image as projected
by the filmmakers and this carries forward the culture of the homeland.
The nostalgia embedded in the older generation's memories that they present
to their children makes it difficult for the present generation to compute
with the present day India.
Moreover, the new generation also has a problem with the 'Indian' identity
with that of the primarily ljnguistic or community based identity that i s
buiIt by thk older generation. The adoption of the multiple identities as
Tamils or Gujaratis first and then lndians also confuses them. They also find
it difficult to differentiate between the two afore mentioned identities.
The adoption of multiple identities and the ease with which the lndians slip
in and out of and into the other i s also bewildering, and then comes the
posit: which one is better and which one to adopt? Added to this i s their
own identity as British lndians or French IndiansIAsians etc. The small
segments based on regional and linguistic delineation also creates a locale
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where the valde judgment is made as t o what should be passed on to new
generatio11dnd what should not be, leaving the younger generation with the
biases titat linger on amongst the older generation.
The rise of an underclass among immigrant Indians has grown sizeably over
the past two decades. Yet their concerns, struggles and issues have not yet
registered with conscience in the media or the public life of Indians. Mostly
survival is the only thought i n their minds and they identify with the poor,
identification processes then become even more difficult as they have to
deal with dual resistance from the immigrant well settled population and
the native populations.
The new generation also faces a problem i n that though they adhere t o the
imagined lndia of their parents' memories, they do not have any desire t o
come back to lndia as very simply they do not fit in. They have thus sought
different methods t o assert their identities. Whereas the earlier generation
was content to remain as passive actors i n the international arena, now
they choose to assert themselves. The interest groups of the lndian diaspora
i n the western world now have a visibility that was lacking before. Here the
point to mention is that 'identity does not always determine interests, ...
some times identity is the interest. Since identities and interests are
determined by social interaction, there i s space here for domestic actor
participation. This domestic actor has now gained enough credibility on the
world stage t o stake its own claim on its diaspora as has been the case with
India. Now is the time when the lndian diaspora wants t o know lndia and
lndia also wants to know them. The result i s the policy initiative i n the form
of dual citizenship. 'Consequently the process of identity construction
becomes purely political and pits conflicting actors against each other ... it
is a conflict over power to determine national identity'. Thus the diasporas
become dynamic.
In the context of the lndian diasporas this dynamism is further accelerated
by the infusion of young blood in the form of the new recruited members
of the software and information technology who then become an intrinsic
part of the per-existing diasporic community. They project their identity as
a pan lndian identity, undoing the shackles of the earlier forces of language,
region, religion etc. This is the identity that then is put i n front of the new
generation of the diasporic community, who are i n turn baffled by its
complexity
The problems of integration that are faced by the new generation amongst
the lndian diaspora is not easy, they do not at times fit in with their
imagined home land as well as the host land where they have grown up.
The discrimination thus faced makes them frustrated and they adopt different
methods of assimilation. The xenophobia and racial discrimination that the
lndian diaspora faces i n the European Union has also been acknowledged by
Dr. Willem van der Geest, Director, European Institute for Asian Studies,
Brussels i n his inaugural speech on the occasion of the GOPIO conference
held i n Brussels i n November 2004.
Moreover, the segmented societies that exist within the lndian diasporic
community at times pose threats to the relations between the host land
and homeland. Here, the identity formation is on extremely narrow fanatical
ideals and this becomes an embarrassment for both the nations i n the
international arena. These contribute to the changing nature of the identity
formation processes within the lndian diasporic community. None doubt the
emergence of the lndian diasporic community as a force to be reckoned
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with i n the host nation and also i t s impact on the homeland as well as the
increasing complex relations it has with the economy and society it i s
located in.
Since processes of identity formation never occur outside the socio-political
and cultural contexts, with the changes in these situations the processes of
identity formation will also change. This event will not manifest itself in an
event one day but will slowly happen as a series of small and perhaps
irrelevant events that escape notice.

22.5

Nation States: Cross Border Identities

Transnational capital and labour flows that have fuelled changes i n the
identity formation have had minimal impact on the idea of the nation
states. Nation state i n itself presents a double image, state, that i s the
political category with a territorial boundedness and sovereign powers of
governance and the nation a constructed cultural category. Together, the
term denotes the nation that has existed prior to the state. The nation
states of the world are unequal i n terms of both political and economic
power and occupy different niches i n the globalisation process. Thus,
globalisation i s in itself a binding factor i n the world showing that economic
flows that control international migration also shape "the migrant's responses
to these forces and strategies of their survival, cultural practices and
identities within the world wide historical context of differential power and
inequality".
I t was assumed that the progress of globalisation would loosen the bonds
of nation states, yet, this has not happened. The pre-eminence i n the
existence of nation states can be correlated with the identity formation of
the immigrant communities and the relationship between their social and
political affiliations and ethnic loyalties. It i s observed, "the transnational
context of migrants' lives develops from the ,interplay of multiplex
phenomena - historical experience, structural conditions and ideologies of
their home and host societies". Economic dislocations cause vulnerability
amongst the migrants resulting i n transmigration in search of security. Thus
during the first Gulf War in 1991 thousands of lndian immigrant workers
who had to leave from the Persian Gulf nations moved on to African,
Australian and American shores, the pre-existing socio-economic networks
that opened up to absorb the stress helped them. These networks had been
maintained by recurrent communications to and with their home societies
whose patterns of culture i s a part of the daily lives of the immigrants. This
also highlights the importance of remittances sent by them to their homeland
and that in provide them with security in times of stress. The transmigrants
are therefore rooted in two cultures: both their home and host societies
creating several identities that they use simultaneously depending on the
context. 'This multiple identity formation of the transmigrants' also i s their
articulation of resistance to political and economic upheavals experienced
by them even as they construct theijdrvival mechanism. The Fijian lndian
population who fled Fiji followiri~the various coups to Australia and New
Zealand have slowly and steadily relocated to other parts of the world. The
sense of insecurity also prompts them to maintain these multiple identities,
as they do not know which pathlidentity will sustain them ,in crisis.
The class relation within the transmigrant society i s well defined and
dominated by the interests and ideologies of both the host and home
countries. These dominations are stable arenas of creation and renewal of
classlcaste continuum within the lndian diasporic community. This in turn
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i s related to the rxperienes of nation-building of the transmigrants', pointing
to the contimed importance of the category of the nation states. Together
they create a multicultural society that acknowledges the existence of
pluralsocia groupslethnicitieslraces.
The multicultural contexts created by contemporary large-scaleskilled labour
migration, often willingly, create complex international bonds that are difficult
to explain i n commonly accepted understanding. This is accentuated i n the
case of the receiving nations as they are "awash with the fear that they are
inundated with refugees, though dealing with but a fraction of the world's
total, has contributed to a sense of siege, one in which anti-immigration
platforms have well been served". Multiculturalism is usually understood as
the 'inclusion of cultural differences within the formal ,institutions of
representative government and civil society, it is best understood specifically
to describe one p o s s i k political response by a host government to various
forms of migrancy',What
this translates into, i s the civil.ity of nationalism
wherein enfranchisement of migrated people whether current or residing
for a longer period is granted.
Though many of the Western nation states endorse the concept, yet, their
political processes exhibits a diametrically opposite tendency as i s witnessed
i n the New Constitution for Europe that seeks to define the kind of belonging
that could be best enumerated as the "OLD Idea of Europe". This brings out
the real differences i n the conceptualizations and the implementations of
the policy of multiculturalism. This has been exacerbated in the wake of the
destruction 9 1 1112001, when the entire world has been refashioned into
camps of they, and us, the eurocentred world against the barbaric tribalisms
that exist in certain states. Paradoxically, it is within these years that the
lndian diaspora has received a fillip in the concretization of their identification
process as an "lndian" beginning with the large-scale celebrations of the
'Pravasi Bharatiya Diwas'. Simultaneously, it i s also true that "Europe is as
much the site of longings rooted i n tradition- regional, national and European
- as is a site of transnational and trans European attachments ... Slowly,
Europe is becoming Chinese, Indian, Romany, Alabnian ... drawing on the
varied geographies of cultural formation". Yet, accompanying the
cosmopolitan consumption comes ethnic loyalty as a source of identity building
process along with communal security and cultural nourishment. This i s
actually the cause for the increased calls and maintenance for ethnicity and
cultural based schools, cultural and religious autonomy and an attempt to
travel to the 'homeland' or re-enactment and revitalization of the histories
and narratives of the diaspora. This reactivated interest i n the homeland is
exactly what is now being witnessed i n the case of the lndian Diaspora, a
diaspora that is concerned with "the interaction of space, identity and
power, particularly at the geopolitical scale". Thus, there is resurgence in
the interest of the second generation lndian diaspora towards the political
scenario in the 'homeland' meaning India.
This could also be constructed as a change i n the identity formation
processes, wherein, a diaspora could be reconstructed as minimalising the
impact of the experience of loss of the concerned cultural location and
reaffirming the processes of culture, territoriality and identity construction.
The second generation thus continues to forge its identity with the perceived
Refelection and Action 22.2

What are the ways in which Indians articulate their sense of identity?
How i s the nation-state implicated in the globalisation process?

'

Conclusion
Identity formation at any time i s the positioning of several actors, and
intrinsically has an 'us' and 'they' context. The projection of the 'self' is
always in response to the 'other' and as these change, the projection of the
self's identity also changes. This i s what is happening within the diasporic
Indian community. 'The identity formation processes i f counted as an end
product becomes difficult to compute as they are i n a fluid state of changing
identities and moving on to multiple identities that a person can project at
the same time. Moreover, 'it cannot be one homogenous model of identity
that equally serves all members of a group ... we must be ready to ask for
different and shifting levels of identity as for conflicting and contesting
designs.
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Learning Objectives
This Unit will help you understand:
The concept of diaspora and i t s relevance to social sciences and
humanities;
The factors for the emergence of lndian diaspora;
The nature of emigration of Indians;
The significance of transnational and transnati~nalismi n diaspora
studies; and
The role of socio-cultural factors i n diaspora studies.

23.1

lntroduction

Migration i s a phenomenon that has been taking place for millions of years
and continues even today all over the world. When individuals can no
longer acquire the necessary resources to sustain themselves at their location
they migrate to the places where these resources are available. In the
earlier period people moved either because of the poor working environment
and economic conditions of the home country or the attraction by the
images of destination promising greater socio-economic opportunities. The
processes of globalization and advancement i n communication technology
have provided further impetus for individuals to migrate. Economic reasons
alone no longer hold strong. Linkages between sending and receiving countries
are established through sharing the news and information of both home and
host countries. The people who are now on the move are labour migrants
(both documented & undocumented), highly qualified specialists,
entrepreneurs, refugees and asylum seekers or the household members of
the earlier migrants.

130

What do we mean by the term "migration"? Generally, the term has been
associated with some notion of 'movement' through a spatiallterritorial
shift resulting in a temporary or permanent settlement i n the new location.
Migration is generally viewed as a process that begins at the 'place of
origin' and ends at the 'destination'. Consequences of migration - sociocultural, economic and political - are experienced at both the locations.
Migrations often take place under a multitude o f conditions and
circumstances, for different - economic, political, personal - reasons i n
vastly varied contexts and consequences. Diaspora is one of the consequences
of 'international migration'.

,

In 1990, the International Organization for Migration estimated that there
were over 80 million migrants whq have moved out of the country of their
origin. Among them 30 million were said t o be irregular migrants and
another 15 million were refugees or asylum seekers. By 1992, the number
of migrants increased t o 100 million, of which 20 million were refugees and
asylum seekers. The United Nations Population Division i n July 2002 estimated
that there were 185 million people living for 12 months or more outside
their country of birth or citizenship (http://www.un.org/esa/population/
unpop.htm). A majority of them are international migrants who are potential
immigrants i n countries of their destination.
Drawing from the works of Safran (1991), Sheffer (1993), Bruneau (1994)
and Cohen (1999), a group or c o m m ~ ~ n imay
t y be called a "diaspora" i f four
conditions are met: firstly, i f the group or community has immigrates and
settles beyond the borders of their nation-state and maintains their ethnic
identity and consciousness; secondly, an active associative life; thirdly,
contacts with the land of origin i n various forms, real or imaginary; fourthly,
there should be relations with other groups of the same ethnic origin spread
over the world.

23.2

Factors for the Growth of Diasporic

Tambiah (2000) saw the origin of diasporic communities from two different
Voluntary migrations of groups o f peoples, mostly w i t h useful
occupational skills i n search of better economic opportunities and
standard of life elsewhere.
Involuntary displacement of people running away from political turmoil
and wars, or refuge from natural disaster i n their country. They are
mostly known as refugees and asylum seekers who, although with
exception, are considered more of a burden t o the host nation.
Box 23.1: Typology of Diaspora
Robin Cohen (1999: 178) included under his definition of diaspora such
categories as Jewish, Armenians, Greek, Indian, Lebanese, and Chinese and
then branches out to deal a number of minorities across the globe. He also
attempts to arrange the diasporas under different analytical subtypes:
Type
Victim/refugee diaspora
Imperial/colonial diaspora
Labour/service diaspora
Trade/ business/ professional
Contract/ hybrid/ post-modern
Source: Robin Cohen (1999: 178)

Example
Jews, African, Armenian
Others: Irish, Palestinians
Ancient Greek, British Russian
Others: Spanish, Portuguese, and
Dutch
Indentured Indians, Chinese &
Japanese, Sikhs, Turks, Italians
Venetian, Lebanese, Chinese Others:
Today's Indians, Japanese
Caribbean people Others: today's
Chinese, Indians

\
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23.3

Factors for the Growth of Transnational
Community

I

.

Peggy Levitt (1999:4) has examined the significance of several factors that
lead to the emergence of the transnational networks. These include a) easy
travel and communication, b) the increasing role immigrants play in the
countries of their origin to legitimise themselves by providing servcie
to
migrants and their children, c) the increased importance of the receiving
country states in the economic and political futures of sending countries,
d) the society and political marginalisation of migrants i n their host countries,
and e) migration takes place within an ideological climate that favours
pluralism over the melting pot.
/
I

/

Rbbilr Cohen (cited i n Schnapper, 1999) has examined<'some of the
preconditions for the emergence of transnational communities. These include
1) the number and activity of non-governmentalorganisations, 2) the action
of international associations such as Amnesty International and Green Peace,
and 3) membership in supra national organisations and the number of
populations they are directly involved with.
/

23.4

The Indian Diaspora

Indians have migrated to different parts of the world at different periods
of time. In terms of sheer numbers, they make the third largest group, next
only to the British and the Chinese. The people of lndian origin with nearly
20 million populations settled in 70 countries constitute more than 40 per
cent of the population in Fiji, Mauritius, Trinidad, Guyana and Surinam.
They are smaller minorities in Malaysia, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Uganda,
UK, USA and Canada.
Historically, lndian emigration to distant lands may be categorised into
broadly four patterns: They are:
a)

Pre-colonial migration;

b)

Colonial migration that began in the 1830s to the British, French and
Dutch colonies;

c)

Post-colonial migration to the industrially developed kountries; and

d)

Recent migration to West Asia.

!

Pre-colonial Migration
In the lndian context, emigration has been a continuous process since precolonial times when it was for the purposes of trade and the propagation
of religion. As far as historical and archival data is concerned, lndian
emigration goes back to the first century AD when lndian princes, priests,
poets and artisans migrated to Southeast Asian countries. Among the
distinguished names of this period Angkor Wat, Lara Djonggrang and Borobudur
stands testimony (Suryanarayan, 2003). 'The early emigration from lndia
owed its origins to the Buddhist missionaries, when the Hindu kingdoms of
medieval Southeast Asia attract labour and craftsmen from lndia during the
16th century CE. The trade contacts slowly developed and thereby small
colonies established themselves in East Africa and Southeast Asia. It i s
observed that merchants from Gujarat, Bengal and Tamilnadu settled down
i n the great port cities of Southeast Asia like Malacca, Acheh, Ternate and
Tidor during this period. They gradually got assimilated with the local
people (ibid. ).
132

Colonial Migration
It was only i n the wake of European imperialist expansion during the 19th
and 20th century that conditions for emigration of large numbers of lndians
to different parts of the world were created. New plantations, industrial
and commercial ventures i n European colonies needed large supplies of
labour and, with the abolition of slavery i n the British, French and Dutch
colonies respectively i n 1834, 1846 and 1873, there were severe shortages
of labour to work in the sugar, tea, coffee, cocoa and rubber plantations.
Looking for alternative sources of labour, aside from the African ex-slaves
and European immigrants, the colonial government imported lndians under
the ingenious scheme of "indentured labour."

Indentured labour is a system i n which individual labourers were required
to sign an agreement or contract (girmit) to work on a plantation for a
specified number of years, usually three to five years. The emigration of
indentured labour started during the late lath century and continued up t o
the early 20th century. Thousands of lndians emigrated to South and East
Africa, Mauritius, Fiji and the Caribbean under this system. Calcutta and
Madras were the main ports of embarkment and the major districts for
recruiting labour included parts of Madras Presidency with Tamil and Telugu
populations and the districts of Bhojpuri region of Eastern U.P. and Northern
Bihar. Approximately 1.3 million lndians crossed the oceans under contracts
of indenture.
There are several factors that pushed lndian migrants into seeking
kmployment under indenture. The first was the poor condition that prevailed
at that time i n lndia because of the social oppression, shrinking of cottage
industry, periodic famine resulting i n extreme poverty and unemployment.
The West, on the other hand, was getting affluent because of industrial
development. Second, all colonial masters found lndians skillful, hard working
and useful, as a result of which the British, the French, the Dutch, and the
Portuguese all took lndian skilled labour for development of plantations and
agricultural economies of their territories. Upon their arrival i n the colonies,
the immigrants were assigned to plantations to which they were "bound"
for five or more years. They lived there i n isolated and insulated conditions.
Although they were promised fair wages and a return voyage to lndia i n
exchange for a predetermined number of years spent working in the colonies,
poverty and the desire to build a new life ensured that very few of these
indentured labourers ever returned to India. Many chose to settle down
permanently in those countries as they neither had the financial resources
to return back nor hope for better life at back home.
Emigration to Sri Lanka, Burma and Malaya presents a marked difference
i n contrast to the African and Caribbean countries. All the emigrants to Sri
Lanka and Malaya were from the Southern parts of lndia and the immigrants
were recruited by the headman known as the 'Kangani'. The lndians worked
on the tea, coffee and rubber plantations. During the period 1852 and
1937, 1.5 million lndians went to Ceylon, 2 million to Malaya, and 2.5
million to Burma. After 1920 the Kangani emigration (totalling around 6
million) gradually gave way to individual or un-recruited, free migration
due to fall i n demand for lndian labour.
Box 23.2 Distinction between Old and New Indian Diaspora
Any analysis of lndian diaspora cannot ignore the distinction between the
emigrants during the colonial .period and the post-colonial emigrants, who
may be termed respectively as the Old Diaspora and the New Diaspora. Not
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only they vary in the contexts of their emigration and destinations but also
in terms of their socio-economic background and the degree of interaction
with the motherland. While the New Diaspora has retained vibrant
relationship with their family and community in India, majority of the Old
Diaspora has Lost their contact with the motherland. In the course of their
long journey by ship to distant destinations, the unknown co-passengers
became 'jahaji bhai' (literally meaning 'ship brother', a brotherly affinity
owing to travelling together). 'The lndian diaspora communities formed
during the colonial era were totally denied access even to their own folk
attached to different plantations under a new system of slavery called
'indenture labour' invented by the British colonialists, leave alone any
access to the then existing means of transportation and communication to
engage with the motherland. The post-colonial emigrants on the other hand
not only enjoyed the advantage of being professionally trained, middle
class, Anglophone lndians but also earned adequate income that could
facilitate visits and frequent communication with the place of their origin.
The recent advancement in technologies of travel, transport, communication,
information and Internet has contributed immensely to the growth of
transnational networks and virtual communities. There is revival of the
local at the global context, with the shrinking of space and time.
Post-colonial Migration
The post WW-II scenario has changed the whole international migration
process by affecting each and every migrant country, and lndia was not far
behind i n this process. During this period migration was directed towards
developed countries, and the migrants were mostly constituted talented
professionals, skilled labourers, entrepreneurs from the peripheral, colonial
and under-developed countries besides Anglo-Indians. This post-war migration
was totally different from the earlier migration of indentured, kangani and
other forms of labour migration. Large-scale migration of lndians took place
during this period to the developed countries like the U.K., the U.S.A.,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand. Apart from India, lndians from other
parts of the world especially from the former colonies (diasporas) also
started coming t o these countries. 'They are best referred to as Twice
Migrants. There are two instances: a) Africanization pol,icies; and b) Ethnic
violence i n which lndians from former colonies express their interest to
immigrate to these new Lands.
a)

In 1972, Uganda's dictator Idi Amin ordered 75,000 Ugandan Asians.out
,of the nation. Most of these people were of lndian origin and were
successful traders, bankers and administrators or labourers. Around
27,000 emigrated to the United Kingdom, while another 61,OO went t o
Canada. Some even emigrated t o lndia despite never tiaving lived
there previously.

b)

A second example is the case of Fiji. By the A 970s, native Fijians had
lost their majority t o people of lndian origin - mostly descendants of
farm workers brought i n by the British as indentured labour. In 1987
the first Indian-backed coalition was elected t o government, raising
tension between the ethnic lndian and ethnic Fijian populations.
Subsequent events have ensured ethnic Fijian political dominance.
Many Indo-Fijians have left the country of their birth; some came to
India, others t o New Zealand and Australia.

Recent Migration t o West Asia
Recent migration of lndians to the West Asian countries is basically oriented
toward labour and servicing occupations on a contract basis. The year 1973
aperienced the beginning of the rapidly increasing demand for expatriate

labour in oil exporting countries of the Gulf and North Africa such as Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Qatar and Libya. These
countries adopted a development strategy centering on the building up of
infrastructure and, in turn, created demand for labour in unskilled manual
work, especially in the construction sector. At the termination of the first
phase of infrastructural projects and with the new emphasis on
industrialization in the Middle East, there has been a significant change in
the structure of labour demand. Between 1975 and 1980 more than a
million skilled workers from lndia were employed to manage and operate
this new infrastructure. By the year 2005 this figure had gone up to over
Reflection and Action 23.1
Describe the nature of lndian emigration.

23.5
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lndian Diaspora: The Regional Dimension

lndia is culturally diverse i n terms of regional, religious, linguistic and caste
composition. lndian diaspora is no exception to these diversities wherever
they are found in sizeable numbers to pursue the distinctive cultural features
akin to those found at their place of origin. The following section will
briefly discuss some of the significant diasporic communities from a regional
perspective and their emerging transnational networks. Along with the history
of migration and their transnational presence, this section focuses specifically
on three diasporic communities, namely Punjabis, Gujaratis and Telugus.
These communities are chosen here for detailed discussion i n view of their
visible presence and extensive networking among the lndian diaspora
communities. 'They endeavour to retain traditional practices, Language,
religion, marriage patterns and, above all, extensive interaction between
the members of the regional/linguistic diaspora community scattered across
several countries besides their homeland-the region of their origin.
Punjabi Diaspora
The Punjabis settled abroad have migrated from the state of Punjab, situated
i n the northwest of India. It is bounded by Jammu and Kashmir on the
north, on the east by Himachal Pradesh and the Union territory of Chandigarh,
on the south by Haryana and Rajasthan and on the west by Pakistan. The
very word "Punjab" i s an amalgam of two Persian words, Panj (five) and
ab (water), signifying historically the land of five rivers. The principal
spoken language i n the present day Punjab i s Punjabi, which is also the
official language of Punjab, written in the Gurmukhi Script. The majority
population of Punjab (nearly 60%)follows Sikhism, a faith originated from
the teachings of Guru Nanak. The Hindus form the largest minority, followed
by Muslims, Buddhists, Christian and Jains. Today Punjabis are dispersed
worldwide, especially to countries like Canada, the USA, the UK and other
European countries. ,
Although migration of Punjabis began during the early part of the nineteenth
century, it was only after 1840s that a fairly large nurr~berof people began
migrating to the US and UK. During the next half-century, the benefits of
economic development were exhausted due to rapid demographic growth,
recurrent famines and the uneconomic subdivision of land. Further, the
severity of land revenue along with rising rural indebtedness, Increasing
population pressure and the consequent land hunger contributed to the
mass migration of Punjabis to the outer world (Sood, 1995: 28). Some of
the Punjabi peasants were compelled to out-migrate under the influence of
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new economic and social forces, which were unleashed by the British
adm.inistration.
During the 1860s Punjab entered the orbit of colonial labour migration,
where some Punjabis were entitled by colonial agents (Tatla, 1999: 46).
When the British recruited labour for Ugandan railway project, Punjabis
were given the preference. 'The migration of Punjabis to East African countries
gained momentum during the end of the nineteenth century, when several
thousand craftsmen, primarily Ramgarhia Sikhs from Julandhar region, were
recruited to work on the railway construction under indentured system.
After the construction work was over only a few workers returned home
while the majority stayed there to further work for the railway. However,
not many Punjabis continued to work under the indentured system since
they found themselves temperamentally unsuitable to be "slaves." Describing
the conditions of Punjabi workers i n the plantations, Darshan Singh Tatla
(1999: 46-47) mentions "...the first few hundred Punjabis so recruited were
found 'unsuitable' by the planters i n the West Indies, who protested that
these Punjabi migrants are very objectionable as field labour. Many absconded
to the Spanish Main, refused to work i n the fields, and nearly all have been
unruly and troublesome. "
Now i n the threshold of 2lSt century Punjabis could be found i n every
corner of the world and they have entered into every sphere of work. In
comparison to the pre-independence period w h v e the emigration was
directed towards Canada, US, Australia, Eas frica and UK, the postindependence emigration also includes de
ations to various countries of
Europe and South East Asia. Punjabis haveestablished extensive transnational
networks through religious and c u ~ u r aassociations
l
to pursue their social,
cultural and economic interests both i n the countries of their residence and
the motherland.

2

Transnational Networks of Punjabis
The Punjabis uphold their'social network through family ties and kinship
obligations, marriage ceremonies and other ritual activities. Overseas Punjabis
retain their kinship relations through contact with the families back home
in ~unfaband also ith kith and kin around the world. These kinship ties
are kept alive through frequent visits to homeland on various occasions. As
pointed out by Angelo 1997: 118) that, "...the frequency of social contacts
exchanged through home visitations, some times more than twice a month
and occasional home visits". Marriage is an important institution among
Punjabis in sustaining the ethnic bond. One of its important roles is to
create positive self-image through arranged marriages i n which region,
religion and caste identities are maintained and perpetuated. The Punjabis
choose their marriage partners not only in their respective place of residence
but from the homeland and other countries. Now marriage partners are
increasingly chosen across the continent (Angelo, 1997: 66). The matrimonial
advertisements, which are available i n the newspapers and i n the Internet,
offer increasing opportunities for searching and locating the marriage
partners. Social linkages have also been improved through the advent of
public telephone stations (STD's), cell phone linkages and Internet email
services.

".i

The culture of Punjab is best reflected in the folklore, ballads of love and
war, fairs and festivals, dance, music and literature. The rich cultural
heritage, common language and a strong sense of being 'Punjabi' bind the
Punjabis together. The 'Bhangra' dance, which i s synonymous with Punjabi
culture i s now finds its prominent place i n the Punjabi diasporic identity.
During the last two decades there were several Bhangra troupes that crossed

--

the Atlantic t o provide entertainment to the Punjabis i n the Canada and the
US. The Punjabi diaspora experiences a sense of nostalgia while such groups
perform the familiar dance, as they (Bhangra dancers) depict the conditions
of Punjabis abroad and their struggles i n new lands for honour and Livelihood.
Punjabi media consisting of weekly newspapers, monthly and quarterly
magazines also play a significant role i n informing overseas Sikhs about
their homeland. The transnational television and radio channels also provide
information and entertainment to the Punjabis around the globe. There are
several transnational TV and Radio channels such as Punjabi Radio,
Netguruindia, N India, Live 365. com, Punjabi+many, AM 1320 Vancouver,
Multicultural Radio Punjabi Saturday, Montreal Canada, Radio Sikh-info
Daily Kukamnama etc., provide information to Punjabis i n the diaspora.
These satellite channels take images of Punjab and Punjabis to Punjabi
diaspora spread over different parts of the world. Punjabi films, videos and
magazines are now available i n most o f h e Asian shops abroad
which further supplement the cultural environment of Punjabis (Tatla 1999:
68-71).
From economic point of view, the Punjabi immigrants today remitted a
high proportion of their earnings to support their families back home so
also to improve the economy of the home state (Thandi, 1996). They invested
their remittances in the form of "...establishing industries, factories, and
buying land and transport companies i n most of the major towns in Punjab
such as Julandhar, Ludhiana, Chandigarh and other towns" (Tatla, 1999:
63). They also contribute most part of their remittances for the development
of charities, hospitals and educational centres i n Punjab. For instance,
contribution of overseas Sikhs i n the field of agriculture has led to the "the
green revolutionJ' during the 1960s. One of the examples of this type of
transnational philanthropy is the development of "model village."
The Sikhs are one of the most identifiable religious groups i n the world. The
Sikh temple is called Gurdwaras which is one of the fundamental institutions
i n Sikhism. The Gurdwaras play an important role i n social, cultural and
linguistic life of Sikhs everywhere, besides the promotion of the religious
beliefs and rituals. Through the Gurdwaras the Sikhs maintain their socioreligious identity. The Gurdwaras help them to keep the cohesiveness of the
community. The religiousness of Sikhs and their ability to organise themselves
have made possible to build Gurdwaras wherever Sikhs have migrated. There
are thousands of Gurdwaras arol~ndthe world, which promote both religious
and cultural Life of Sikhs by organising functions and festivals. They also
mobilise people for political activity besides maintaining both the religious
and social identity.
Gujarati Diaspora
Gujaratis settled abroad have migrated origi,lally from the state of Gujarat,
which i s situated on the west coast of India. It is bounded by the Arabian
Sea i n the west, the State of Rajasthan i n the north and north-east, Madhya
Pradesh i n the east and Maharashtra on the south and south east. The State
at present comprises of 25 districts, covering a geographical area of 1.96
lakh sq. kms. According to the population census of 2001, the population of
Gujarat stood at 5.06 crores (Census of India 2001).
Although the merchants from Gujarat have been involved i n overseas trade
for almost a millennia i n spices, ivory and textiles especially i n East Africa,
significant migration of Gujaratis occurred during the end of the 19th and
the early part of 20th centuries to the Middle East besides East Africa. The
pressure to emigrate was fuelled by the conditions i n Gujarat itself, such
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as plague epidemic during 1899-1902 and again i n 1916-18, an influenza
epidemic raged in 1918-19 and there was also famine in 1899-1900. There
were also the perennial problems of land shortage and employment
exacerbated by the decline of local textile industry (Ballard 1996: 179-80).
Coincidentally around the same time a lot of economic and commercial
opportunities opened up in East African countries, new cities built up along
with the railway in the areas such as Nairobi, Nakuru and Kisumu in Kenya,
and Kampala, Jinja and Tororo i n Uganda. As a result, many Gujaratis
migrated to Uganda, Fiji, Zambia, Kenya, Malawi, and Zanzibar.
With the opening up of global economies, Gujaratis have made remarkable
presence i n the USA, UK, UAE, Canada and other countries. Many Gujaratis
moved to the United States at the turn of the 20thcentury. Today, Patidars
form the largest group among the Gujaratis i n the diaspora. They are
identified by the popular surname Patel followed by the Lohanas of Saurastra
origin, who are commonly referred to as Banias. In many countries such as
the U.S.A, U.K., Canada and the Caribbean, where the Gujaratis have made
a name, they are generally regarded as the most affluent and successful
South Asian settlers. They are not only i n business, which i s their first love,
but also i n professional fields such as technology, science, medicine, and
business management. Today, Gujaratis constitute one of the prominent
Indian diasporic communities in the world. Although their numbers vary
from one country to another, they have significant in number in most of the
African countries such as Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, and South
Africa. They have also settled in most parts of the Europe, North America,
UK, Canada, and New Zealand. The transnational network among Gyjaratis
i s being examined below from social, cultural and economic point of view.
Transnational Networks of Gujaratis
The relation that the Gujaratis maintain with the country of their origin i s
not only a matter of memories but also an ongoing vibrant linkage. These
transnational relations can be broadly divided into two categories, i.e.,
micro and macro linkages. The micro level transnational linkages among the
Gujaratis can be analysed from two perspectives. First, the ties between
the Gujaratis in lndia with their relatives in other parts of the world, and
secondly, the mutual contacts between the Gujaratis living all over the
world. The macro level linkages are manifested in institutional, organisational
and associational basis between diaspora and the mother country as well
as among the diaspora community members from different countries.
Gujaratis world over are distinctly known for preserving their language,
culture and distinctive food habits, including vegetarianism. Gujarat has a
rich tradition of performing arts and customs. 'Dhandhya', a folk dance
with sticks and Garba are popular among the Gujarati youth 'in lndia and
abroad. Originally Dhandhya was performed by rural folk, but today it is
brought to urban locale by remixing the pulse of disco, hip-hop, reggae,
funk, Hindi film music, and other African, American and Caribbean popular
music. These fused styles are exported from London, U.S., and West lndies
to India, and are captured in Hindi films, played at wedding receptions,
dance parties, and community celebrations. There are some special occasions
on which these cultural programmes are performed. Fqr instance, during
'Navratri' - a nine night religious ceremony to worship Goddess Durga Dhandhya dance i s a major attraction and people from all backgrounds
dance together. The fondness of these dances and music is apparently a
transnational phenomenon.
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Television plays an important role in sustaining transnational linkages among
the ethnic groups. The world-wide networks of online media allow much
easier access, relatively at less cost, offering interactive opportunity to the
dispersed people around the world. For example, the diasporic Gujarati
web sites are creating global directories of individuals, community
associations, and business organisations owned by members of the diaspora.
The online media help the users to reconstitute pre-migration relationships,
at least in cyberspace, as well as create 'virtual communities' with distinct
'The role of international Gujarati associations and organisations i s very
significant in the promotion of transnational networks by bringing all the
Gujaratis together; work for Gujarat and to preserve the Gujarati culture,
tradition and folklore. There are considerable number of Gujaratis living i n
the countries like USA, U.K., Canada and East Africa. They have formed
their institutions and associations in order to look after their fellow Gujaratis
in the local context and to pursue interactions with other Gujaratis all over
Telugu Diaspora
Telugus have the distinction of being the Largest among the South Indian
communities to have immigrated to different parts of the world since the
early 19thcentury. They originally hailed from the state of Andhra Pradesh,
which i s the third largest and most densely populated state of India. The
official language of Andhra Pradesh "Telugu," i s spoken i n lndia by 65
million constituting around 7.8% of the total population of the country
(Census of lndia 1991).Telugu i s the first language of at least 68 million
people including the diasporic population.. The language has made inroads
into Mauritius, Singapore, Fiji, South Africa, the USA, Canada, S r i Lanka,
Pakistan and UAE where Telugu immigrants are present i n considerable

a

Being a coastal state bound by the Bay of Bengal on the east, Andhra
Pradesh occupies a unique place in the Indian sub-continent and the Telugus
have a long tradition of overseas trade with Burma, Sumatra and other
countries of Far and Middle East. Large-scale migration of Telugus to other
parts of the world occurred during the 19th and early 20th century for
employment under the 'indentured' system of plantation labour in the
British and French colonies.
There are several factors - both push and pull - which are responsible for
the migration of Telugus. While on the one hand, naturaL calamities like
famine and flood, shrinking of the cottage industry, increase in population
and lack of employment has forced many Telugus to migrate to other
countries, on the other, there were opportunities of plantation Labour i n
the British plantation colonies that lured many Telugus to migrate to the
countries such as Fiji, Malaysia, South Africa and Mauritius in order to
escape from starvation and death.
Telugus migrated to South Africa, Fiji and Mauritius as part of indentured
labour to work in the plantations during 19th century. Telugus especially
from the coastal regions migrated to work in the tea and coffee plantations
of Ceylon and rubber plantations of Malaysia, chiefly as kangani and maistry
form of Labour. By the year 1921, it was observed that, there were as many
as 39,986 Andhras from the Vishakhapatnam district of Andhra Pradesh i n
Malaya (Naidu 1981: 2). Among the immigrants recruited as plantation
labour by European enterprises, 80 percent were unskilled k~bourersfmn
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the untouchable castes of Telugu and Tamil origin. The post-war migration
mansnaaOnal
commun4tl.r
was totally different from the earlier migration of indentured, kangani and
other labour migrations, i n the sense that, many of the young Telugu
professionals migrated to developed countries such as the USA, UK, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, and France i n search of better opportunities. The
transnational networks among Telugus can be examined from social, cultural
and economic point of view.
I h t l t y , N l t h - S t r t e md

Transnational Networks of Telugus

.
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The Telugus settled i n various parts of the world have close contact with
their families back home i n Andhra Pradesh. In the past, their kinship
networks were maintained through sending letters and through occasional
home visits. In comparison to the past, when any letter took months to
reach home and get a reply, it has now become possible to keep in touch
with the family and kin instantly on a global level. It is made possible by
the improvements i n communication technology such as telephone, telegraph
and Internet. 'These technological developments have now reached a stage
that has enabled the dispersed people to create a 'virtual community' i n
a cyberspace. The basis of family among Telugus is marriage. Traditionally
marriages were performed among close relatives ,in accordance with the
customs followed by the community within a local or regional context. At
present marriages among Telugus may be found binding two families
transnationally. Telugu communities world over has now managed to keep
the cultural continuity through their marriage practices. They generally
prefer to arrange the marriage of their sonldaughter with the Telugus i n
India. The matrimonials, which are now available on the Internet, facilitate
searching the brideslgrooms based on caste and regional preferences through
out the globe.
Culturally Andhra Pradesh has a distinctive tradition, which is easily
identifiable from other major Indian cultural strands. Some of the cultural
symbols of Andhra Pradesh include "Kuchipudi dance", "Pochampally
handlooms" and "Kalamkari" paintings etc., which are still maintained and
sustained by the Telugus. 'The Kuchipudi dance, known for its grace and
charm, is performed i n almost all gatherings and festivities i n the Telugus
diaspora. Similarly, Perini Thandavam, an aesthetically performed male
dance, is often performed by Telvgus in the diaspora. Celebration of festival
i s anotper cultural premise, which is the basis of transnational networks.
Among the Telugu festivals, the major one includes Ugadi (Telugu New
Year's day), Makar Sankranti, Dasara, Diwali, Siva-Ratri and Ganesh
Chaturthi. ,These are celebrated not only i n Andhra Pradesh but also among
all the Telugus in the diaspora. 'These festivals are celebrated both in
individual homes and outside collectively, bringing all Telugus together.
Development of transnational, satellite aided TV channels and VCR technology
has brought together Telugus from distant lands, creating an imaginary
Telvgu world. Channels like GEMINI TV and ETV, which are based i n
Hyderabad, reach out to the world of Telugus beyond the national boundaries.
These satellite channels are dedicated to the Telugu population of the
world to cater to their needs of information and entertainment. 'The
programmes telecast i n these channels suit tastes of all ages, genders and
classes. There are several channels of two-way economic transactions
between the homeland and diaspora. Firstly, there exists a "nonentrepreneurial channel" of economic linkage, i n the sense that Telugus
visit their places of origin with baggage full of novelties and valuable items
not easily available in the Indian market, to be given as gifts t0 reldtive~
and friends or sold for a small profit. This flow peaks during festival and

holiday seasons such as the Ugadi, Navaratri, Dasahra, Diwali and New
Year's Day. Secondly, the "entrepreneurial channel" of linkage brings
homeland and the diaspora i n a formal manner. Several Telugus abroad send
a significant part of their savings back home i n the form of remittances i n
order to invest on real estate, industrial establishment, small business, and
educational institutions and to contribute towards welfare activities such as
charities, old age home, faminelflood victims etc. Corporate hospitals like
Apollo Hospitals, Medwin Hospitals, C.D.R. Hospitals and LV Prasad Eye
Institute i n Andhra Pradesh are mentioned few, which are contdbuted to
the healthcare sector by the NRI Telugus.
One of the important channels of articulation of common interest a m o m
the migrants is their ethnic association. The Telugus have formed their
associations to maintain their cultural identity and to promote their socioeconomic and political interest in the host country. They also maintain
close network with the members of their community i n the place of their
origin. Through their active participation i n the activities of the association,
Telugus in the diaspora strive to preserve their cultural heritage. These
associations sometimes organize conferences and observe festivals essenially
to cater to the Telugu community settled i n a locality, region or country.
They also invite Telugu persons of distinction from Andhra Pradesh or from
the diasporas for participation. Such associations are formed on the basis
of caste, religious, regional and pan-Telugu identities.
Reflection and Action 23.2
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What are the important factors that led to the international migration of
Punjabis, Gujaratis and Telugus during the colonial and post-colonialperiod?-

Conclusion
In this lesson we have discussedsthe importance of the concept of diaspora
and transnational community, the history of migration of Indians during
colonial and post colonial period and the formation of diasporas i n the new
world. 'The lesson has also discussed the three most important regional
Indian diasporic communities who have made remarkable presence i n the
transnational sphere today. The lesson has discussed the transnational
networks of these communities and their implication for the development
~f homeland from socio-cultural and economic standpoints.
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Learning Objectives
After going through this Unit, you will be able to:
Understand the concepts and nuances of globalisation, nationalism
and transnationalism; and
The interconnectedness and implications of the concepts- nationalism,
globalisation and transnationalism.

24.1

Introduction

In their mutual relationships, globalisation, nationalism and transnationalism
(GNT) are three processes/phenomena which are at different stages of
growth and of varying dimensions and scope. Nationalism is the oldest,
Globalisation i n its recurring manifestation is a quarter century old and
transnationalism has passed under a theoretical scanner for construction of
a comprehensive framework of analysis. All the three phenomena have an
inter -relationship which is problematic. The gap between popular notion
and the real working of these processes, is wide and conceptually not
immediately evident. As we delineate these levels, the centre of analysis
focuses on an individual or a group of individuals form between the homeland
and the host country and this historical engagement at the same time gets
mediated by globalisation process and what Arjun Appdurai calls 'ethnoscapes'
i.e. a world of imagined identities manufactured by media and one's own
fancy. These diaspora or transnationals experience i n their host countries
'a grinding of gears between unfolding lives and their imagined counterparts'
i n which "a variety of 'imagined communities' is formed, communities that
generate new kinds of politics, new kinds of collective expression, and new
needs for social discipline and surveillance on the part of the elites." Like
Capitalism or Socialism, ethnoscape emerges i n these contemporary set-ups
as a competing 'master narrative' which can offer explanations for the links
that hold these three mega-phenomena together. It is only a question of
opening out and broadening of the compass of our enquiry i n order to
adjust t o the new global realities which are 'hyperreal' from a perspective
of global cultural economy.
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I f an one-shot answer t o this problematic inter-relationship is sought, it
would run as follows: with the loosening of nationalism, cross-border
movements became easy i n an era of globalization giving rise t o dispersion

of immigrants chasing jobs. But this is a mechanical explanation, not without
deficiencies. For instance, 'nationalism' seems t o be hardening, witness
Israel's assaults on Lebanon, jobs are getting outsourced to offshore countries
and most of the developed countries (USA Et EU especially) have resisted
the advent of globalisation since they can not bring down tariffs and reduce
subsidies to their farmers so as t o have a free flow of trade i n the world,
witness failure i n July 2006 of the Doha Development Round.

Nationalism and
Transnational
Communities

How does one explain Indo-Pak cross-border terrorism while India and Pakistan
are unitedly taking positions against cricket umpire Haire's decision on the
ball tampering (by Pakistan) issue? How is it that while major powers are
crying hoarse against each other, the global trade i s growing at 4 t o 5 per
cent per annum? There is no dearth of evidence of Prime Ministers and
Presidents calling upon their non-resident nationals abroad to liberally donate
to their country's development. World Conferences and organisations of
ethnic groups across national borders are common place. But these features
of the new global socio-cultural reality appear endless. As a strategy i n
analysis, it sounds reasonable t o refer to a day's news t o understand some
contours of this reality which we get to read daily about ourselves.
Let me invite you to some excerpts cited in The Hindu (Sunday 10 Sept
2006) i n order to familiarize you with some salient features of this emergent
reality happening i n the culture space activated by GNT. For reasons of
space constraint, we select some news analyses and a few passages t o
quote.
Dominating the pages of the newspaper was the iconic news of1 9111 which
has completed 5 years of 'war on terror'. As we know, the 'war on terror'
has clearly exposed the Bush administration on whom the latest slap is the
news: Saddam Hussein not only was not involved i n the A1 Qaeda, he
actually had "rebuffed overtures" and "had even tried t o capture its Iraq
chief", a report by the US Senate Intelligence Committee said. As everybody
knows, there were no weapons of mass destruction found before USA invaded
two sovereign countries (first Afghanistan, then Iraq) without Security
Council's endorsement. Such an act i s as bad as the A1 Qaeda attack on 91
11 but what really overwhelmed the global culture space is the way it was
flashed (and is continuing to do so) by Fox television and others, and
heavily powered policies unilaterally imposed to the effect of alienating the
Muslims as a rel.igious group. The title of the open page article says it all:
Targeting a Community for Ethnic Scrutiny. The writer (who is a medical
doctor facing uncalled for discriminations) complains (which is the subtitle):
My being a Muslim Overshadowed My Identity as an Indian. This culture
space is hotting LIP when one reads his complaints against 'racelethnic
profiling' which is becoming common all over the world.
"I w o ~ l dlike t o draw attention t o this fact that lndian Muslims are i n more
than
single way much different from their brethren i n other Islamic
nations. lndian Muslims are probably the only ones who lived i n and cherished
a democratic set up ......... The taste of democracy and its addiction has
evolved a race of young lndian Muslims who think, believe and practice
nationalism with a fervour. ... The communal agenda of the so-called lndian
Muslim leadership, either it be the defiance to sing Vande Matram or
support Pakistan i n a cricket match, can only be defeated by a purposeful
nationalist attitude, which I am sure is evolving among the middle class
educated lndian Muslims."
The positive attitude of the writer clearly contrasts against a towering
negative attitude of the USA President Mr. Bush who recently set afloat a
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dangerous expression 'Islamic fascists'. This only means that, as Newt
Gingrich (The former Speaker of the House of Representatives, a Republican
like Mr. Bush) followed him up saying, "we are i n the early stages of what
I would describe as the Third World War. " I t will not be an exaggeration to
say that so much of globalisation of lslam across national borders powered
by so much of publicity - through electronic and print media-has generated
a huge transnational cultural field for a political endgame. As opinion polls
world over show, millions of Muslims now think that America's real aim in
Iraq was "to grab i t s oil, help Israel, or just as Mr. Bin Laden said all along,
wage war on Islam."

But a fracture i n the American conservative think tank has surfaced showing
that it i s not Muslims of Asia who are to blame; rather the Muslims who
have grown up on European and American soil are showing disaffection, as
citizens did i n an earlier period against fascism. Led by Prof Francis
Fukuyama, this conservative think tank forcefully argues that Mr. Bush has
been ill-advised to push the war-on-terror to all the followers of Islam; the
national fervour in UK, Spain and other countries are on decline and
distraction for some Muslim terrorists who owe their loyalty to lslam over
the state of which they are citizens. Writing i n the magazine section Page
2, Tabish Khair who by his own admission, i s neither an 'Islamic
*"fundamentalist'
nor even 'a deeply religious Muslim' offers an important
explanation on the disaffection spreading among ordinary Muslims. He gives
reference to Israel's mindless shelling of South Lebanon recently which has
destroyed all infrastructure and livelihood systems to say that in these
circumstances, an ordinary Muslim i s more likely to listen to and admire
Islamic fundamentalists than someone like me." Thus either way, the global
cultural space gets charged up by transnational loyalties and the nationalism
becomes either imperial or circumscribed depending on the nodal centre of
attraction. Both the phenomena premised on transnationalism have been
cocooned inside the trajectory of global capitalism which i s often described
as globalisation.
The last piece from today's (10 September) newspaper before we take up
for discussion i n details about G, N 8 T. This i s again about icon 9111 which
has been etched i n memories of people across board i n the world. Two
points we would make about this ? icon status: First, why and how, destruction
of New dork's twin towers has occupied almost all the collective memory
i n total forgetfulness of three all-time-great incidents on Sept. 11 i n other
calendar years? Bapu's Satyagraha was launched on that day against colonial
South Africa's racial legislation in 1906 against the Indian community. Swami
Vivekananda delivered his famous Chicago address drawing attention to
disastrous consequences of sectarianism, bigotry and fanaticism". That was
i n 1893. The democratic government of Chile led by Allende was dislodged
through CIA'S machinations again on Septll, 1973. If these great events of
history have been relegated and only 9111 of 2001 i s remembered today,
it i s due to powerful publicity and policy effects of the world's sole hegemon
i.e. USA which nbw considers that sovereignty i s a luxury (and hence can
be dispensed with) for those developing countries which are promoting illdefined cultural areas like Asian values, Arab nationalism and Latino culture.
Such nations do not deserve to continue to the extent they suffer from
'freedom deficits' and serve as breeding grounds of terrorism. The second
point relates to a claim by ethnoscape studies that fancy becomes a social
fact i n such situations of transnational turmoil. True indeed! How does an
Indian explain 9/11? If you ask a school child or an illiterate, it i s ninth
November. But how has it come to mean Eleventh September which i s how
Americans write as. Fact is, nobody has ever questioned what these really

mean to us in our own context. This precisely is the publicity effect through
which fancies, imagined communities and effects take shape and enter
collective memory. Sudhir Kakkar calls popular family dramas which aim at
re-inventing traditions (Films like Dilwale Dulhaniya Le Jayenge, Kabhi
Khushi Kabhi Gam and Kabhi Alvida No Kehna are a few exaples) targeting
the NRls for profit as 'collective daydream' which most, withheld from
their motherland, would like to indulge i n giving the threads of their
imagination a free float. This phenomenon needs t o be conceptualized i n
India but it is a 'reality' with NRls settled abroad. In its shifting complexities,
it is a hyperreality.

24.2

Globalisation,
Nationalism and
Transnational
Communities

Globalisation

Quintessentially, globalisation refers to a process of inter-connectedness on
a global scale. But it involves more than growing connections or
interdependence of nation-states. It has been defined as "a historical process
invoking a fundamental shift or transformation in the spatial reach of
human organization that links distant communities and expands the reach
of power relations across regions and continents. " The distinguished Professor
of Diplomacy and a close observer of the global scene, Henry Kissinger was
straight and apt when he chose t o title his address t o the Trinity College
on 12 October 1999 as: "The basic challenge is that what is called
globalization is really another name for the dominant role of the US." Amid
a complex mosa?c of i t s features, we should focus discussion of globalisation
on understanding of what happened to nationalism and the emergence of
several transnational phenomena which constitute our scope here.
What ~issrngerwas saying at the turn of the century was brilliantly pointed
out by Marx and Engels one hundred and fifty years ago. Writing i n the
Communist Manifesto, they had observed:
"In place of the old local and national seclusion and self-sufficiency, we
have intercourse i n every direction, universal interdependence of nations.. ....
The bourgeoisie by the rapid improvement of all instruments of production,
by the immensely facilitated means of communication, draws all, even the
most barbarian nations into civilization.
It compels all nations, on pain of extinction, to adopt the bourgeois mode
of production..... i.e. to become boi~rgeoisthemselves, i n one word, it
creates a world after its own image."
Box 24.1 : Global lnterconnectedness
Between 1950 and 1998, the world export of goods increased seventeen
fold - from $311billion to $ 5.4 trillion - while the global economy expanded
only six-fold. Exports of services which have surged during this period
represents one-fifth of the total world trade. The main driver of this trade
expansion are the Transnational Corporations whose number has risen from
7,000 in 1970 to 53,600 in 1998 with some 4'49,000 foreign subsidiaries.
The sales of TNCs outside their home countries are growing 20-30 percent
faster than their exports; and sales-of goods and services by foreign
subsidiaries - valued at $ 9.5 trillion in 1997 - surpass total world exports
by nearly 50 percent. More than 80 percent of these TNCs are homed in USA
only. (See Hilary French: Vanishing Borders-Protecting the Planet in-an Age
of Globalization, World watch Institute, 2000, R 6.
But Kissinger's version is important in the sense globalisation is what US
makes of it. The failure of trade talks (Doha Development Round) i n July
2006 bears it out. It was a promise given to the developing countries that
I
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"g\obalisation will b e more inclusive apd help the world's poor, particularly
by slashing of barriers and subsides i n farming" by the US and EU countries.
This was a promise given i n the wake of the terrorist attacks of September
2001 but while the war-on-terror campaign is continuing on top gear, the
assurance of trade justice t o the world's poor has been allowed t o lag
behind. Therefore, the survey result of the World Bank Report of 2001 to
the effect that global inequality has widened i s correct but the World
Bank's inference that globalization holds "the key t o social justice" is only
politically correct, and not universally so. The rise i n economic growth (due
t o globalisation) has come not, as Larry Elliot's survey shows, with social
justice but with "costs i n terms of internal democracy, human rights and
equality. "
The 'jobless growth' which resulted out of globalization was not of much
help t o the world's poor whose nurr~berand rank swelled aggravating the
crisis of migration. In those dire circumstances, you move instinctively to
places where you have people of your own community. Under globalisation,
borders became porous and national economies became open. Whereas 80
per cent of the world's population lived i n closed, non-market economies
in 1950s) 87 percent of the world population moved into open economies
by 1995. Fear and anxiety, insecurity and unemployment have goaded people
to leave their homelands. Add to this, changes in job profiles and relaxed
entry facilities for people from the labor - intensive economies and
outsourcing of jobs (IT, BPO and now, engineering services) by the developed
countries. The flow of capital, labour and job architectures has vastly
increased i n speed and configuration. The underside of this process of
globalisaiton i s full with filth: arms, drugs and human trafficking has carved
out (in that order) large chunks of economic activities entailing heavy flow
of persons and workers.
Globalisation i s different from internationalization which i s but an expression
of growing interdependence among discrete but bounded nation-states.
Under globalisation, the world i s increasingly emerging as a shared social
space. There i s a significant shift in the scale of social organisation i n every
sphere from the economic t o the security, transcending the world's major
regions and continents. Central to this structural change are twin features
of unavoidable consequences: the revolution of Information and
Communication Technologies which have triggered changes beyond
anticipation and recognition. The second feature as Anthony Giddens has
brilliantly highlighted lay in the abandonment of the welfare state and
discontinuation of social security packages which were part of a social
compact between the society and the state ever since the World War II.
What has taken i t s place is popularly known as the Washington Consensus
articulated by another British (developmental economist) John Williamson
who had listed ten reforms for the Latin American economies so that they
could attract private capital back to the region after the crippling debt
crisis of 1980s. This 'neo-liberal agenda' for developing countries mostly i n
Africa and Latin America came t o be known as "economic reforms' which
mostly consisted of liberalization, privatization and globalisation (LPG). But
economic reforms are not sufficient i n themselves and therefore, secondgeneration reforms were introduced under the rubric of 'good governance'.
Currently, 'good governance' i s being used as a conditionality by the IMF
and the World Bank for loans t o the developing countries.
The performance records of most countries from these two continents were
disappointing whereas China and the East Asian Tigers managed to collect
benefits of globalisation with innovative re-moulding of this neo-liberal
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package. India, Brazil and Russia are also counted as cases of successful
globalizing. An ,important lesson out of these experiments lay i n a challenge
to the national leaders not to blindly kowtow but to design and evolve
institutional and policy packages sensitive to local opportunities and
constraints. Another major call of restraint on unfettered globalisation
came from Francis Fukuyama who had predicted i n 1989 (roughly the same
time when the Washington Consensus was articulated) that history has
ended, the liberal democracy has triumphed world-wide and the world i s
ready for democratization across political boundaries and popular resistance.
"Democracy and free markets will continue to expand as the dominant
organising principles for much of the world", he wrote i n 2001 after the
September attack. But Fukuyama changed his opinion, circa 2004 and asked
for restoration of the nation states to the centre stage of world politics.
In other words, nation state was never dead and globalisation waves which
swept them under, found their importance sooner than later.
However, nation-states and nationalism as a political force have been deeply
impacted giving rise to a new phenomenon called deterritorialisation. This
meant that boundaries became porous and open for moving of goods, capital
and labour. In i t s concrete form, deterritorialisation meant "bringing laboring
populations into the lower-class sectors and spaces of relatively wealthy
societies, while sometimes vesting exaggerated and intensified senses of
criticism or attachment to politics i n the home state." Deterritorialisation
i s now at the core of a variety of global fundamentalisms. As Arjun Appadurai
has perceptively observed, "in The Hindu case, for example, it i s clear that
the overseas movement of Indians has been exploited by a variety of
interests both within and outside India to create a complicated network of
finances and religions identifications by which the problem of cultural
reproduction for Hindus abroad has become tied to the politics of Hindu
fundamentalism at home"(Appadurai, 1999).

24.3

Ten Theses on Globalisation

1.

Anti-globalisation protests are not about globalisation since these
protests are among the most globalised events i n the world.

2.

Globalisation i s not new; nor i s it just westernization.

3.

Globalisation i s not i n itself a folly, it has already enriched the world.
What i s needed i s fairer distribution of the fruits of globalisation.

4.

The central issue, directly or indirectly, i s inequality.

5.

The primary concern i s the level of inequality, not i t s marginal change
for the better. Appalling poverty and staggering inequalities demand
urgent attention.

6.

The question i s not just whether there exists some gain for all parties,
but whether the distribution of gains i s fair.

7.

Market economy i s consistent with many different institutional conditions
and, i n conjunction with the latter, can produce different outcomes.
Aside from the need for pro-poor public policies, the distribution of
benefits depends on a host ofglobal arrangements (e.g. t r a d e
agreements, patent laws, environmental protection etc).

8.

The world has changed since the Bretton Woods agreement.
Decolonisation, human rights, NGOs and movements for gender and
environmental equity and justice have come up anew.

9.

Both policy and institutional changes are needed. Global governance
i s changing under open leadership of the World Bank and the UNO but
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the Third World governments have been found to be indulging i n
violence and waste.
10. Finally, we have reason enough to support globalisation i n the best
sense of that idea since some institutional and policy issues deserve
to be addressed more.
Amartya Sen in The Los Angeles Times

The political melieu of the Westphalian Treaty-based modern state has also
changed with other structural changes accompanying globalisation. I t was
a myth to say that state lost sovereignty (how much of it USA state lost?
for example) but political authority came to be distended by economic
onslaughts released by globalisation. If the social space turned out to be
a shared one, continuous fragmentation of political space, (disintegration
of Soviet Union, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia.etc.) spawned ethnonationalisms previously held i n subordination by the state administrative
authorities. Participation- deficit models of national integration run the
dangers of secessionism i n these days of transnational turmoil.

24.4

Nationalism

Modern idea of nationalism emerged from the early 19th century Western
Europe out of a combination of three strands which composed it:
1.

Enlightenment as a liberal conception of political self-determination
(Rousseau, J., 5 Mill and others)

2.

The French revolutionary idea of the community of equal citizens; and

3.

The German conceptions of a people formed by history tradition, and
culture.

As a final process-product, nationalism thus was found tied to principles of
freedom, equality and collective sharing of a history and culture. One of
those who most vigorously espoused the cause of nationalism was the
Italian Giuseppe Mazzini for whom three requisites are non-negotiable i n
nationalism: independent territory, a moral obligation for all to the nation
one belongs to, and the notion that world i s but 'a family of nations'. For
the French romantic revolutionary, Ernest Renan, nationalism represents 'a
daily plebiscite', a historical process of renewal on a daily basis.
.Despite all that it stands to promote an identity of uniqueness, nationalism
has never emerged as an alternative to globalization. It has been a part of
it, though the relationship between nationalism and globalisation has never
been free from tensions. These interactions however are variously perceived.
For instance, one school of thinking holds Mazzini and Woodrow Wilson an
'old hat' and they are not for having more number of states which will only
add 'disorder' to the international comity of nations. Another school thinks
that the major developed countries of the OECD cannot afford another war
which i s always feared, and i s the worst consequence of nationalisms. Eric
Hobsbawm has argued that the old belief of a self-contained 'national'
economy has been substantially eroded and i t s place has been taken by
another nationalist idea, namely that "separate statehood can provide the
best means of negotiating a favourable position i n the international
marketplace. "
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Box 24.2: The core-~hemesO f Nationalist Ideology
1. Humanity i s naturally divided into nations.

2. Each nation has i t s peculiar character.
3. The source of all political power is the nation, the whole collectivity.
4. For freedom and self-realization, men must identify with a nation.

5. Nations can only be fulfilled in their own states.

6. Loyalty to the nation-state overrides other loyalties.

7. The primary condition of global freedom and harmony is the
strengthening of the nation-state.
Adam Smith

All these were arguments from a political economy perspective. Arjun
Appadurai has however ventured an explanation of this problematic
interrelationship between globalisation and nationalism from the persp-ective
of global cultural economy.
As Scott Lash and John Urry have pointed out, globalisation represents 'a
disorganized capitalism* which at present i s outside the compass of enquiry
available today. The new global cultural economy is 'a complex, overlapping
disjunctive order which as distinguished from its previous avatars, is so
striking by its 'sheer speed, scale and volume' that the disjuncture (between
economies, cultures, polities etc) have become central to the politics of
global culture. "The world we live i n now seems rhizomic, even
schizophrenic, calling for theories of rootlessness, alienation, and
psychological distance between individuals and groups on the one hand,
and fantasies (or nightmares) of electronic propinquity, on the other." In
this world of the hyperreal, we enter a 'new condition of neighborliness'
or what Marshall MacLuhan famously called 'a global village'. 'The media
however keep creating at the same time, communities with "no sense of
place". It is also called Communities caught i n the media scape giving these
new perceptions a further globalizing twist, Fredric Jameson points out a
"nostalgia for the present" which refuses to die despite change i n the living
context and conditions. One important new feature of this global cultural
politics marked by disjunctive relationships is that "state and nation are at
each other's throats, and the hyphen that links them i s now less an icon
of conjuncture than an index of disjuncture." Appadurai insightfully explains
this phenomenon: "This disjunctive relationship between nations and state
has two levels: at the level of any given nation-state, it means that there
is a battle of the imagination, with state and nation seeking to cannibalize
one another. Here i s the seedbed of brutal separatisms - majoritarianisms
that seem to have appeared from nowhere and microidentities that have
become political projects within the nation-state. At another level, this
disjunctive relationship is deeply entangled with various global disjunctures:
ideas of nationhood appear to be steadily increasing i n scale and regularly
crossing existing state boundaries, sometimes, as with the Kurds, because
previous identities stretched across vast national spaces or, as with the
Tamils in S r i Lanka, the dormant threads of a transnational diaspora have
been activated to ignite the micropolitics of a nation-state."
Unyoking of 'imagination' from the 'place' constitutes the critical differential
feature of living in such a world. The space released for imagination i n this
process i s neither small nor large, micro or macro since it is not a 'problem
of representation'. But day-to-day routine living cannot escape but face
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Communities

of the transnational world i n the concrete life worlds of immediate
experience. This i s so because their lives cut across national boundaries
while bringing two societies into a sinde constituted social field.
Box 24.3: Nationalism and Globalisation
Nationalism was only fully recognized as relevant by International
Relations in the past two decades.
Nationalism i s both opposed to globalization and a product of it.
The spread of nationalism i s a result of the transformation of the
international system over the past two centuries.
Nationalism is now the moral basis of states and of the international
system.
Fred Halliday

24.5

Transnationalism

Transnationalism (TN) refers to a process by which immigrants build social
fields that link together their country of origin with their country of
settlement. 'These immigrants who maintain simultaneous presence i n two
or more varieties can also be described as transmigrants. The transnational
social field thus constituted comprises, i n part, family ties sustained through
economic disbursements and gifts and i n part, by a system of legalized
exchanges, structured and officially endorsed by the home state. Till recently,
migrant experiences i n different areas of the world were studied as discrete
and separate phenomena unrelated to fast emerging hyperreality which has
overwhelmed the world i n the process of globalisation. The growing demand
i s to study these migrant population dynamic and fluid social relatives with
i n combination an analysis of the global context and dimensionality. As
discussed before, global restructuring of capital has deeply affected
economies of the developed countries (e.g. swelling un - and under employment of the labour force). In order to comprehensively grasp these
problems besetting migrant populations ever on rise, a transnational
framework of analysis has become necessary. While developing such a
framework of analysis, Nina Glick Schiller Linda Basch and Cristina Blanc Szanton (SBB) have identified six premises which are central t o
conceptualization of Transnationalism:
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1)

bounded social science concepts such as tribe, ethnic group, nation,
society, or culture can limit the ability of researchers to first perceive,
and then analyze, the phenomenon of transnationalism;

2)

the development of the transnational migrant experience i s inextricably
linked to the changing conditions of global capitalism, and must be
analyzed within that world context;

3)

transnationalism i s grounded i n the daily lives, activities, and social
relationships of migrants;

4)

transnational migrants, although predominantly workers, live a complex
existence that forces them to confront, draw upon, and rework different
identity constructs - national, ethnic and racial;

5)

the fluid and complex existence of transnational migrants compels us
to reconceptualize the categories of nationalism, ethnicity, and race,
theoretical work that can contribute t o reformulating our understanding
of culture, class, and society; and

6)

transmigrants deal with and confront a number of hegemonic contexts,
both global and national. These hegemonic contexts have an impact

-

on the transmigrant's consciousness, but at the same time transmigrants
reshape these contexts by their interactions and resistance.
To the extent that transnationalism i s a product feature of world capitalism,
the identity of the transmigrants has remained a contested terrain. The
global flow i s determinative of the class profile of these migrants who
normally crowd the lower echelons of the dominant society they migrate
into. The Chinese transmigrants may have a small component of the Hong
Kong capitalist class but the Indian, Caribbean and Filipino populations have
important petit bourgeois and professional strata. But all the strata of
these migrant populations live and grow in a transnational world constantly
created, reenacted and reconstituted by hegemonic constructions and
practices in their daily routine existence.
In such a contingency, the transmigrants find their options usually subordinate
to the dominant ideology of the host country, and open vis-a-vis the homeland
so that they can "continuously translate the economic and social position
gained in one political setting into political, social and economic capital in
another." Internal class differentiations of the hegemonic states often play
a crucial role in the constitution of the transnational social field. The
American multinationals, for instance, prefer transnationalism over the
American poor and middle class who prefer nationalist protection. The
Zconomic Times of 26 September 2006 carries this news: 449 Indian have
been given a 10 year multi-entry visa to Malaysia on payment of just 75,000
US dollars with all other conditions waived. Though sufficient research i s
warranted to confirm, an important hypothesis can be formulated in this
context that the gifts and activities which flow across the borders carry
with them social relations embedded in them. As SBB argue, these social
relations take on meaning within the flow and fabric of daily Life, as
linkages between different societies are maintained, renewed, and
reconstituted in the context of families, of institutions, of economic
investments, business, and finance and of political organizations and
structures including nation-states.
In the absence of deep-going researches, we can only conclude at this stage
with a formulation that a true understanding of Transnationalism i s not
possible without a global perspective. The Latter comes, as we have seen
above, in a basket of nationalisms disjointed from their states and activated
through a larger-than-life imaginative mode fashioned and facilitated by
the revolutions i n media technology and looseninglwidening of the national
features of a sovereign state. Understood in this sense, Transnationalism
and Globalisation have created a new world of reality which i s awaiting
rigorous conceptualization.

24.6

Conclusion

The contours of future research of this area remains ill-defined but three
broad approaches merit consideration since they are d m rounds lately.
The first such approach i s cosmopolitalism which seeks to promote the
idea that all human beings are equal and the international community
shou1.d defend the victims of war crimes and punish the perpetrators
regardless of the places of their origin. Many cosmopolitans therefore
welcomed the UK House of Lord's ruling that the leaders guilty of human
rights violations can not claim immunity from prosecution by appealing to
the member of sovereign immunity. That i s how General Pinochet, the
Chilean dictator was brought to book by the UK Courts. The other approach
i s post-modernism which emphasizes a peculiar point that knowledge
,
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designed to progress contains the danger of domination. The diversity,

Transnational
Communities
according to this approach, should be respected against homogenization

which usually leads to new forms of power and exclusion. In other words,
appropriation of reality for creation of knowledge doesn't have to follow
a given dominant model. The third salient approach i s communitarianism.
Michael Walzer has criticized cosmopolitalism on the ground that individuals
acquire their most fundamental rights and responsibilities as members of
particular communities inhabiting across the national borders (i.e. group
rights and not as members of the human race). 'This point received sharpened
focus from W. Kymlicka who with the help of a path-breaking analysis to
establish a respect point of view that the rights of indigenous people
depend effectively on curtailment of some individual rights which lie at the
heart of the liberal democratic polities of the West.
As you can see from the above, a new vista i s opening out privileging
theorizations i n the new context of globalisation, nationalism and
transnationalism i n their active authentication and signatures. The world
appears to be fast growing into a different place now.

24.7
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